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Omaha 011,
THE MASKED TERROR;
OR,

Deadw .-d Dick 1n Danger.

llY EDiV"ARD L. WHEELER,
'ivrB'OR OF ''DEADWOOD DICK," "DOUttLE DAGGERS, n
''BUFFALO BEN," ETC.t ETC.

CHAPTER I.
DYL :NORTE I-THE WONDERFUL EL GAMIN.

Dm:.NoRTEI
The Monaco of Arneric,,,.
The liveliest little town of its size in Southern Col··
vrado. It is situated upon the south hank of the
Rio Grande river, neal' where it turns out of the San
Luis valley from its eastward course, and runs
nearly direct south through New 111exico.
It was only started a few yeal's ago, in conse·
quenoe of being on the Overland route to the
Rookies. and is not much of a place- probably con·
tains between nine hundred and a thousand soulswith a clas~ of citizens made up of all nationalities,
nearly, although Spanish blood predominates.
Not much or a place for commerce is this Del
Norte, nor Is gold to be found within fifty miles of
the locality. Yet it is undeniably a fast, lively place.
Constant emigration Into the Rockies, which al'EI
fast becoming settled, su,tains Del Nor10, it) a measure1 while its gambling repute a t tracts ndventul'ers
ana rascals in large numbers. Its population is of
this r estless type, who are ever wandering from
place to place, seeing what there Is to see.
These Del Norteans are not naturally inhospitable
to strangers. but among the gambling frate rnity,
who at tim es rule the town, there is a ruffianly set
of bummers, and h2rders from the immense cattle
nnche.; that abound upon the fifty-by-twenty-mile
pr'l.irie imme;liately back of the little town, who are
bl'utish and cruel; rec!des> devils who shoot and kill
often upon little or no provocation.
From Del Norte, which stan ls partly upon a river
i:llut'f. a beautiful vi >w or the herding prairies, as
they stretch in gentle billows away towarJ the filmy
moun:aiDS, whose hoary peaks are snow-capped the
year around, can be obtained. Here are dwellings
-mostly haciendas or Mexicrn farm·bouses; there,
great herds o! cattle are gr<J.Ziug. These black
masses upon the prairie, which are herds belonging
to differe nt pirties, may be seen dotted down.like
g roves or patches of timber in the distance. A
pe"uliarly wild and interesting life Is thi; sflr.k·
herding.
The towu Is ra ther prettily laid out, with •, iw
streel an I maybe a hundred dwellings, s 0n.. of
which are generallv unoccupied. And you need n ot
be surprised to find a gambling den in each of tl!Pse
tenanted habitations.
For women gamble in Del Norte a~ well as rio,[o·
naco. and some of th' black-eyed Spanish girl& ~lt'e
adepts at car~ts, anJ at winning hearts.
1'ut the 1111in resort of this town, o~ wm- ,be
world knows so litUe, is the "Oriental Palace," a
noble structure of ~1ex1can build, artistically flnltibed
awl richly furnished, with only one floor an<l 1! t-pl~OQY up near the awning roof. where two bandsais·
course m •1sic the whole day and part of the night, a
decoy to draw unsusn~c ting strangers into the llt'tS·
..er gambling rO )IU of 'Vestern America.
There was but onP floor, but upon this Ooor -.in
~rnler the roof far above, you could pack away b!tlf
.L

doz 0 n

avera~e

buildings.

Imagine a tiled flour as smooth and evenly-laid as
a glass stu·face, three hundred feet long by two bun·
drP.d wide, anc! fit ted with luxurious obairs and sotas
· •f :!u.exican manufacture. marble-tup card, f1t1'0 e')d

keno tables, with accompanying appllauces, and
long bars behind which all kinds of drinks from
champague to Taos whisky are kept, dispensed, and
carried by Mexican girls, in short dresses, blue stockings and red slippers.
From above come softly-modulated strains of be·
witching- music, below are graciou~. fascinating
senorilas ; the average mari needs but to step Inside
thiR palace, and he is a u gon\~r," so long as his cash
holds out.
Evening is the time when the excitement at the
"Oriental" waxes the hottest, when all the popula·
tion of the town, save those who may chance to be
anti-gamblers or have "private snaps " of their
own, are out to witness t3e spGrt, and mayhap take
a hand.
Faro, keno, roulette, hilliards all(\ pool. besides
ordinary e;ames from eucher to dominoes and checkers, are played here. so that a vbitor can have no
excuse for not playin~ but a blank refusal, if be
knows aught of any game at all. And skilled gamester•, too, are two-thirds of these Del Norteans,
while not behind them ranktbeserougbcattle-herd•
ers of the Sau Luis valley.
It was one evening at the beginning of Decemberthe close of Del Norte's nearly perpetual summer.
T .1e nii;:ht was breathless and sultry, with only a
very fmnt breeze fanning up from ti.le sullen. dark
waters of the murmuring Rio Grande, as it swept by
0

th{~~g~M~iln~~a'P~1~~~ ~~.~s f~~~~~~heYe ~~· crowdedcrowded with m en of rough, anti men of dashing ap·
pearauc.e ; women whom dissipated life had wrecked
of their personal charms. and wom en and maidens
who had but recently launched forth into this gay,
wildly-reckless existence.
Sirens, too, are ~ome of these passionate, black·
eyed Spanish women; more than lovable when uol
crossed, but very devils, when th0ir ire is aroused.
A 1 the tables were full, to-night, and many were
there strolling about thrr.ugh tbe great building,
some alone and distrnstful, anti others iu company
with fascinating seuorit:is or ; aycavaliers. A great
c0lonization caravan haa1 thnt day stopped m Del
Norte, to remain a week for repair.; and to stock up.
d~~c~ ~~,~~~v~i~~~f the fact of such a great atten·
There was a table at which prPsided a man named
Captain Bill J\lonte, who cballengt'u the world at that
simple but interesting game dominoes-a game, by
the way, which you are not likely to find in the gen·
era! gambling den.
But this Caµt. 111onte was an expert, and bis little
gamA won him nearly as much as othPr "peelers"
won from higher games. He bad a system of gam•
bling by domiuoes which I have seen in but one place
East, au(!. that was iu Philadelphia.
Before the ?ame commenced, you were to buy
twenty dollars worth of round ivory c11ecks. if for a
small game ; or If it was to be a" full ti!t," which is
more generally played thrPe lnm ·lr~d dollars' worth.
These cheeks are numbered 5, 10, 15 and 00; therofore, on a deposit of three bundn-.1 dollars, you receive a gh·en number of these che.,l;s, and deposil
them in the drawer on your si1e of tl1e t Rbl!'. Your
opponent has a like number, and the denomination
of each check is supposed to r epresent so many dollars. The game then commences. and as In the
regular game of dominoes, you eacb ha ve five dom·
inoe>. In the event that "double Gix" i · not drawn,
nnrl you1· opponent has the next largest double,

which is" fiv~." be s€-ts it. anc1 connt!'1 t(:'n, and you
arB required to give him one of your 0 ten ,, che:oks.
In a few moments, it may chance tnar you make

fifteen or twenty, and ree(~ ;:-e ti~at. nt1mbe!''~ worth
of checks from your contestant.
In cas<> he blocks the game, which Is one of the
•·points" of it, and you are obliged to draw the remaining block•, whatever the count be upon those
dominoes, be it twenty-five, sixty-five or elght.v, you
are to give to hiil,l in checks, which~ fat in his larder. he being the ~i:nker and you having to "'°Y him
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for more t?hecu, In case you wish nnotl1pr game.
This game in Del Norte they call • loi1·t. In Philaclcl·
phia it is more simplified and less exciting. thre"·
dollar stakes more generally taking the place of
three hundreo.
This description may pcssihly prove interesting to
some of my readers, and is destined in the future to
gain in popularity ns a fair and honest gambling
game, 'l'.'lth few chances to cheat in it.
Captain Monte was a large, smooth-faced maa ,
dark in complexion, wilb a low, beetling foreheau 1
piercing black eyes, and a habilnal expression or
evil cunning wolll upon his f ace. Next to Wild Bl!!
Hickox, he was concerle1l to Le the best revolver·
shot upon the" middle" border, and not unlike 'Wild
Bill,* once be learned of his master-accomplishments
in that line. and that tile people feat•ed him, be m11.de
a rnffian of himself at every opportuuity.
Around Monte's (·loire table this evening, a crowd
bad collected, watching the wonderful game of luck
and science.
l\Ionte sat upon bis side of the table, coolly winning
the game at every deal, and fl eecing an impetuous
Southern youth, a member of the caravan, by the
way, out of his la>tsbilling. The man played straight·
forward and unhesitatingly; he had made ten thousand dollars at bis game, and what if be did lose oc·
casiona1!y? He could soon '~in back.
At last the Southerner arose from the table, a des·
perate expression upon his haggard face-a wild
gleam in his eyes, that strong drink bad rendered
bloodshot.
"You have ~~obed me of my last penny, you
devil I" he hissed, between bis clinched teeth, "but
I've not bad enough yet. I'll r ob my wife of h er
money and stake it, but what I will get back that
which I have lost. Then, if I win, I'll put a bullet
through your sknll 1"
Monte smiled, and nodded, as the youth, whose
creole blood bad been fired, shook his fL~t ana strode
av;!"took out for a snlclcle clirectly I" be laughecl,
grimly. "Any gentleman got confidence enough in
bis dominoistic abilities to take a game!''
"There isl" a voice immediately replied, and a
young man of handsome figure and stately carriage,
pushed forward through the crowd. "I have just
cleaned out the heaviest faro bank in the establish·
meat, and if you've J!Ot any m .;ney to lose, now is
your chance to lose it !"
And the stranger folded bis arms across bis chest
and gazed coolly at Bill Monte.
No one had seen him in Del Norte before; that he

w: ~::.raW!~rr:C~\,;;:~al~o:z~~nb:tiga!1Js':i::~~:

with bold, regular feature3, and al'l eye of. jet, o.s cool
and unwavering as could well be. His hair, worn
long, in under a Spanish herder's liat, fell in waves
over his shoulclers, and he wore a slight mustache
and Imperial His attire was American, although a
Spanish serape, fringed witb a chain of pure gold,
was wrrn over his athletic shoulders.
" And you think you can clean me out just as
easily as you cleaned out the faro bank, eh?" Bill
Monte chuckled, as he dexter•msly mixed the dominoes. "Do you understand the game we play?"
"Perfectly, sir," the other replied, counting out a
number ot b1Us from a huge wallet . "My name is
El Gamin, if you want to know with whom you are
to nlay."
El Gamin deposited three hundred dollars upon
the stack-board at one end of the table, and Monte
covered it, after which a package of checks was
" Wild Bill has been made a haro In story and
the stage, and now that he is dead, perhaps it
Is best not to haul him o.er the fire, but tlie western
border never knew of a man that more deserved a
rope and the limb, than he, despite the fact that he
made ~veral good scouts, before he became what be
was, when Jack McCi.JI aveuged bis brother's death,
lu Deadwood-a dissolute bra'l'O and cut-throat.
UJJOD

a

d!'alt El Gamin, and the same number retained h:ll'
Monte.
The game then OO?an.
Monte set tlie double-six, per rule, and El Gamin
six-tray, which counted fifteen, for which be r e·
ceived ivories.
Six bouts were played! with the most game on
Monte·s sid!J1 but then E Gamin blocked It upon
deuces, and lllOnte was forced to rake ill the uncirawn
domrnoe~.

Therefore El Gamin got the game-ceunt, and bis
own deposit money, with checks enough for "'second
horse." T,1ese checks are redeemed for their face
value at the end of the game.
Once more tbe bones were shuffled, and played,
and aglilII E l Gamin blocked tho game upon ills opponent, and r eceived a Leavy count. which put out
the game, besides leaving birn "Ith over three bun·
clt·ed dollars' worth of checks, above investment.
These he r!'taiuecl for a new game.
And, amid applause, be won the 11ame, at the end
of wbicb be got two hundred dollars worth of checks
cashed, aside from enough to continue.
Again the game began. A~ain be won! Not only
once, but ten times; ten straight gamPs 1 at the end
of wnich he came off twenty-five buuared
dollars
ahead of inveb'tlllent.
Bill Monte was by this iame turious with rage at
bis ill-luck.
"You are a devil !" he cried; " youbave infatuated
these bones. But you shall either lose or win all. I
have eight thousand doll ars in the Denver Bank,and
it is the last I have in the world, for you've cleaned
me ; and l '11 bet that eight thousand dollars I win the
next game I"
·•I acooptl" said El Gamin, almost unconcernedly.

CHAPTER Il.
THE HOJllE OJI' THE HARRISEO--A STRANGE MESSAGE.

GREAT excitement now prevailed.
The news spread like wildfire through the palaee
gambling-house: crowds smged around tbe eWire
table; all other games were suspended, and the gam•
bling-tables loaded down with eager men and wo.
men. who wished to get a glimpse at this wonderful
domino·monareb, El Gamin, wbo was to play Bill
Monte for all he was worth. And half a hundred of
Bill Monte's backers, who were herdsmen ru1J of the
most ruffianly type of men, stood close at hand,
ready to " climb " this uew lig bt in the gaming
arena should Bill Monte give the word.
And as many or more Del Norteans stood, with
bands r esting upon r evolvers, ready to back El Gam·
in, if n ecessary, for Bill Monte was hat!'d and feared
by all, and the Del Norteans held a grudge against
b1m worth wiping oat.
So that, from all standpoints, the situation within
that great gas-lit edifice. looked peculiarly interesting.
The bands u pon the balcony far above were playing in concert a grand operatic melody· a strange
hushed murmur ran riot; everybody was breathless·
ly expectant.
Bill Monte was going to stake his last dollar against
the same amount put up by tbis unknowu,bandsome
El Gamin that he would win the game.
Eight thousand dollars!
A c0mfortable fortune, and though it was above
the regular line of bettir.g in Del Norte, at Monaco It
would ofttimes be considered an in,ignitlcant sum,
where princely fortunes are risked upoll a single
game of chance.
As the game was of so large a figure, no checks
were purchased on dPposit money; lllonte gratuitous·
ly furnished these, and th~ game bega11 . "And the
game ran:
Monte led with double five! making ten: IJ;l Gam in
blank-five-also ten : Montes x-flve.: El Gamin blank·
six; Monte drew eight dominoes, and played tray·
five; and RO ran the game, El Gamin eventually
t•""'Ung the game on blanks.
·
· -wore like a trooper, and as If to intimidate

•

.
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his opponen~. drew a six-shooter and laid It upon the
tabl6. El Gamin stared a moment; then repeated
this perrorman~e, bis revolver being a heavy Derringer, or hrge b<lr6.
"~uess you m~ant shoot, didn't you?" he said,
layit g bis down, already cocked.
.. uess you'll find out l" Bill Monte growled, eulleul.v, glancing a t tbe check be bad written. to 'lee
that no on~ had disturbed it. •·Go on."
Tiny played and Monte won.
Each had fif&y to go, now; game, tv o bu0<lred.
11.nd thPy played-anJ .l!o:de won! With a yell of
.Iehght he made a grab for the stakes, but bis ooun·
tenance instantly came in contact with the mlliiZle
of El Gamin's revolver.
"Hold!" El Gamin cried. sternly. "Those stakes
are not yours. You have cheated! Look, gentlem en-a four deuce played upon the double six, does
not m a ke fifteen. Nor can we call this a game; so
we will play over I"
The crowd saw the mistake now, and Bill Monte
saw that his attempt to cheat had been in vain. Tbe
dominoes were re-shutlled, and the game finished,
El Grunin winning! just five ahead of his opponent.
Instantly upon aying down the game bone, he
seized his revolver in time to cover Monte who was
in the act of raising his.
"No fancy games!" the victor cried, grimly, ra.k·
iRg itt th" stak~. anrl stowing them away ill his
pecket. "I won fairly I"
"You're a liar and a cheat!" Monte roared, with
a frightful curse. "I'll give half o' my share ter
iber man that'll shoot him dead, boys. Hurral"
With an answering yell tbe herdsmen spru~ forward toward the litrange gambler expert. But, at
the same time tbe Del Nor1teans made a rush upon
them, and there in that Ori~ntal Palace tool.. place a
bloody affray, which the men of Del Norte won,
only because of superioritv of numbe1·s. And when
tbe battle was over, and a 'dozen dead ancl dying lay
stretched out upon the blood-stained fioor, it was
found that El Gamin was gone.
Bill Monte and his herders, though thoroughly
whii:iped, were none t '>e less boastful and defiant,
and held their own in the Palace. Ready were these
rough cattle-men to uphold their leader, with money
or with fie;ht, for a large percentage of them feared
him, by rJ$h •. of a sem·et, which we shall develop in
the progress of our story.
Bitte1· was tbe disappointment then, among them
to finrl that El Gamin had escaped, for uot only did
tbey wisb to avenge the death of their fl>~n comrades, but to re-establish Bill Monte bl business
aga1u, and restore bim bis money.
Down tbe beautiful San Luis valley, a.bOut ten
miles from Del Norte, and upon the banks of the Rio
Grande. was a pretty little homestead, consisting of
an ancient l\Iexican hacienda, built of adobes, and a
number of out-buildings, all set down upon a prairieplot of green, which was guarded on three sides by
a white picket fence, and sloped gently down to the
water's edge.
Back f rom the building rolled mile after mile of
gentle. undula tino; prairie, a large portion of It devoted to stock g razmg, while h ere and there were
patches of g rain and corn, showing that agriculture
was not neglec•ed.
Upon these herding-plains, each man has bis own
lnrlividual tract, generally square in shape, with
each corner marked oft witb a tall pole; and it
means war to trespass upon those grounds belonging to another, eveu if only stepping across a line,
uriless you have a passageway bargained for.
Thus, in the San Luis valley, lanterns are hoisted
upon thP, tops of these claim-marking poles. of various colors of l'ght, presenting a strange appearance
if seen upon a particulariy dark night, or in a clear
one.
Two men and a pack of well-trained l\Iexican shepherd dogs are all that is generally required to watch
!L herd, bne change going on at noon and comb1g otI

at midnight, and vtce v' rsa. The dogs soon learn
limits alfowed for grazing, and need few direct!
to keep the herds within tbeir proper bounds.
Tile principal foes of the herders of the Sau
valley are the few strolling, wandering Indians wb
still hunt Southern Colorado, being for the m
part vagabond Navajoes.
The homestead we have described was handsom
' Y located, in sight o! Del Norte-indeed there we
no neighbors nearer. except one family further do
the valley, the larger share of the herders living f
ther inland .
And to this seq.uestered spo!,_ ~y Rio Grande D
Norte's; murmunng waters, .lW.ward Harris h
come, when in b is balloon he had sailed away fro
Eure ka, up in Idaho.
It is Ulieless perhap•, to tell the reader ot this
BRA.RY who Edward Harris i~. for as Deadwood Die
he is now well known to many thousands of reade1
Deadwood Dick, the prince or road-agents, one
but now a reformed man, leading tbe honest life
cattle-herder.
Once when still a road-agent, he had come d o
Into this valley, hearing of Its great beauty and
ture we<a.lth. He had eeen this old Mexican b acie
da with its accompanying six hundred acres
purchased It for a song; a nd now with his loved an
loving wi!e and boy, he had taken possession of I
leadin~ a quiet life, wltk servants enough to do th
work m the house and upon tbe atook la.nds : f
Dick was annually r eoeivlng baud1ome protlts fro
a gold mine in the Black Hills, and could a fford
live luxnriously.
One pleasant sunny afte.moon, a few days afte
tbe event last narrated, the bo.ppy little group we
gathered under the trees upon the lawn In fron t o
the hacienda, which sloped gently to the ...ater'

~as a beautiful day for

December- just such
day as we have in our Eastern States in J uly o
August, for Del Norte and tbe S..n Luis are almo
in the tropics, it would seem. No winter ever
sails them until J anuary, if at &II, and lasts but
couple of months. Overhead the sky was clear an
blue, while the sun shone do,vn scorchingly, its i
tense b eat only relieved by the gentle breeze bl°'"
ing over tbe prairies from t be white-capped mo
tams in the hazr. distance.
Trees were still green in company with the ve
vety grass, and the birds yet sung joyous son
aniong the foliage, while sweetly perfumed tlowe
and towering cactuses adorned the lawn. Altogetbe
tbe ficene was charming and picturesque, with
tbe beauties of the land In rivalry with the stat ·
ness of the Rio Grande as it moved murmuring by
Deadwood Dick had thrown himself upon t h
lawn, while Leone sat in a huge bamboo chair ·
front of him. her gaze resting upon his handsom
face and form lovingly.
Little Dick, but,. few months old, was upon t h
grass near by, crowing loudly as the birds sung,
kicking up his heels in bo.hy1sh delight.
"And how like you the new liome, darlln ?'
~·oung Harris asked, taking his cigarette from
tween his lips.
"Like It?" Leone repeated, e:lancing about he
ho.If dreamily. "I like it more than I can tell, d
Eddie. I like it anywhere where you are."
"And home would be no borne without you, my
peerle<:S. Here, in this beautiful home, If the world
will leave me alone, I can end my days In peace a nd
bliss with yot:, my darling; and hunger not tor the
old wild life."
.
"Ab I but how I fear this beautiful home will not'
long hold us botlo, Prince," the girl-wife replied sad·
ly. " Something seems to tell me tha.t we are to
again experience trouble-tha t we are going to be
parted again, perhaps foreve1·."
"Pooh I you have the blues a little over somethl!
that bas not gqqe r,jght. V'(:J!At is It, petf" and
drew her ilown b"esldil bim on the s«rt carpea o
grass.
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"Nothing I know of yet., clear husband," she relied, nestling f0ndly in his arms. "But I got t,o
hinking what if we should be separated, when we
·
e so happy?"
"It "'"ulrl be a bitter blow indeed, my peerless;
t we will not think of such a thing. Here we have
ii that !wart can desire, except neighbors, which
few and far between, and of rather an undesira
le quality. I don't know about tha.t family down
he river. as I have not yet penetrated that far into
he valley. And, Leone, I feel that we need appreend no danger-not even discovery, from our eneies, for a long time ta. come. Emi~ation is not
oming from the North, but from the J!\ast."
"Ab 1 Eddie, you know not what moment that
'th Stone may come, for she is your life-long
~~r,- Do you really believe that she is crazy,

"Hello 1 what does this mean?" the ex-Prince
exclaimed in surprise, as be tore the wrapper.
~~L~~~b~~d~;o~d b~~ks,~spect? Seel it is directed
Leone grew white instantly, for slle believed that
a terrible blow was impending.
The message read as follows :
"Deadwood Dick, yo u are in deadly danger. You
need counsel wbicn I cannot give you on paper.
Keep out of bet Nortf'; you 11ave two hundred enemies there, and among the herders. Meet me down
the river, at the ruined ranch , to-ni11ht, at moon·
rise.
LESTIE, l'RAmIE PATROL."

tfe:i~wood

THE SPECTACLE

Dick nodded his bead slo wly, as h e r e-

"I do, Leone-I can beline nothing else, for I do
ot thinK she was so evi_I of heart, before."
"Oh 1 but you cannot tell . She may have been,
ithout your knowledge. Women always bear the
t appearance on the outside, you know;" with a
y nudge. " Besides there were both her uncle and
ousin, of a villainous turn, which may have affected
er."
"Possibly," Dick replied, gazing thoughtfully at
aground.
"And, dear, who is that str:'.nge female horseman
saw spurring over the plain, U1is morning, from
y chamber window?"
''Eb? you saw h~ r. thPn? Well, the herders call
er the Prairie Patrol-Lestie, her name is. But I
annot ma.ke h ead nor tail out of it. I'll be clashed ,
trange occupation for a yonng woman, to be r oam. g over the plains. without apparent ooject."
At this juncture there were footgteps heard, and a
wiry little old man , accompanied by a billy-goat, of
the ugliest of countenances, came striding up, from
tbe prairie, rifle in I::and.
He was clad in a hunting suit of buckskin, with
p-boots and herder's slouch hat; yet we have no
ifficulty in recogniziog our friend of bygone days,
Old A vaianche.
Both Dick and Leone smiled their welcome, as
htl veteran Anni'i ilator approached, and caught
'ttle i\Iaster Dick up in his arms, and tossed him up·
n his slloukler, for a •· hoss-back" ride, while
orence Nightingale rubbed jealously against his
egs. and shook his sledge-hammer head, in evident
ispleasure that his master should take a new pet.
"Be still, Flor'nce, ye dasted ornery old critter i
behave yerstilf, afore r giv' ye ther condoocive encl or
y number eleven cowhide. Durnedest old beast is
bat goat, sir, thet evyer war death ter grass. l'm
tellin' ye. Wby, tbar war ther time, up in Ne,·ada,
Rt Carson City, when I war tryin' ter court up the
\"iclder Washi n;;-ton--one e' GPorge's flock. That
sky goat wou\,lu't hev it, ertall, sir. He'rt jest
cum an ' rom hi" rammifications a~,in' ther side o'
h er house, ontel ye'cl suppose au 'arthqnake bed
lied over. Great hysterical ham-bone 1 he got so
ad one night wh'" ·n I war squeezin' kisses out o'
her widdPr. thet wi' a belier lie cum tearin' right
thru a windy, au' smashed things generally."
"Yes. a great goat that, and a great master, too,"
replied Dick, with an amused smile. "A well·
tnatched team."
'·Where h ave you been, to-day, uncle?" asked
Leone, for that was what she and Dick often called
the ola scout, he seemed so near to them; " roaming
on the plains. I suppose?"
•'Yas, out a-tryin' n1y new 'ossJ...ma'am; but he
ain't no seech anymile as my old .l:'rudence Cordeliar war, I tell you. Prude nce k ert sling off a shoe
an' hit a red nigger wi' the utmost sanq f 1•11id ye
ever see'd. By tber way, Dickey, b9yee, here's
~ queer little message tbet ther gal they call the
Prairie Patrol sent ter ye thru yer 'umble servant;"
and the old man, after considerable fnmblisg in his

~n~sb~~~'!;';;,1~l~~~veloped w~e a&ii hand·

CHAPTER ITI.
IN THE GLADE TOOTBPIClt.''

" THE ARKANSAS

THAT night was beautiful ia the extreme, in the
picturesque m ountains 9.nd on the grazing prairies
of Southern Colorado. soft moonlight striking here
and there upon little Seanisb-American towns o!
adobe, or an occasional village of Navajoes in some
wild, lonely spot.
i
Several miles up the San Luis valley from the
h ome of the Harrises was a large tract of timber
extending from th e ri ver, wbicb rolled sullenly
through the centn cf the valley, across a southern
r-razing prairie, finally connecting with tbe mountains, mi!Ps in the hazy distance. This timber seem·
ed to form a sort of chain a<ross the valley, and
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\Yidtb by t wenty Ieng, and a fter passing through it
the vall ey continued on towa1d its bead, a mass of
rolling prairie.
On tile bank• of the Rio Grande, as It flowe1
through one end of this Black '\ cods, was a ruined
hacienda of ad<•be, which t o all ai;pearance b.a d not
been tenanted for many years-probably r:ot since
the Spanish •et tiers first invadPd this couut17 of
gold. It was, in every sense of the word, a rumed
and ghostll old place.
It was high and irreirnlarly built, wi th many curi·
ous an!'les and branching wiugs; t t e ac obes wer" ·
crumblrng away, and a matt ed ma~s of wild vines
n early bid from view the sfmblanc ~ cf a habitation .
The windows Wffe burst cut. the doors unlringed 1
and the ghostly 1uins of a once grand homestena
gh·en over to the cccurancy of such tenants of tbe
animal kingdom es h ad no belter habitation .
The f orest en ti1·rly surrounded the l.Jaci•ncla, but
in front of it was a •mall r lacle that had •ome tim e
been a han<lsom e place, for cnm:bling statnary and
marble founrnins yet gleamed frcm recesses in the
massed foliage. and ee1pe1iline i;mveled wa lks led
flown acroRs it to the gurgling waters of tbe Rio
Grand£, a few rods away.
And on this night the sc.aring fnll mo<'n up in the
dome of heaYen, threw a g ha'l'tly floccl of light down
upon 1he ruins, mid upon a t rr.gic scn1e in the de·
serled ?lade. No-not desertt-d, for in its center
stands a I ree with outsr n 'ading

branches~

and to

one of these a dark object is suspended by means of
a stout rope.
As we approach 11earer, wa are- aule, by a id of 1.be
flood of wPird moonlight, to define this S]X:Ctacle,
and make it out to be the body of a man, hung by
the neck.
Surely th e scene is In unison with the surroundings, for everything about the 111ins reminds one of
the dead and the cl ~ad past: and the river murmurs
a weird requiem. The stilln ess is p rofound, until,
when th e moon rPaches a point 'llmo<I directly overhead, there arf' sounds of hor~e's feet. ht"ard close at
hand, and half a dozen coyotes sneak out from the
hacienda, and into the wood .
Then, after considerable noise, and a number of
Mther })_road expressions of indignation, a horseman
emerged suddenly info th<> ttntde..
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Apparently a8tonlahea te find himself out of the
timber tangle, he leaned back in the saddle and
pulled with all bis strength upon the reins, succeedmg finally in b<1nging 11is steed\ a very ugly-tempered and obstinate mule, to a ha t.
"Whoa·r-rl" tbe8traugersungout, with a peculiar
nasal twang. ash~ succeeded in fetching the beast
to a standstill-" wboa-r-r, ye ungodly beast., while
we take in a comprehensive view 0 1 tber surroundings."
A. stra.nge pair were this stranger and his muleas od i in app•arance as one is often likely to meet
on the Overland trail.
The mau was a seven-footer If he was an inch in
hight, and as lank and gaunt as a prairie-wolf after
a severe winter. EvideriLly there was not a spare
pound of flesh ab'.>ut him. and if be bad been accustomed to good living, it bad in no way afl'ec1ed him
as to corpulency. He was rather illy proportiom•d,
too, for the longest portion of bis person was his
legs, his trunk 01· body being strangely dwarfed, and
his neck long and crane-like. Upon this latter was
perched a bead almost twice the size or that of all
ordinary mortal, covered with a stra.gii:ling. matted
shock of sandy hair. that fell half· way down to bis
waist. Bis arms were equally long with bis legs;
and bis face was covered to the eyes with a red,
shaggy beard. which almost touched his belt. His
eyes wern black and magnetic, and shaded by a
broad-brim b•rder's bat, with the rim turned
down; while bis remaining habiliments consisted of
a suit of corduroy and tov-ooots. Jn his belt he
carried both revolvers, kmfe and lasso, while a
handsome rifle was slung at his back.
"A bein!Z' strange,

Guess if you can
The mystery of
'l'his ·toothpick ' man."
A being strange, he was ludicrous, certainly, as he
sat astride the mule, an animal of exceeding mulish
aspect, and ugly countenance, and undersized, at
that, to that extent which made it necessary for the
rider to lock bis Ion!!' legs under the animal's belly,
to keep them from araggin~. A fact it was that he
could sit· in the saddle, and walk upon tbe ground,
of such exceeding length were those th;lls of h;.s.
"Wh•)a·r-rl" repeated this strange individual, for
the third time, though the mule was stationary for
the time being-" whoa-a-r-r, consarn ye, an' let yer
lord-an'-master make an observatory o' thes leetle
place. Hullo I darn my old sow's last litter o' pigs!
what in all creat'on aire thet hangin' ter yander
Umb-a m<i.nP Aire this a graveyard or seminary,
ther great Toothpick o' A.rkans'1s hes stumbled inte~
-a sort o' cryptogram wllil.r ansb<0nt Aztecs hang
up corpses ter dry. Holy sulpburous firds of anshent
Jerusalaaml"
Dropping the reins, the Arkansas Toothpick dropped his feet to te ··ra fi,•11a, and walked straight
ahead toward the grim spectacle in tbe moonlight.
passing over the mule's bea:i without any tt-ouble.
At length be paused before the suspended body,
and gazed at it sp 3culatively.
"Humph!" was his nex:t grim co'llment, as be ingulfeJ a huge qt1id of tobacco, "et aire a sad sigbt
ter parseeve a feller human in them distresRed circumstances, I sw'ar. Co~cbed tber throat disease,
an' choked bisself inter angelickv. Wonrler who h~
is-w'ether be is a Toothpick, "a Jayhawker, or a
Gopher? Trim-b'ilt sort ova 'coo:i:

youn~

an' 'and-

sum too. 'Spect I don't. know nothin' o:.bout how
be •lld off, ner 'ta.in't none o' my bizness; yet I do
like ter mwe my mark in tber world. Don't expect
et would be no harm, nuther. Judith, ye old beast,
cum bayr, wP mv writin' materials, w'ile I write
thes poor cuss's obituary."
According to orders, the mule came forward, to
the giant's side, but cast a suspicious eye at the
corp!i;e swinging in the breeze.

" Sho I ye needn't be skeart, old gal, at thet scareerow I" the Toothpick assured, as he began to write

~error.

upon some v.aper. "Ye've soon wuss funerals DOI'
thet, in yer lifetime, I tell ye."
Busily wrote this uncouth man from Ark&nsas,
and at !Pngth he finished and pinned the notice,
which was penned upon half a shPet of fools~p paper, in large, sprawling letters, upon the clothing of
the suspended corpse. Tl.Jen be stepi;wd back, with
a grim chuckle, and contemplated his wo. k with
evident satisfaction.
'"'Tain't much stumps o' writin1, thet ain't!" he
remarked, ru:ldressing the drowsing mule '·but et's
plain an' homely, jes' like ther biographer uv et.
Warn't learnt mucll them clays I went ter schule in
Arkansaw; played old sledge ancl seven up, most o'
thcr time. Guess we've done about tber extent o'
our pile, Judith . so we might as well mog along."
Saying which the eccentric ranger spread bis legs
apart, aud the sagacious animal aimed between
them, and Toothpic1< sat down into the eadd.'.e with·
out any ado.
"Now. g'lang. ye benr.t, an' none o' yer funny biz·
ness. fer we're goin' ter reach Del Norte ter-night, or
bu'st ther b'iler !"
And away trotted the little mule, with his ludicrous
burden, across the glade.
Soon they were out of s;ght in tho wood. and
t11ings in that lonely glade once more resumed their
l!'hostly appearance. The moon still silowered clown
its whitisll. spectral light. a rising breeze moaned
through the Bhck Woods, an owl booted within the
ruined hacienda, ancl the river moved by, with its
sullen, monotonous 1nurmur.
With the departure of t 11e midnight traveler, the
co.rotes sneaked back to their haunts in the ruins,
and bowlecl their disgust upon the uit:(ht.
But what was this messaae the strange individual
hacl left upon the body or the unlucky young man,
whoever be might be, who had been lynched in the
glade !
The paper was lit up bv the li;:;ht of th 1 weird
moon, and revealed the foilowial? words, written in
rude Hcrawls:
'' Jem Surrat Murry, Eskwire, ther 'original'
Toothpick from Arkansas, cltisires ter aunownco tbet
he found this corpuss hangin' ter a limb, an' render·
ed a coroner's verdick o' died o' .a tightness in ther
weazand. Take warning, ye sinners. for ef ther
original Toothpick frum A.rkansaw ever git..~ <t clutch
at ye, ye're bound to shake hands wi' a devil.
"Yours trooly,
J Elf Muaiuv."
The wagon-train containing the colonizationl.lts,
h ad camped just out of Del Norte, on the western
sid'l of the UJ\VD and upon the river-bank.
The caravRn was a large one, containing in all a
hundred "schooners," drawn by oxen, a.Ja.rge stud
of horses, and about sixty families, mostly from
Pennsylvania ancl New York.
Among this strong band the males and the females
were ahout evenly divided a portion of each being
of a marriageable il.ge, while the remainder were the
possessors of families. Naturally there was a great
rivalry among the young men, which, during the
long journey of the caravan. had in more than one
instance led into a quarrel and fight, though the latter was generally secretly con luctcd.
On the clay that the caravan camped without the
town. those bPlongino: to it wPre visited by a number
of curious 1) 1 Norteans, and not a few decoys were
offerer! to int!uce the young men and maidens into
the town, and to that rlP,n of wholesale and retail
rohber,· by c·ards the Oriental.
But there were two of the young men who did not;
go.
They rPfused all snlic!tat.ions. and aft.er dark t~at
evening, met upon the prairi13, onhide of the town.
Roth were handsome young fellowR «f two-and·
twentv years, well-built and physically rleveloped,
anrl their nam<lR were respectively Redwood apd
A.rttngt:ou_ Fred Arlington was the better tempered
. of the two, an<\ &more general favorite. His parents
0
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wer-e wealthyhand he had traveled in the West be·
fore-it was e, in fact, who hart located the new
colony which the caravan were about to start. Dean
Redwood ,vas a good fellow in bis way, but one of
those \\'horn you have 1o get thoroughly used to ere
rou can say that you like them.
He was a native of l\1ontana, he stated; had joined
the train only a few days' travel beyond Del Norte,
with the expresseu intention of making one of the
colony.
And these two young men now met upon the dark
r:~~~ngd~a~~~~~~°v~~~rs~ach ott.er, with savage
"At last we are alone, Dean Redwood!" young
· · Arlington cried, in a ~tern, ring:iug voice, tbat betrayed ho " intense \VhS liis bitterness and hatred" alone and safely out of hearing, where no one will
interfere."
·•I believe so," Red wood asseated, with a nod and
a glance about. "Your invitation out here was at
first a matter of surprise, but after due r etie c tion, I
concluded it was caused by your jealousy toward
me for having a few words to say to your affianced,
l\11°s Ada Belldon."
"That for one reason, you dog. You have in·
stilled poison into her mind, or infatuated h er, the
devil only knows wWch. Do not think I do not
recoi?nize you, sir, for I do. \.Ve have met before."
~ 1 Yes, we have met before," Redwood replied,
grimly, "and the recollectiouR I have of you are
none too pleasing, I assure you. When I think of
the loving girl you enticed from me and betrayed to
death. I felt like catcWng you by the throat and
choking the life out of you."
"No doubt you joined the train for some such a
purpose i'· sneered Arlington.
"No matter about my object in j oinin;>; the cara·
van.'' replied Redwood. "I saw the lovely girl you
were trying to entrap, as you would have entrapped
poor Lena Alden, bad not death first interfered.
And, now, sir, I confess I warned h er of your past
history. and to look out f or you as she would for
snakes."
"Yes, I know you did, and by so doing, made it
:aecessa.ry for me to call this interestinJ m" ·t.!!)g."
0
What do you want?"
'.'Your life-and vou want n1ine!''
•· No, I have no desire in that direction. 'h•I> .,.reat
hereafter will be time enough to avenge Lena
.Alden's wrongs. I do not want you r life."
"But I want yours, and will have it, or die as I
would bave you die."
''Very well. If you will risk your life in trying to
kill m<>, your fate be upon your own head. ShaU it
be revolvers?"
"Ye•; as well end the work with them as any
other weapons I"
Then there in the first light of the moon that was
shoving her forehead over the horizon, the two fops
measured off a proper dis~'.tnce, and took their
places.
"We will count in conC'ert, and fiie at the word
three. Are you ready?" from Redw<>0cl .
"Perfectly !" Arlington r eplied, as with a trem·
bling hand he raised a r evolver on R. line with his
face, which was deathlv pale.
H All right then-1ne ?"
In which Arlington joined.
" T ll'O !" frnm both. in sternly inging voices.
Then came-,'' Thre ~ ! Fite!"
CHAPTER IV.
THE PRAIRIE PATRCJL.

was the surprise of De>idW!
contents of the strange message())(
brought him, coming as it did from
Patrol of the Prairies. And he had
wonderment, for the great Anniblt'l
shared it with him.
0
What can it inean? Who ~
word, enemies? Can it be that II
'Oeadwood liavd tl'!liled me, eveo F
GR!tAT

Id Dick, at the
l>.valanche had

the mysterious

ompany in his
or and Leone

l si~nify-- lhis
old foei;, '!·om
c ?" the young

.,

ex-road-agent said, gazing thonghtfullv at thP pa•
per. ''Or is this some trap to decoy me to death 1
By Heaven I I 'd give a deal to hrve this riddle solved.
What kind of a looking femal e, Alva?"
"Great ham-bone thet paralyzed old Joner w;•
electricity I I ham ' t ther least ijeer, Dickey, my
b'yee. See'd her, ter be sure, but she war abou~
forty yards off. an' a-sailin' along like a veritable
tbundersturm o' demolition, an' afore I got ready
ter screw my vision enter her, she '"~·ar sumwhars
else. Beauchifully sba1 ed, however, an' et's likely
thet she's ther persessor c,f a scientific p'ysiognomy I''
"What I you were not nearer than forty yards to
.her, and yet you say she sent this message with
you!"
•· Zebulom Zack, yes!" and the old man laid back
upon the grass, and for the space of several minutes
was convulsed with laughter.
"So she did , but ye orter see'd her. She tuk a.
bow an' arrer from her belt. an' tnkin' aim. sir, fer
an actooal fact, wi'out breahin' ther cori er off'm
ther ten commandments, •he-stuck thet arr..r plum
inter ther tail o' Anna Dickin~on. my new 'oss.
Moses in ther scriptural bull-1 ushes I ye orter seen
thet poor anamile, then, Dkkty-ye jest. or er see'd
berl Ham-bone frum ther w'n le thet <•Id Jc,ner
st· wed away I she jrst give a yell like a bloodtbirstf
Comanche, or a Settin' l3ull, an' fainted clean away
-fact, by grncious. An' I found thes rnre messa~e
tied ter ther tale o' ther arrer. Zebu lom Za ckana·
her! ef thet bed been old Prudence Ccrdeliari now,
she wouldn't 'a' fainted-ob! no. She'd jests ung a
cast-iron boss-shoe at that Prairie Gadder, in most
skientitlc fashion. See'd her shampoo the skulp of a.
noble r ed devil up in Montana, once, in thet man·
ner. But I'm tellin' J·e thar's leaps o' virtue an'
l'arnin' about Anna Dickinson . barrin' ther fac' thet
Prudence C<>rd elia r war the likeliest beast thet ever
figgered in ther his1crica l evc-Jutions o' thcr great
A nnihilation-ther great boreal disease 'o these se·
ques1ered ncrthein lon ~ytoadsand lattytndes, efwe
want ter know it.
"Anna kin brush a fly off'm her left ear wi' her
rig ht 'un, in astonishin' Etyle, an' when ye cum ter
paciu' wi' a mad Texan steer, w'at's got ast1·ay from
thcr herd. she's tltr11', btt yn pile on that."
"Oh I Dick I" Leone exclaimed. "1 fear that, as I
said, our hume is to be bi oken up-that we arP to be
separated. Don't go to meet this strange °1'1oman,
whose designs you knnw not.,,
"Ah I my dear. but I must go. If I were to let tills
warning g'.l t:n heeded, it might be the m ea ns of the
cleath of a l cf us. No! I sl all !?O, but well prepared
to let Greek meet Greek. A rnlanche, "ill you order
rnr, horse please f"
•Yes, Dickey, b'yeP. But let me advise ye ter
take this great boreal disease a on!l' wi' ye. Thar's
beeps o' fun in ther Annihilation, lt thar is but two
remaining 1nember5'; an' ef tbar,.s plPnty o' Injuns
ter inoculate ther great devas latin' disearn inter- "
"No. scout, you l acl b< st n main hHe. and guard
Leone and my boy, for thei e is no foretelling what
may happen. at any rncme11t. "e a r e alone and in
a land of strangers, and undesirable on es, too. for
these Snanish-Mcxican cattle-herders are but a
band of border-ruffians-men who'd as soon fight as
eatt1'

"All right, b'yee: I'll stay and do guard duty. aa'
ef ennything happen", you can calcylate trat Ava•
la nche didn't go down wi'out fightin' fn your dar·
lin'sl" and then the Anniuilator turned away, wiping a s uspicious moisture out of rb e corner of his
eyes. For he Jovecl the Harrises, clid that grim old
vet eran, whose life had been given up lo bcrderbattle-they were nearer to his rough but kind old
heart than others had ever been , and h e felt he could
willingly shed his last drop of blood in their cause.
After he had gone, Deadwood Dick arose and
paced moodily to and fro across the lawn, l is brows
knitted, a nd a sigh occasionally escaped bis lips;
while, with Master Dick :Z.. ber arms, Leone sat upon
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the grass, watching her handsome pr!noe, with few steps he paused to listen, and ~ered sharply
proud, te&rful ~'lZe.
around him, at every object which he thought might
Deadwood Diel< was half-undecided wliat to do. dissolve into a human form.
He had some doubts as to this strange woman,
The spectral moonlight sifting down through the
Prairie Patrol; su.qplcions that all might not be meant tree-tops cast strange shadows, and the young man
well for him would force themselves upon him. Yet was several times fooled mto believing .hese to he
she might be a friend, and by some way have learn- ambushed enemies.
ed of danger that was threatening him, and wished
At last, after full ha lf an hour of stealthy prowto apprise him of it.
ling, he reached the glade in front of the hacienda,
These wel'e the two phases of the matter be con- and paused on the edge.
Before him was tbe old ruin, looking weird and
templated.
At last he turned to Leone, none of the moody ex- ghostly; but that ghastly sight which tue A1°!<ansas
pression gone from his brow.
Toothpick bad seen, lat:r rn that same night, was
° Cheer up. lit1Ie woman, and trust in Avalanche not suspended from the limb of tlle tree.
to protect yoa while l'm gone. He will do it as
Deadwood Dick did not go boldly out in the glade.
well as I could, if not better. The ride is but six It was not because he lacked L e courago to do sc.,
miles, and I may not be gone over three hours. but beca~e he preferred to remain wider cover, and
Adieu, now!"
watch what transpired.
He bent over and kissed h er and the babe reAnd after an hour of watching, without reward,
peatedly ; then vaulted upon the back of a hand- he was put in the way of making a discovery.
some black: horso which a peon had brought and was
'fhere came the tramp of a horse's feet, and the
dashing away, waving his bat back Jn farewell part- mysterious female Patrol of the Prairies rode into
ing.
the g lade, upon the back of a powerful black steed,
The sun was just sinking upon the edge of the a near mate to the one Deadwood Dick had left out
horizon, and he knew it would be close on to night on the edge of the wood and prairie. In her arms,
ere he reacbeJ the ruined ranch, so he urged 11is and partly resting across her saddle-bow, th3 Patrol
steed into a gallop, and dashed on over the prairi0, carried a heavy burden.
k eeping near to the river shore.
This Deadwood Dick had no clifficulty in making
A splendid rider he was; r oad-agent-life in the out as a man's body, and a l)atural curiosity posBlack Hills had perfected him in the art of equestri- sessed him to know the meaning of these strange
anism, if it can be justly termed au art, and be sat movements of this strange woman. That she
the saddle witb a grace rarely equaled. Not stiff, was beautiful he could easily percciv~, for the
bu'; in a swinging, easy motion pecllliar to tile hnrse· moonlight shone full in her face . as she drew
n1an of the western prairiPS. AnEasterneques'rian rein-in a face of remarkably·pm·fcct cast. each
will, on first seeing their Western brothers ride, bo feature being regularly chiseled as though by the
consider;,bly amusec!\..no doubt, at the motions iii artist 1s hand. The eye3 were large arnl wild iu ex·
saddle; but 1 put the west against the world for wild, pression, and hair of the hue of the unburred chestreckless ana graceful riding.
nut swept over her shoulders. Elegantly contoured
Deadwood Dick pushed steadily on, not allowing ancl graceful in a for111 0f medimn hight, sho looked
bis well-bottomed anim'11 to leave a gallop for the very pretty. wit!1 the silvery moouligl1t sbeclding a.
first three miles of the journey. Then, as he perceiv- sort ractiJ.oce over her.
• ~
ed that he could mak:o the Black Woods ere night
She was attired in a gown of somo brownish stuff,
fell, he drew rein to a walk, and allowed his noble while a ,·ail was made to answer tho J'.-W'pose of a
steed to profit b)· tb e cool bi;ceze that was wafting covering upon her head.
over the billowv prairie.
"By Jovel" Deadwood Dick commented, thoughtThe sun ha•J hal1' sunk out of sight below a horizon fully, from his retreat, •·she is at least a handsome
of green and y ellow; the last rays "f gold were woman, aud there is mystery about her. I wonder
shooting- ovPr the beautiful landscape, and as Dead- who is that man she carries, aud what tbe row is,
wood Dick glrnced around him, a glow of SJlthusi- generally?"
{' .
asm swept ovc•r hi3 f~atures .
Hi~ cgiestions were soon answered.
U
"'"fis i?rand !" he mused-" grand beyond even my
The P,airie Patrol drew rein in under the tree,
appreciation of the be1utiful. Suell a noble location where, late, hun., the corpse, and glanced around
for comfortable homes; how happy I and Leone lier, cautiously.
might be, here, if my foes would only keep away!
" I am alone," she said, iu a tone loud enough that
Ah I curse them· I believe tbey intend to hunt mo ber words were audible to tho watche1· iu the edge
down to death. But, ere Ion)!: patience and endurance or the glade. ''El Gamin did not fall into the trap I
will cease to be a virtue, and I shall be driven back laid for him, because he is a coward . He recognized
into that olJ, wild life-the p1st which bas so. bitter my writing, no doubt and li ke a shy fox, he has
a sting. But surely a great M<tster will n ot allow kept witliin his hole. But, it will not avail him. Bill
that; he will avert the necessioy of r etrogression, 1Uont9 and the Prairie League owe him a grudge,
an cl-and-"
and Wild Lestie will be revenged thron; h tllem, who
Here he fell off into a fit of musing, and for some kneel at the sluioe, as heathen worship before their
time, apparently, was unconsC'ious of all that was golrlen id'lls I"
going on around btn1.
Thus fiercely spoke the beautiful Patrol; then
But then be aroused, and urged his llorse on with a sta rt she fL"\'.ed her gaze upon the face of the
faster.
man she had c ~ rried in her arms.
Night's somber shadows were thickenin~ rapidly.
"Hal why shonld I complain• I have one of those
when he came into the immediate neichborhood of who j)Ut the blight upon my lifr. and though another
the wood. Only for the moon that was rising- out of killec him, I have his body. Fre·I .Arlington, even
an eastern prairie billow. the darkness would have though you are dead-dead an<I cold, never more to
been intense. As he neare•I the forest, Deadwood return to life-I hate you, I hafP you I Truly Dean
Dick drew bis rernlver; from their holsters, and Rerlwoml sent the bullet through his brain, and I
placed fresh cartmlges in the cylinders, and turned would love him for it, but that lnave another work
his knife to a ban 1y p osition, for he knew not how to perform. El Gamin has dared to come back.
soon he mi . ht ha"e occasion to use one or both.
but he shall not escape thA aveniring hand 0f Wild
Then he urged his horse forward to the edge of , Lest ie-ha ! ha! no; he and bis wife and child shall
tbe wood, and dismounted. Securing the animal so die!"
that he could not wander away, he stepped stealthily
Jn h is biding-, Dearlwood Dick: started violently, as
into the timber, and made his way toward the ruin- the latte1· part of her speech was h~ard, and a. suded hacienda-not boldly, but cautiously, with •}.\ his den faintn ess ass.ai l d Pim.
senlltlS upon the alert for danger.
(
•·My Go,11" hp gasp~rl. a~ asu i ld ~ n thong ht fl.ns·1ed
He meant to prevet>t a surprise, If possiblt1, ..,;nry across his bra-in, 11 c~n it Uc that it is I whom she
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mistakes for this El Gamin! By heaven! I believe 1
have solvP.d the mystery. She bas decoyed me here,
to murder me, and while I am here, this Bill Monte
and the •Prairie League' of whom she speaks, are
attacking my home and slaughtering my wife and
chiW. 1"
An awful horror seized upon the ex-road-agent,
and for the space of several moments, he was too
appalled to move or speak.
But in the mean time the strange woman, Prairie
Patrol, was speaking:
"Yes, they shall a ll diA 1 curse them, to avenge the
ruined life of Wild Lestie. El Gamin dead, there
are but two more to follow ere the record of vengeance is complete. Hal ha! Fred Arlington, you,
the basest villain of the lot, dead first, but not by
my band. Dean Redwood should have died just the
same as you, but he was spared. He m cst follow,
also! Hal I will lynch Fred Arlington even tho' he
is no longer of the living and can not feel the tor·
ture."
~
H er resolve was apparent.
She held the body evenly balanced across the
horse's neck, and then uncoiled a long Jasso from
about the saddle-bow. One encl she dcxtrously
formed into a slipping noose, and shirred about tl1e
neck of the corpse: then she tossed t he other over
the nearest limb above her.
It went over and came down, and th en with a display of considerable strength, slie drew the dead
colonist up into mid-air, and fastened tberope about
his arm-pit" so that h e was steurely hung.
"Ha l ha! there you are, Fred Ai1ington, an illustration of the just end of such as follow in your
footsteps through life. You !tre the first to bead
the list of Leslie's vengeance, hut by no means the
last!"
Then~ upon sudden impulse, apparenlly, •he
plungea the spurs into the animal's flanhs, and
dashed out of the glade.
But Deadwood Dick had preceded her, and
mounted upon his own fleet steed, was dashing over
lihe prairies at a mad rate of speed.
l<'or an nnn»tura l glow reflected against the eastern
sky told him that there was need of him at the ranch
-that trouble was occurring there!
CHAPTER V.
A N1GHT OF DEA.TH.

AFTER the departu re of Deadwood Dick, (>.u _1alanche joined Leone Harris upon the lawn, where
she still sat, weepin(l° •oftly over her babe.
"Cheer up, my little J edd~-!" tbe grim veteran
said, comfortmgly, "for thar s al\us a calm after er
squall, tbey •ay. Great ham-bone lhet dislocated
ther jaw of old ...Toner! w'at ye cr.vin' at, ann.vhow?
Cryin' are a bad habit, I've hearn tell. It dries up
one's blood, and wharever a tear o' salt brine falls
onter a hlade o' grass. that eyedentycal blade ar' de'\'astated as ef by a contagious dis•,ase. Knew a J?alleon onc't, prit1 y as a picter. who cried her eyes out
-ind had ter !;°O it blind ther rest of her nattera l
jays, fer weepm' after a lost set o' false teeth-like
*1er man thet bought a case o' chip hats; thort ther
1asn't any more ever goin' t.er be inade."
"Ohl you are kind, sir, in your attempt.s to cheer,
.. ut I cannot help weeping, for I ha ve a premonition
.)f danger; an awful fear as~ails me, that peril great•'1" than we suspect, surrounds u s. Ohl Dick! why
did you go? We shall never meet again I"
"Tut! tut!" poohed the Annihilator, but with less
j oviality than before, for s01)1ehow he had b ecome
possessed of this strange foreboding-·'tnt! tut!
cbildt don't cry err.uther bit. I'll warrant Dickey'll
cum oack. H e's not ther boy ter desert a friend
long, when it is possible to help it. Cum inter ther
house, ma'am, and in th!\r ye won't feel so lonesome, I'll bet; eh ! junior Dick?" .And the Annihilator cau!!;ht the crowing infant in his arms, and
bounded gayly away toward the hacienda.
.
Leone arose to her feet, with a sigh, and f~1~wed
in their wake. She had rAsolved to boye f-Or the
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best, though sh e could but feel that Dick bad gone
into danger-perhaps death.
She went within the hacienda, which was furnisi,ed
• fter a fastidious Spanish taste, and betook herself
to tbe parlor overlooking the great prairi~s . where
the sounds of boisterous laughter announced that
Avalanche and master Dick had prece1 eel her.
She found the old scout trotting the child upon bis
knee, and .singing, laughing and whistling, alternately to it, like some great overgrown sc bool·boy. He
seen:ed to have found a new realization of life and
comfort. in carin!;° fo r and amusing the 1 al e of his
friend. Perhaps 1t was becau£e a ripe old age was
fast nearing him toward his second chi:clbovd.
But, brave old veteran, whme ll€brt '' s.~ as pure
as crystal\ t hough l.Jidden unc!H a 1 ough Utl(;outh
covering, ne'll have to di&-as we all s. all have to
contribute our mite toward paying off the great
eternal debt. But when dies one from our n'iidst,
whose goodness to his friends and dt·votion t . his
country have been a sole object in his life. "e mGurn
that loss, ellen though we be but strongers.
And little did the Annihila tor of Leone dream of
the neai· approach of death, as he plPyed with
Leone's child-Deadwood Dick ; but c-f whom be
regarded as his grandchildren, and lovtd acccrdingly.
Little either of them thought of danger as such a
close neighbor, ·until it came.
Leone first discGvered it-a glnvinl! red light out
upon the prairie, too low for one of tbe poled·claim
handmarlis, and yet a light shiuing with such brilliancy as to reflect against the moonlit sky, apparently growi11g steadily in size.
She called the Annihilator's at.tent ion to it, with a
startled scream.
"Look I look I see yonder light upon the prai rie?
What does it mean? Oh I heaven, can it mean that
our enemiPs have-"
She paused and watch ed the face of the old rnout
for her answer .
Re stood just without the "indow, and gazfd fix·
edly at tne light, bis eyes r eaching forth with Learly
as rr<nch stre ng1h a•in their youth.
At first t he expression ui:;on J-,is face was it different, l ut it grrdually hctrr.e rn grim, that sle was
forced to arouse him, so frightened &he grew.
"Oh I tell me-tell me; is it. clanger?"
"Sla1berf: an' baydoogins of it! My gal, ef 1" ain'r
mistaken, tbar·s deviltry afoot., aud I'll bet :ny old
hat on it. 1bet perarir a ire c'}lfe, off yon6H, in a
holler, an' ye ken·tsee it so l!OOd; but wait, till sl.e
boils onr ther hill, a11'1e·11 observe how sbe'llcome
' a·wh oopin' toward us!'
"Ohl mercilul hecwn! is this true? Ohl what
shall we do? Let's flee, wrilt' 1be fire is yet at a distance!" Leone crierl. clasping Dickie to h ~ r hreast.
·• Yas, I or.ine et would be a ~ooci ijee, onless ther
devil's imps whoc,ver they aire, J,ev rnri ounded
ther J"Pncb, in w,ich case we'll bev ter fight Jike a
Spanish bull. You take the kid and go down lo the
river bank. while I hunt up th e old flat·boflt and
launch it. Ef we can't get out. o' !bes cheficulty,
I'm banged if et won't be q.uar~ !"
The light upon the prairie "as reflecting lar~er
and JarJ!er against th,.c s1 arlit sky, ens• ing the illu·
mination of the moon in a sl1a r. e. A br i~k hr< eze
"·as blo"ing in toward the hacienda from the rnoun·
ta in, and as soon as the fire crept up out of the billow. it had a smooth dry plain of two miles extent to
the farm-house.
Tb is distance the mad flames could soon ply over,
and then the outbuildings arotmd the hacienda
would fall a prey to the fire .
.
.
LeonP, in accordance witb Avn1anche s orders,
hurried at once down across the lawn to the banks
of the Rio Grande, 011 !y pausing for a few wraps as
she passed through the house.
But it was a fatal action on her part.
Jn the mean time, Avalanche left the hacienda by
a rear door, and strode toward the commodious
barn, against one end of which leaned a large flat1
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boat, evidently long gone into disuse, although It
was still stanch and stout•
.it had occurred to the old man upon instant
thought, that this was thf'. very thing they must use
\J' they hoped to make their escape.
The river was wide and deep enongh for the navigation of so shallow a boat, and they could on the
swift current re~ch Del Norte much quic ~ er than by
horse, and stand less chance of discovery by their
unknown enemies.
t
Tearing aside the vines that had grGwn upon the
boat, he was about to atte mpt to drag it towarJ the
river, wh~n he heard a shout, and saw three men
rush around the corner of the barn, with drawn pistols.
"Thar the old badger is; shoot him down!" yelled
one, flting even as he spoke, and before the Annihilator could draw a weapon. The bulle t took effect
in the old man's chest, an:! he dropped upon one
knee with a pitiful moan. He knew by thA seusatiou
of that wound, and the blood that spurted from it,
that his hours on earth must be numbered, with a
le~den mark.
·
But, hero to the verge of death, as he was, he was

~~~ v,~~~~~si:;~;:~~d~~fla~~:vg~~;rJ~ ~i;~~r :~?d

triumphant expression noon his grim, stubbly, sunburnt face. Had the old hero caught a glimpse of
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" Keep off!" he yelled, and then his revvlver
crackPd spitefully, and th en two of the border ruffians we nt down. But the next instant a band of
half a score swarmed around from behind the barn,
and upon them clid the brave oid scout fire. until his
last cartridge was gone, and a fifth bullet in his
budy caused him to drop hack, in exhaustion and
insensible. Poor fellow? IIis days of usefulness
-were they over?
Ab I that was a ride for life wm1 Deadwood Dick,
after h e left the Hlack Woods, and saw the reflection of fire lighting up the eastern sky. He did
not stop to a sk of himself the meaning, now; ha
knew f>.lll Wbll it m eant dange L' and p erhaps death
-death to bis loved ones; for had not Prairie Patrol in b a r strange soliloquy seated that B ill Monte
and the Prairie League would descend upon the
ranch, and destroy thuse whom they snpposed to be
the loved ones of El Gamin, the gambler, against
whom they held a deo:irlly grudge?
On-on bod1vood Dick urged his animal at the
top of its speed,-on-on, over prairie hill and prairie
vall ey, sparing neither spur nol' lash I
He bent forward in the s tddle. his eyes rivetPd
upon tbe course ahead of him and upon the flames
that were now l eapin~ heavenward and Rweepin~
fterc ·ly towarJ his pra irie home. The whole p laL1
was now as light as day; the heavens reflected a
lurid light. and great mountain-~loud• of black
smoke and cind""'rs swept through th e air.

A terri ..

hie horror assaile~ the flying horseman, as, when be
was yet three miles away, b e sa v the awful fterv
gpectacle in gulf his pretty home - saw the barn anrl
outbuildings ignite and adJ to the conflagration.
Tlle hacienda was outwardly imperishable, being
built of well-laid adobes.
Were L eone, Avalanche and his babe in this awful
hell of fire-or had they escaped? '!'his was tbe torturing quastion, aJFl it fairly ma~d e n ad him when
he remem!Jered Leone's entreaties f or him to remaln~madd ened him when his thoughts centerej
upon the mysterious Prairie Patrol, and her infernal
decoy.
On-on-on flew t.he black stei.d wbn?e fieetness of
foot aroused the ex-road -agent's enthusiasm, even
under the cir" umstan ces of tue trying hour, for
everv leap tnok him half a length nPa rer.
On-on, closer and closer the wild horseman draws
to the track of the flames, thoo he jerks his steed
back upon its haunches suddenly M an a pparition

rises out of the grass ~ ust aaead 0\. llim-a wl]d.
lookiol!', hatless man, with blood-besmeared f;arb.
"GrP.at God I is that yon, Avalanche. old boy?"
burst from Deadwood Dick's lips; but the next In·
staflt the figure staggered-fell-went down in t he
grass again out of sight.
With an exclamation, and a mis~ving in bis heart.
Harris threw himself oil' his horse and ran forward .
He found the old Annibilator stretched upon the
ground just wbere he had fallen, with v!'ry little of
life in him. In some unaccountable way the brave
old hero had crawled o•tt o~ the track of the fire, in
time to escape a fiery death.
Dead wood Dick knelt by his side, and clasped one
of the veteran's horny old yalms in his own.
"!IIv God. Avalanche, this is awful!" he g-asped,
as
n oted by the aid of the light of the fire the
awful g-rayish pallor that was stealing over the old
man's features. '·Are you very badly wounded,
dear friend?"
A faint smile played about the old scout's mou th
for a moment; then he slowly opened his eyes.
"Yes, I'm donfll for sure, Dickey, b'yee, an' no
mustal.:e," was the faint reply. "They cum onter,
me too fa•t, an' I couldn't play a trump every time,
ag'in' their deal. They put five bulle ts inter me. an'
I'm gettili' too old ter stan' more'n three atone time,
ye kno'. Gness thes aire tber Annihilation's last
trail tergether, ontil ther great eternal 'un Somehow, I've bed a notion ever seuce we cum frum thet'
nor', that these war onhealthy lsttytudes an' loneytoads fer me; an' then, bu'stin' tber great Annhilation, in leavin' Prudeuee up at Eurekal<:inder seemed
ter wear on te r me, fer we cl bin friends so long, an'
et appeared like one o' us hed made a vacancy, by
d eath. Nor, I don't think I 'd 'a' wme. Dickey,
b'yee, only thet I c'u'dn't b 'ar ter leave thet little
baby o' yuurn. It seemPd ter hev a holt outer me,
by his bnocence and purity w'at couldn't ·be broke.
P~or liLtle boy; God took the old man, and the babe
too, to keep him company!"
"What! Merciful God! do not t P\1 me my child is
dead I" Deadwood Dick cried, r eeling back, blinded
by tears which had come as he watched the old hero
fast sinking-away.
uYes, b'yeP; i~'s hard, I kno', but et's hetter'n ef
he war ter grow up an' sin. He 'll be ~- l ittle angt'l. I
hope I'm g oin' t er see him ag'in, Dickey; r don't
tbinl< Goll will refuse me admission ter his kingdom,
although I hev been a pretty rough customer, an '
give tb0r evcrlastin' !end-off t er heaps o' red-skinsl
an' them as wasn't ftt ter pP.opleize thes beautifu
earth!"
"Ha--e no ff'ars, olrl frienrl. but clie with faith in
Jesus!" was young H 'trris 's hoarse reply "But,
t ell m e of my wife and child, I pray, ere it is too
late, Alva!''
"Ye-s!" the old martyr repli ed, dreamily, rubbin~
the clammy sweat from his foreh end. "I 'II try ter,
tho' thar ain·t much winrt lef~ in ine, any morel
'!'he r baby is dead. I fainted after t.he heathen
herders shot me, hnt <mm to j est ns t'1er fire war
cummin' doss. Jl!y thon~hts inst ~ ntly went tel'
Leone e.n' y e r boy, an' I sta1?2'ererl aroun' ther house
ter ther lawn. r fonnd 'em both-th Pr babe dead,
an' Le on ~ frio;htfu ll y wonnded-lvin' on ther river·
bank. She prayPd meter take ther" babe and fetch
it out o' ther track o' the fire, an' then ef I c'u'd do
et, t er cum b~ck fer her_ I fetched tiler leetle angel,
Dick. but. Go1 forgive me, I hadn't ther ~trength ter

be

go h ack f f"r .ver wife 1,,
H e re t.h a 01 -1 man broke down i-ot.h with grief and

exhoustion. >ind tears <'Olll"'Pd down his furrowed
cheeks ; while Deadwood Dick with bowed head,
went as men seldom weep-wept. with a hPartfull of
bitterness and anguish-agony such as only the loss
of loverl ones hy denth can produce.
Presentl.Y the Annihilator summoned all his
strepztll anrl spoke again, though ·is words were
gasped and hardly audible:
"She had water for a cl-oice trum the flames,
b'yee: 'twas a better death, at least. You'll finll
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your little angel boy lying in ther !'ra•s, yonder,
where I laid ' im to r•st. Good-by, Dick ey, don't
grieve but trust in Je>us and-and-avenll'e usl God
will help you do it. Can ye pray, boyee!'
With tears streaming down from bis eyes and
graspin~ both the dying hero's bands in his Deadwood Dick raised bis face to the lurid tire-lit heaven
above, and prayed with all bis soul and voice-prayed for those loved ones who were dead and
d.v ing, and for life, strength and help to avenge their
fates. An earnest, eloquent prayer, touching and
pitifully sweet, in memory of the dead. \\ hen he
finish ed, and gazed at the old man, life's last pulses
were just ebbiug out I
· CHAPTER VI.
HAWK HARRING'fON 'S RIDE-OMAHA OLL.

ll

heavy sweeping mustache-an expression of rage
and of deflancPJ as occasionally he would gl&nce over
bis shoulder at a group of a dozen horsemen that
were bugging ~lose in his rear. Masked and graceful
riders were these men, and mountPd upon well-bottomed steeds, as was evidenced by the fact that they
k ept about the same distance from the fugitive,
whcse h orse was r eputed the fastest in the valley,
without gaining or losinir.
Young"Harrington was wounded in half a dozen
places, and blood sported from these wounds at
every JOit; but be was a man of indomitable will and
ruirged constitution, which was all that kept him in
the saddle.
"Curses o n the hounds of Satan!" be rave&, as be
plunged the cruel Spanish srurs dee~er into the
flanks of his nobly-striving ammal. " n, Rocketon, or we are lost ! another bulle t like those last two
will drop me, if put in the sa1r1e nPighborhood.
Furies take the accursed irangl who can they be?"
On-on da>ohed the har.drnme brown racer over
the yielding twf. anG on came the pursuers with
<qua! speed, occasiGnally g ivin g a yell of command
which, though the word• were inaudible, Hawk
knew were orders for him to bait.
But ttiis be would not have done bad death confronted him on ever)' •ide, and reckless was he of
spirit. H e wculd rathe r be sh ot from the flying
chase, be bad often said, tban to be taken a prisoner.
On-on! the bacli!nda was yet a miJP awuy; be
could see its glimmering Er bts in the early even ing
- lrn ew that there were strong hands and willing
hearts \\ithin the grim cdobe 11alls of the old home
that would irladly sally forth to fight for him, could
be but give then' warning.
Bang I crack I cam<' tiJ<> report of two rifles, :utd a
bullet whizzed by each side of bis !wad. ·
··H al ha I" the fugitive cded, 1-:'itb <about or defiance; "tbnt kind of news from th e H ,.rningtoard is the style that rnits me. How I "ould like
t o retu1 n my ccmplimeuts, but the devils cut me of
ere I could to horse and reach my weapons. 0 1~
on-on, RockE>tl,,
It seemed [IS though the r.oble steed wasdning the.
Yery utmost within bis 1·ower, but every sell of the
h nc\er seemed to urge l Jn to rrreaLer efforts. An<"
on they went through the raw chiU 1'ight-the first
foreshadow of coming ,., inter in this la nd of beauty
-on, on, every leap bringing the fHgitive nearer to
safety.
Ping! again a rifle crack<d. a n c. u flash lit up the
gntl.ering gloom, while a Lullet sped on its dPacly
mis~ ion. lt bit the r.ying fugitive. and he w-asforced
to hang to the pommel of his Mexican saddle to
keep from being shook off.
· A yell of triumph again rung out from the pur-

BACK to Del Norte's city of gambling we will go
some two weeks after the events just na1Tated, and
witness a scene among- stran~e characters, who are
to tak11 an active part in ou r story.
The borne of the Harringtons was situated on the
eastern side of Del Norte and upon the bank of the
rive r, near wh~t debouches from the Sa n Luis
valley and rushes due southward.
The Harringtons were an eastern family, natives
of New Hampsh ire, who bad come into this country
among tl•e earliest of tbe settlers, and took up land
then belonging to the Government, upon which they
l1ad settled, a nd now h ad, m addition to an excelle1. t
h erding-ranch, a well-tilled farm, and a beautiful
borne, in the grim old Spanish bacirnda, rambling
and odd-shaped, which bad stood by the river-~id e,
ere they came.
There were five of the family, two sons, one
daughter, and the parents, both bard-working, honest people, of mature age.
The daughter, Ella, was a young lady of nineteen.
very pretty, as the word goes, with a faco in which
purity and goodness shone, and a form that was
pleasingly modeled.
She was the pride of her parents, and esteemed by
all who knew h er.'
Of the two sons, one was christened Hawk and the
other Philip. The former received bis name for his
sharpness of glance, when yet but a boy.
He was now a man of seven-and-twe nty years,
strong and stalwart, with a thorough knowledge of
the prairie and herding, and all the matters appertaining thereto; was a great favorite among the
r ough herders, and was rather the "boss" of the
fa mily.
He was rou1?h and some'imes brutal-bad no re11pect for cloth, as the word goes, and was little at
home.
Somehow , be bad but fPw friends among the few
intelligent a nd r efined people of Del Norte a nd its
surroundings. It bad been whispered Lhat he was suers.
On-on-on! the last mile shortened rapirlly, and
not all as g()ocl a- be might be, but whethe r there
was any truth in this rumor, we shall soon endeavor with a great leap the noble stePd of Hawk Harrin~
ton sprung over the five feet stone wall that enc1rto show.
Philip was a dedded opposite of his hrother, lo clec1 the hacienda, and fell dead, wheu the goal was
nP.arly every particular.
reached.
For the pursuers had come to a halt after obs:orvHe was more slight of build, and less r ough and
unfeeling, and bis temperament was mild and affa- ing the leap of the ga;Jant steed, and after a sho!'t
consultation among themselves, .t.urned back in the
ble.
Hr was universally admired, for he was as brave direction wbenc~ they had come, and galloped
.
•
as a tion, and was one wh o would not screen the leisurely away.
~lty even though guilL existed in his own family.
Evidently they bncl concluded tha• ' he danger of
He believed in the word "justice,,, and in seeing R~~~~~i~ft~~~ ;r!,.\i°,,clfo;~~~ too great for them to
justice enforced under all circumstances.
Hawk Harrington had oscaped <ientb at the bands
He, with bis father, tilled the farm, a.• a general
thing, while Hawk was a way looking after the bPrds of these strange prairie rove rs, but little more could
be said. He was well piorceci ,<'!th bullets . a nd only
upon the prairie.
,,
One evening toward the middle of December, a man of bis strong co11•tit;:tloi1 could ever have
when a cold, raw north wind was blowing in across passed through the ordPal and Jived.
But the care of an aft'.cctionate m other and •ister;
the plain, Hawk Harrington came riding mad Ir in
toward the hacienda upon the back of his ~pinted and a vroper c ursc of nursing soon brouirbt him
charger. which was ftecked with foam, results of a. around, a. 1 though sore and lamed, be was in taa
lonJ.(, bard ride. There was a •avage, desperate ex- sadcUe again in two clays.
pression upon the face of the rider- ~ace that was . But of bis punmit, an(, tbe cauae tbereor, he wa.a
d1Lrk and cruel, with fierce blac~; o;;es, hafi', and reticent. Perbap!! he did not know the cause; per-
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l·aps be b-arl only a susnicion of it; anyhow, hl;mesman, coming- lllong and
up nll the
-would not converse on the subject; would simplt cards upon tbe board. "Who'll have 'lem, gentleutter a curse and turn nway when allusion was men? 11
niade to his wild ride for life.
"Hey; hallo! put my card back herlJl" cried the
-youn<; gentleman in mask. "If you know whe n it's
On tbe followingevenin~ we lead tbegentlereader healthy for you, you won't kilo& up my keerds till I
'()nee more into that 11otor10us den of gambling, the tell you to I"
<Orlent:tl Palace, of Del Norte.
And the individual in question held a cocked six·
Tbe place was well-filled as usual, with the 'ites ' shooter in bis white band.
of Del Norte, and a few strangers from a coloniza·
"Come, shove it back here, or I'll put you in a
tion caravan that had stopped at the outskirts for funeral way I"
<the night.
A murmur of surprise ran through the audience
In consequence of the coolness of the evening, the and "ith a growl the clerk threw down the card
;bands occupied the floor instead of the great balco- again, and received the awaiting note in exchange.
nles, overhead, and wild strains of d eli<;btful music
"Bet your lite ye won't make on thet card ag-ain I"
were wafted tb · ough tbe immense auditorium .
he Jeet'ed. "No one man can't run this game!"
Gay ladies and polished villains were here; rough
"Don't b e so sure about that, my gay knight!''
'bullying herders from the J'.)lains, and occasionally a W·as the cool reply. "See hel'el" and the young
.miner or hunter from the Rockies or the plains ; a gentleman of cllee k wrote on the blank side of the
.strange collection as viewed under the light of the card, in a gr~ceful hand "There's my business
mighty chandeliers.
sign, gentlemen-Omaha O;J. Mebbe ye never h eard
Bill Monte presided at the eloire-table. as usual, of me, down in this c ountry?
and the faro a hd keno games we re in full blast.
"Up in Om .. ba, you'll find my autograoh written
New spor ts had recently been added to tile attrac- on e very deck of keercls in tber city-Omaha 0:1. the
tions at the Oriental such as lifting matches for Masked Te rror-the imitatol' of George Washington,
Jlrizes. and jumpingt. boxing, and tat'get-shooting; who never told a falsehood-the man that stood on
.cand the Wheel of .1mrtune mau had also found a his h ead on tbe top of the spire o' Trinity Chut'eh J
:stall in the great palace wherein to let the m a n of That's the style of a suuft')wer you"ll fi!ld me. Sum·
money risk llis a ll, and stand a cllance of winningtimes you'll see I've got a savage fit-caused by
-Or losmg.
memories of past wrongs-an' then ye'd bette r k eep
Around this game, if a game it can be justly out of my way, Ol' hlood 'll be "Pilt. Go on, old hoss;
ealled, which possesses it8 peculiar fascination, as don' t let me interrupt the bizness:" and the stran·
well as othe r games, were collected a la rge group of ger took a cigar from his li11s, which were reached
nien, some strangers, a few babitues of t he Palace, t.hrougll an aperture in the brown mask, and blew
and a share made up of h erdsmen from the valley.
out a trnmendous cloud of perfumed smoke.
There were twelve cards, with four numbers on
Al'ouad the gamekeepe r wbir!Pd the wheel, spite·
each, beginning at one, and running up as hi' h as fully, and when the finger pointed to the winning
48; each card retaile:I at five dollars, with fifty do!- number, it was 14.
Jars in the pool, which left te n dollars to the m a nager .
Omaha Oil gave vent to a queel' little la ugh, as he
of tile e nterprise at each whirl of the wheel, and b eheld Lhe result.
;fifty d ollars to the lucky holdeo· of tbe card whose
"See here!" he said, a •min raisi ng l1is r e volver,
·number wius.
"rm in for havin' this biznPSS fa ir. Pilg rims. thet
Of cn'.lrse the banke r is constantly in pocket, and wheel 's loaded heavily, on one side, which makes et
in good humor, which invariably r eflects la rgely u p · stop at 9, 10, ll, or 12, if not whirled too bard. The
<>n the crowd .
rim of the wheel on the lower side, there, is hollow.
The game-wh eel ha ·l been revolving steadily for
"And the n in that hollow space I'll wager my life
au hour, with ready sale for the cards, and a young against a cent you'll find a greater ot· less quantity
man loung ing against the railing had been watching o f ballast, probably buckshot. I 've been watching
jt n <irrnwly, without ven tlll'ing anyth ing.
here, fe r an bout', ere I began playing!"
H e was of rnedrum hig ht of Western men, straig ht
Fl'ightful curses escape<l the lips of the four vii·
and iron-cast in every li mh, with broad shou lders, lains who managed things be hind the coun ter, and
and depth of chest ; and was attired in a well-fitting they whippe:.I out their r evolvers, in a business-like
snit of black cloth, with top-boots and slouch som- manner.
liren. In a belt at his wai•t h e carried r~ vo lve 1'S,
"Shoot away ! plur: it straight at me for all you'r;i
knife and lasso and a full mask screened his face worth, you rascals!" cried Om(fha O!I. "but first
from view.
just put in youl' mind that I've s ixty picked men,
"Anothe r sale, gentlemen; here's you r chance to every one of the m d ead-s hots, wlto only await my
acquire a chance, am.lhere 1s where you chance upon private signal ter rush inter thi..:: caboose and bn'st
fortun es by luck. \.Vbo ll havcl tbis car1..l , whose this gambling business nrnl its \·otn ries an into the
numbers are n. H, 15, and 16? \n1o'll have it? Sure middlo of n~xt week. If you don't bP!ieve it, just
to be the winnin ~ ca.rd. No cheating in this galTle, fire off one of your 1 Pad -slin~ers , and I'm bettin'
:gentlemen; a ll's fair anil honestly conducwd. You you'll see lively business in this shebang, in shor t
ean see fo r yourself, where the wheel stops, what order. Go ahead wi th yonr funeral, if y on waut ter
number halts befol'e the fortune-giving finger. Don't g it onter yer ear becau<P I e xposed fraurt !"
be sca red because you have lost once, pilg rims ; I
And resto ring his r evolver to his belt, the young
ran this machin e in tb'3 mack Hills three months, bravo stood facing his enemies. with folilecl arms
.and know of ~, fell ow wbo los t a thousand dollai'S a and form erect-dnrin.g- the m to begin wnat h e had
day a n1 won two. P e rs everance wins tbe crown. promised should b e a lively affray.
Sold again and got the tin. Only one morP cnr. 1 u nsold, gents - here it is-who'll aave-9, 10. 11, 12CIUPTER VIL
who wants it ?"
11
V~.
D UFFER-THE
"I'll t..1.ke it!" announc"d the mas •Pd n1a.n. laying GIANTS' DATTLE - " TOOTU PTCI\.
.ATTACK-A.NP N OTJcgs ,
-down a five dolbt· bill, and receiving the carcl.
"And around she g-oes ! sun ~ the gn.me-kePp er,
T m: maninulato rs o f tbe "wheel of fortune" hesiand the n-heel vla;; l?iVPn a vigorons whirl, buzzin~ tat ... d at firillg tttJon the young N Pb?·askan-besitnt..
swiftly at first, but settl ing down slowly , and stop· eel, for they noterl th" omi n flu~ g littel' of th~ bl!ick
ping with numll~r trn undPr thP finge r.
eyPs that sho:v"' l hroug-ll th P. hnlPR in Ms 1na..qk-hes i
"KPep tl-ie c'lrd ag-uin, ,. announced tho winner, tat ed . bPcause of a rumor t~1nt wa,~ finRtillg' about to
receiving the pool, a.nct shovin ~ out anothf'r V.
thP effect th a t this O·nahn. 0 I nn<l his hand bad beea
A.stain the wheel rovolved, and again Ile won, the "Pen r epeatedly in thP vane,, and were rough-look·
ing cuR:tomAI'S to han1H ....
:tlng!)r pointing to 11.
'.l' liose gnthercd outsiJe the ring offered the llravo
"Better change for luck:, y oung man I" ct'!ed the
1

1
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Oaaaha. Oll, the Ma.sked Terror.
no ln.()lef!tatllon, 1':>r they were not too dumb to eee
that this quan-el, or what threatened to be a quarrel,
bad been made as much in their behalf as in that or
the maskPd stranger, and it would be more than
treacherous for them to i nterfere.
Yet there was one brawny border-giant among the
crowd, immense and muscula.r of tn1nk nnd limb,
standing six-foot-six in his boots, who seemed to
take it upon himself to exert bis energies in behalf of
the gamesters. for be elbowed bis way through the
crowd, and slapped bis great human paw down upon
Omaha Oil's shoulder, with a force that made the
young man flinch. A man less upon his guard than
be constan tly wa$, would h ave gone down .
u Hillo 11' the giant roared, a terribJe eAJ)ression
upon his great unshaven, stubbly face-" Hillo I y e
young jackanapes. What d'ye say?"
"I say, keep yer paws to homer ' r eplied be from
Omaha,, quickly squirming out of the other's g-rasp,
and dealing him a deft blow in the pit of the stomach. which doubled Mr. Bully up like a jack-knife.
"That's what I say you big, overgrown elephant;
so put it in yer pouch an' smoke it fer terbac' I"
A roar like that from a small-sized lion escaped the
giant, and with anns outstretched and eyes glaring,
J1e rushed upon the youth as if he would annihilate
him.
But at this instant there was a timely intervention,
which was probably the luckiest thing that could
have happened for the Masked Bravo, as he stood a
small chance of victory in a war-bug with the burly
bully of Del Norte-Old Jim Duffer was bis name,
and he wits Lhe undisputable "boss " wherever he
roamed.
For at this juncture, when the giant sprung forward, intent upon crushing bis adversary, the crowd
parted, an iron-like hand seized b!m by th& collar,
and be was jerked back upon the floor quick enough
to cause him to forget all of his past history.
"Tbaire !" exclaimed a voice, and the whole of the
attacking individual forced a passage into the ring,
which bad been formed-" tbrure ye be, pilgrim, j est

~~~~~~ao;.':1't~~ r~~s~~:Sa t~eeJ..~;,s ~r ~~

next time, won't ye-sum'tbin' o' my st.alri:°e o.n'
ftgger, fer instance!"
.
Bruised and enraged, Duffer crawled back to his
feet, and eyed the ne .... -comer savagely.
"Jem Murray!" he growled.
"The Arkansas Tootht?ick I" assented the other
politiily raising his bat. · Et seems ye ain't fergot
yer old friend, Jimsy, In tber days that bev dissolved
Inter atmospher~. sence we war rivals up In Little
Yucatan, in Cafamonnt Gulch. Apparently yer
m emory h esn't suffered a collapse I"
"You ter --1" leered old Duffer, naming a place
notoroiusly remarkable for its torrid temperature.
"Guess I don't owe you nu thin ',_do I? R eckon ye
stuck yer finger Inter tber 'rong pie, ye long-geared
baboon!"
·
"Shol ye ain't got over yer bad hablto'callin'
bad names, yit, Jimsyl" commented tbe seven-foot
Toothpick, glancing scornfully down at bis adver•
sary. ·• Ner haln't growed none. either. Ye're a
Lilliputian banty, Jimsy-a reg'lar leetle barkin'
w'ilfet, w 'at never bites, onless he ken snap at sum
smaller fry than himself. W'y, Jimsy, w'at ever
stunted yer growth? Ye're no more'n...a mouthful!"
"When a ~hog posS<'sses sech a gol-durned trap
like yourn I" retorred Dulfer, angriJi. "Don't compare birds ,.,.p beasts!"
"Ob I o' course not.. Jimsy-especially birds w·at
wears white feather!"
' 'Hey I w 'at ye soy?" bellowed the other begin·
ning to prance about like an exciterl colt. "\vhar's
ther man tbtt durst BAY Jem Duffer ever showed
ther white feath e r. Wbar's thet ornery galoot?
Show bim ter me, thet I may manufacture him inter
koyote fodder!"
' Ye needn't lnck fur, Jlmsy-ye needn't travel
acrose ther continent ter discoo:~r thet festive
nymph, belo-ted Minnesota GoDh•n !" spoke the man
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from Arkansas, grimly, "fer he's byar, in theP
blood an' ftesh-Jem Murray, Toothpick and traveler!"
"Y(nt/-you durst call me wbite-featherite. ye
durnecl, long-geared Barnum's Wbat ·is-it? You
durst tell me l 'm a gopher an' a wbite-featherite?"
·• Solemnlyi r espectfully, feelingly and humanely,
denr Jimsy. do announce thet I durst I"
"Then, I'm goin' te r smash ;i:e-stomp ye, punch
ye, an' mutilate ye ontil ye cant stand alone! " cried
the Del Norte bully, and drawing himself together,
be made a violent lunge at the Toothpick.
They met-they clinched in a grasp of hatred-a.
bug of death.
Both Wflre m en of oost-iron strength, with each
muscle properly developed-men whose build and
constitution ·fitted them for battle, and men who
were in their hig hest element when engaged in a
pitched combat.
They clit1cbed, and then the conte•t of strength
and resolve began, amid much excitement. Nearly
all games were thrown up. and the votaries thereof
swarmed around, eudeav01 ing to get a. peep into the
ring where the two giants Wdl'e battling. The two
bands struck up a !iv< ly air, peculiar to the Spanish
bull-fighting arenas; lights were turned higher; an.
intense silence prevailed, only broken by the scuff·
ling of the two men.
Clinched close to each other in a J:,ear-like bull"•
they weaved to and fro, using all the feints in their
power to trip one another, and thus bling the strug·
gle to tbe floor.
Although tbe Arkansas Toothpick was full half a
foot taller than old Duffer, be wae possessed of but
little, if any more strength-in fact the two were
as nearly equal In this respect as you could have
found .
MmTay was Jong of limb and neck, and short of
trunk, while Duffer was just the opposit&-wlth
8hort I.hick limbs, as hard aE a rock, long body, and
a hull-like neck.
Back and forward weaved the twe men, locked
vise-like in each other's embrace; now lurching
heavily to one Fide; now dragging each other
fiercely; lifting, tripping and feinting: it was a mar ~e~~~\~t)!'~~r~~~l:'Jai~~~ giants baffie each other
"Ob I r,e p'izen sarpint-ye beastly human rhinos·
cerhoss I ' roared the Toothpick. as "Duffer lodged a.
cleverly-aimed squirt of tobacco-juice in bis face
and ey~s. "I'll show ye, ye r ept;r.le-ye nngodlr,
son ova gopherl Spit in my face will ye! Hnrrabl'
and the man from Arkansas bent down and grabbed
one of the Del Nortean's hu11re ears between bis
sharp teeth, and buried those fangs In the flesh ,
until the smaller giant wa s forced to howl outright
from pain.
"Ohl howl will ye-howl l" roared Toothpick, relaxing bis bola Jong enough to give vent to bis over-·
loaded stock of feelings. "I like ter beer it; et's
aweet music in my ears. Ob l ye vamp\re-ye
sneakin' grassb0pperl Wait tel I git wa rmed up,
an' I'll show ye ther kind o' sblnplasters they m1tke
down in old Arkansas. No remonetization tbar, I'm
tellin' ye; n0 anti-silver thar; no nothin' tbar but
men o' sterling squnlificationsl"
Back, forward. sidewise, they lurched, the Tooth·
pick's t-0ngue vibrating inces80Dtly in companion·
sbi_P with hie body. Duffer was" mum," for it reqmred all bis attention to 't<>nd to bis "knitting.••
and prevent being thrown to the f\o.1r. As the case
etood now,_neither could do the other any material
damage. .isut once the hug was broken, there prom·
i"ed to be banged Pyes and broken parts, on one
side or the other. And tbiswas what the breathless,
ex,.ited crowd were engerly watching for.
Omaha Oil, who br d b •en in a measure the cause
of all th i~ " istnrbance, stood by the counter in the
samP position of cool indifference he had occupied
all along. enjoying the tussle full as much as any of
the others.
"Hug him as ef he war yer sweetbeart. Tootho
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pHlk r• he cried, In a clear, rin!\lng voice. "If you
want any help, just call on me. '
"Ohl I'll squeeze him!" replied the Arkansas
man. giving an extra spurt of strength about the
bully's waist, until that unlucky individual gave a
grunt. "Oh I 1'11 show him circus-tricks enough ter
stock a hippodrome!"
At last the bully made a misstep, lllurray caught
him on it, and bo· h went down to the floor with a
crash. Fortunately for him, Duffer's head struck
hard enough to r ender him momentarily insensible;
otherwise his countenance would probably have vndergone the customary battering, which the Arkansas ma~ kindly dispensed with, when he saw that
his adversary was done with.
But he instantly rose to his feet, and glimced
around at the sea of faces, with a broad grin.
"Hurra! thre 0 cheers for the Arkansas Toothpick!" cried Omaha 011, springing bol~ly ?n top o,~
a table, and wavm ~ lus slouch hat. ·Hip! h1~!
and three long cheers rose from the great surgrng
crowd for the long-legged, lanky, ludicrous man
from Arkansas.
In the tumult some overjoyed individual cmpt.ied
the contents of his six·shooters ceilingward, causmg
a loud roar to go echoing through the .&eat buildiug.
Omaha Oil uttered a curse upon the action. and
clinched his hands about a pair of pistol·butts.
"Fly! fly!" he yelled, his stern, clear voice reachln~ every oorner of the Palace. "1?ome accursed
fool. by firing off that revolver! bas signaled for my
men, the Black Avengers. F1yl fl.vi all you that
would save .vour lives, for it will be useless for you
to trv to resist I"
Th.en 'vith an agile leap Into midnight air, the
Masked Terror went like a rocket over the heads of
the electrified assemblage, struck the door, bounded
through an open casement, and was gone.
And with his departure a motley crowd, number·
ing upward of a hundred black-clad, masked horse men burst into the great gambling palace, through
windows. doors, and every accessible ground entranre and from their revolvers came flash after
ftash, ;eport .after report, until a pandemonium.of
noi~es prevailed, and the room was clouded with
smoke.
Screams of affrie;bt from the females and fearful
curses from the Del Norteans arose on either side;
dead and dying were lying under foot; in hast~ the
gamblers hurled chairs and tables aside, and the
\ights were extinguished, leaving darkness r eigning
.supreme.
TWs proved the salvation of those within the
great ball, to a large extent, for under cover of
darkness they were able to escape, and but very
few of the Blaok Avengers: bullets made a count.
In ftve minutes after the lights were extinguished
not a soul oft.be living were within the Palace, for
the outlaws bad also taken their departure.
That was the first direct attack by prairie rovers
that Del Norte's inhabitants had ever experienced,
althou1>:b al'frays and othn ruffianly melees among
the herders were common occurrences.
.A.nd after that night a terrible dread of the Masked Terror and bis tlla~ k Avenger!! prevailed in the
little city by Rio Grande's sullen waters. Many
were afraiJ to stir out after dark for fear of encountering the scourge, and the gambling Palace
was not nearly as full as usual.
The DeJ Nor$eans k evt more within their own
doors, and the herders mvariabl,v went and came
in squads, for they feared the outlaw alliance full
more than •he gamble1·s, for they had cause. Upon
every lin&-pole of the valley·herding plains for miles
in either direction, was pasted a printed notice,
couched in the following words:
"NoTrcE: To all whom it ma;· concern! The lo.tA
fire upon the prairie, which d, ctroyed tbe ol.J El
Grunin ranch and outbuildings, wa.i attended b.v a
massarre at the said '"3nch. and three-an old ml\n,
a mother an,l b r baby boy, were the victims. This
crime was committed by the Prairie League, ri. band

of ruffian herders, who, leagued together, are bon~

g~r f~~?~ch·~~~etr0f~~b~e r~~ ~~he~~~e~tb~~Ji'~f.
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the thirty herders and ruffians belonging to said
League. all of whom were concerned in this latesl •
outrage upon innocent herders and settlers, nre•
mark•d. and we the Avengers and Regulators of the.
Rio Grande de! Norte, shall do our duty until every
dog has been hUllJ\" or shot. The leaders' names are
here 1>:iven: Captain Bill Monte, old Jim Duffer,
Dresden La J\1onte, Hawk Harrington and Hank
Murdock. The names of the otbPrs are all know~,
and each shall meet his fate. The Red CrOils will
signify the band of the Black Avengers .
u0MAH A0LL.n

No wonder then that there was a fcelint? of dre.ad
n.mong the herders and also among- crrt:tiu ones of
Del Norte's citizens for some thPro w'·re of thePl
who were connected with the " Prairie League. "
Just below the above notice was invariably posted
another notice, of less importance to some, and of
more to others.
It was penned in a big, sprawling hand, nnd contained the following;
" WANTED: Information of a man calkylated ter
abound in these 'ere immeget v"ici.nity, whose calli!l'
aire tbet uv a gambler-war one time a Leften'!-nt m
Cortina's l;a.nd-and whose name rure El Gamin, or
sum sich like. Would like ter oee this iuterestin' iudervidual fer about six min nits an' twel>e seconds
on important bizness. Address or hunt up·-JElll
MURRAY, Arkansas Toothpick. To be contin1•A<l."
CHAPTER

vm.

ENEMIES MEET GElli"Ell.ALLY.

WITBTN the hacienda of the Harringtons, au WL
neatness and comfort. The quaint thoug-h elegant
old Spanish furniture was retained. 1>,nd the carpets,
and the grand pictures upon the ceiled walls.
Everywhere a fine taste of arrant?em~nt was displayed an<l evidences of a woman's b1tnd m the work.
And pretty Miss Ella was the mistress now, for her
mother was getting old and infirm. Ella was a g<>?d
girl, free-spirited, well·e<lucated. and well-liked; m·
deed, she bad two lovers who had alrerul.v declared
their passion for her. These were Dean Redwood,
and a young dark·faced gentleman named yrn
Duane who was surrounded with a film of my ery.
With him Ella met in secret, they having a tryst.ingplace on the shore of tbe river. Dean Redwood came
to the hacienda frequently. was well-liked by the family with one exception, and it was believed that he
was to become the future husband of the young belle
of the valley, for as such Miss Ha.rrin3t'.ln bad been
repeatedly nclmowleclged.
Tbe one PXCPption mentioned was the young herd·
er, Hawk Harrington. For some reason, he se~med
to bear the suitor of his sister a strong enmity.
Wbv, or whence began this hatre<l, was a secret
between the two meo-a secret which w1t< not soon
to be divulged through their instrumentalit.v.
A few nie;hts after the raid upon the Oriental Pa·
;J.ce by Omaha 011 and his men, Dean Redwood galloped down to the farm·house on his favorite charger~
a powerful. spirited grav. and dismounting-, enterea
the parlor, where Miss Ella wa. usually waiting for
him on the-«venings of bis visits.
But she was uot in the parlor, to·night, and think·
ing she had ju•tsteppecl out fora moment, he seated
himself to await her return.
•

1

r must have Rn a.nswer, to-night, suret" he

musPd, st1tringo at the fire, thot shone in the gr&tethe first. fire ?1 crnldine: the approach of winter. "She
can decide the matter-must decide it, ror I care not
to stay here, after se"ing that Prairie Patrol. That
she is the same one-ah I there can be no mistala I
Alive and as bPllutiful as ever, but. alas: Insane I
Wonk! to God Fred. Arline:ton had compl1;1ted the
work he began I It would have saved her all thlll

Oma.ha OU, the Maskea ·.l'error.
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How sbe ever escaped death when bo

-d lier from that clltt to the gulch bottom, a
undred feet below, J can never imag-ine."

At tbl• juncture there was an audible footstep,
Hawk Hl\rrington came striding into the room.
Red wood instantly arose from bis seat upon tbe
sofa, and tbe gaze of tbe two men met., unflinchingly. Harrington evidently had not expected to find
his enemy there, for be started, then muttered an
oath.
"Where is Ella?" he demanded, gruflly.
"I do not know," Reuwood replied, watching the
herder narrowly. "She has doubtlessly stepped out
somewhere, and will soon return."
"Are you waiting for her?,,
"lam."
uwbatfor?"
"None of your business, sir. I came to talk with
her-not you."
"Oh I you needn't give us any oflour slack!" he
11:rowled back, fiercely. "I'm boss o tbis ranch, and
for two bits I ·d tumble you out."
"Oh I uould you ?" «etorted Redwood! as fiercely
.as his enemy. "Maybe it would be h ea t.L1y for you
to try it. You will flnd me no saintkl'll warrant you.
If you begin the battle,..! shall stri e to kill!"
Harrin~ton growled some muttered imprecation,
and Sl!rung forward, with a long, dangerous-looking
knife m bis grasp.
The villain meant murder.
But Redwood was not to be cut down without a
struggle. He had roughed it iu the early part of his
life in tbe mines; was a Hercules in strength, a master in all athletic sports, and a dangerous man to
meet with the knife or pistol.
He was now, however, as you may say, at the
mercy of his antagonist, for he was unarmed, wbile
In addmou to his knife, Hawk Harrington ca1Tied a
small arsenal of revolve!'s in his belt.
But Redwood was on the watch for him as he cameru~bing forwardhand clinching the upraised arm of
thP rnfllan, wbic gl'asped the knife, he threw his
other arm about the waist, a.11d tl"ipped him to the
tloor.
•
Both men went down together, and in the fall Red·
wood received -an ugly cut in the breast from the
knife. But in an instant more he had the blade in
his possession.
•·Now, beg, curse you I" be cried, holding the
young herder down as easily as though he had been
a baby. "Ileg, and promise to mend your wayd, or
['II plunge this knife into your heart. You know I
bold the power to hang you, and I marvel that you
dare provoke me, Jest I exert it."
"I will uot beg; nor will I tell you that which you
wish to know!" the herder growled, savagely.
"'l'i'hat do you mean 1 What is there which you
know that wou Id benefit me, had I the possession of
th at knowled?.e?" Redwood demanded.
"Bah I don t think I'm a fool becanse I've got you
down upon the enemy list, my sharpy. Thought no
one knew why you came to Del Norte, didn't you?
But there's where you ma.de the mistake. We knew
of your coming, long ago, and closed up the holes,
like g-rouud-mice do. in the winter. Yon may search
e>. lifetime, and you'll not find the place you seektbe head -quarters of the Prairie League I"
Red wood started, and a grim expression ettled
upon his face.
"You are mistaken!" he ventured.
"You lie-Tam not mistaken I" Hawk Harrington
replied, triumphantly. "You a re Dean RedwocXl,
alias Cunning Cass Camer on, the ex-Government
Spy. Oh I you needn't feign astonishment, nor you
needn't attempt to leave Del Norte, for you will be
met by a party of gentlemen, who will boost YC!U
half-way up to a. limbf and h old you there by the aid
of a tow-string unti a reaction occurs and your
spirit flies away."
"Shol you don't sari"
"You'll find out, i you at.tempt to sneak out and
fetch reinforcements. Stay here in Del Norte, a
ll;Dd
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good, honest, law-abiding citizen, and rn guara.utee
you' ll be all right!"
"Humph I you'll guarantee, you say. Perhaps yon
are one of the ringleaders of this Prabie League
whos<l existence it is my purpose to break up. i
on7ht. to arrest you I"
' All correct; arrest if you think it will be a
healthy undertaking. I 'm mighty sure you'd not
take me farj ere you'd wish you'd l ~ ft me here."
"I shall et you e-o at present!" Cass Cameron
said, first disarming his enemy, and then allowing
him to rise to his feet. "I !J ave at.her work to pet·form, ere I am r eady for you-work wLkh I shall
pnsh witb a wiil. I only lack a f ew more points of
compas.s, ere I can put my tools where I wa~t them,
anrl execute my work in triumph."
Then bowiug, tile ex-Government Spy turned on
bis heel and quitt ed the hacienda, leaving H&wk
Harrington standing in the center of the parlor,
swearing at the ease with which bis enemy had mastered him.
The Government Spy hurried from tbe lard that
encircled the hacienda, and down towar the treefringed river, for h ere he perceived bis horse had
wandered, in cropping tbe herbage. He reached
the animal, and was about to vault into the saddle,
when the sound of voices r eached bis ear, and he
'paused and listened. They were not far away, and
in low conversation. yet the ex-Spy recogniztd one
of the speakers as Ella Ha1Tington.
Curiosity and l.iw·ning j ealousy tempted the man
to creep forwa rd, and act as an eavesdroppn-jealousy, because he dearly loved tbe young belle of
the valleyl: and because she had dec!areashe loved
no one bu bim. And did this not look suspicious?
D cidedly so, the Spy thought, when he cre\Jt upon
a bluff near the edg-e of the water, and ooking
down beheld the object of bis choice s1ttin!\" side by
side, in a boat that r ocked upon a sluggish eddy,
with a. dark-faced man with mustache and imperial,
in wl;iose embrace she was closely clasped.
Cameron started violently, and for several moments, could but r emain motionless-struck dumb
with astonishment.
.
He could not believe his eyes-it seemed a mocking dream, when be remembered how only the evening before he had told her of his passion for her,
and she had innocently declared the same for him,
Aud yet, h ere she was, in the arms a nd receiving
the ca.ressPs of another, as if she bad never known
the existence of anotlier lover.
As if aware of the presence of a spectator, the
two lovers in the boat lowered their !One so that
their words were inaudible, at any distance, and only
the painful, regretful satisfaction of watching them,
was left the Spy. Yet he held his position.
The moon came up and showered the light down
through openings in the forest branches] and wreathed tile twain in the boat in a glory of go d and white.
Still they were conversing lowly. apparently content to be near each other-neglectful that the
nigh was striding on towru·d another dawning.
At last, however, the man released the girl from
his embrace and seizing an oar, whirled the boat
back against1 the shore where it had first rested ,
previous to being converted into a lover's tr.vst
He next assist ed the valley belle to the dry
ground1 and then paused, taking her hand in his.
"Ad ios, senorita, and may this short interview
have given :von the same degree of pleasure it has
me. Adios~"
Then he turned, as if about to stride away, andcame face to face with Hawk Harrington.
The hurly herdsman had stolen up, unperceived,
aTid stood glaring fiercely at 1 he guilty pair, each
of his hands g-riping a cocked revolver.
0
Well? he inte rrogatPd~ in a harsh voice," what
is the meaning of tbis disgraceful midnight meeting!
Ella I am astonished!"
"Ohl Hawk, do not harm biml" entreated the
girl, clinging to the arm of her Jover. " This is Qyril
-Mr. Duane, my-my-"
1

'
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" Evil genius I" sneered the bro her. "Your pro·
The card-sharp had as sllll.den)y and mysierlous'f1
fessed lover no doubt, until he has sufficientlvblind· disappeared as though he had been sw&llowed up in
ed you for his devilisn p~se: then it wilf be dif· the earth!
ferent. Whoa.I up, thar, 'my gay Lothario! Don't
Evidently, he was a coward!
be in so much of a nurr.v to take leave."
"Well1 sir, what can I do for you?" Duane asked,
CHAPTER IX.
turning oack and facing his enemy. ••Though I am THE :MASK.ED TEltROR EQUALS HIS NAME--TBit PLOT OF
unarme_<h I am neither afraid of you nor any of your
THE LEAGUE-OFF ON SCENT.
sty le. w nat do .vou want?"
ON the following da_v an emigrant trah passed
"I want ter know what you're doiu' out here with through Del Norte. They were l>nund for Santa
my sister, alone, an' ther hour bordering upon mid· Sina, further up the valley, where tliey proposed to
ni~ht? That's what I"
go into winter quarters, and wait the coming of
"Then. my r eply is that it is none of your busi· s1lrin~, before coutinuing their journey. Thei:e were
·nessl" Du:rne decLu·ed, coolly. "Were .vou the but four wagons. and the caravan was evidently
rather a poverty-stricken one.
youn~ lady' ; fathe r, P.l Y answer would be difl'.erent;
\ljut you've no business to ask!"
But an hour's halt was made in Doi Norte; then
·• Hain't I? Mebbe ye don't know who I am 1 I'm the train continuer! on over the weJl-hel ten trail
Hawk Harrington, and I can shoo'. No doubt you through the beautiful valley-the trail ov. •r which
Cl\n do ditto. Tn tnat event I'll lend you one of my more emigration to the Rockies has passed than lly
revolvers. That's the quickest way to settle a mat· 'most any other routt>.
te1 of this kind."
Three m iles out from Del Norte, while the wagons
'•I won't tlghtl" decided the other. " I have noth· were hidden from view in the hollow o! a prairie
ing against you, and want not your life. Besides
wave, they were surpris"d by a banrl of masked
I a~\ no shot with the revolver, and my life woula horsemen, who rode down and surrounded them
surely pay the forfeit of so rash a risk I"
without an instant 1s notice.
There were fifty of them, at least, mounted upon
"&'o much the better. Thunder!" suddenly ejacu·
lated the herdsman, and he leaped bac!c a pace in powerful animals. and armed with polished-barrel
astonishment. The bright moonlight falling up6n repeating-rifles; desperate-loolting meni generally,
the c11untenance of the other, for the first made a who ha(! rnughed ii upon the border all their lives.
In adv:i.nce was the Masked T~rror .,f the valleystartling discovery to the herder.
" You denU, you're Et G :min!"
Omaha Oil, the young R egulator, both of which he
waq,
Duar,e smiled1 oddly.
"Well, what 1f I am?" he demanded. "Duane Is
The emigrants were about to defend themselves
mr. real name-El Gamin a nom rle plume."
and open a battle, but the clear voice of Omaha Oil
' What became of the real El Gamin, who used to ringing out like a bugle. bade them desi;t.
herd it, in this valley 1"
"Hold I fire not, unless you would se..-il your own
"Don't know~ I'm sure.''
doom I" be cried, "for we mean you no harm. We
"You are he I" positively.
simply come for the traitor-vi!lain who is trying to
"Pshaw! don't be deceived."
escape his doom by going with you. Haul lilm out
"Neither I am. You are El Gamin the luckiest and deliver him up, and I'll guarantee you no
gambler In Colorado, and a traitor to the League."
trouble will be necessar.v. La Mort-Dresden La
"I am not able to make a denial to fit ea.oh of Mort, one of the rinE:l Aaders of the Prairie League,
those accusations," El Gamin replied, cooJl.v.
Is the man I want, sir!"
"And there is no need that you should. You must
"There is no such man In our caravan. sir!" stoutfi~ht or I will snoot you in .vour tracks. The League
ly averred one of the emigrants. "I kin give ye all
WJJI glv11 money for your head."
ther names of our party, ef ye llk.e; we're all from
"Why should they? Though a deserter, they have one town in Iowa."
suft'ered no betrayal by me."
•
"Bah I you cannot deceive me, old man. The fel"You lie ! You it was who 1!1"8t pnt Cunning Cass low is known to be secreted in one of your fout
Cameron on track. Here I will you take !tf"
wagons. The sooner you haul him out the better it
And the herder extended a choice of his two hand· will be ror you...
'
some revolvers.
"Iu our wagons? Impossible, sir!"
El Gamin bowed, and accepted the heavier of the
" Quite possible. old man, although you may not
pair.
be aware of the fact. Is not the last vehicle, yon·
He was averse to shooting when avoidable, but he der a store-wa~on ?"
aaw that there was no hope for it now.
"It is, though I don't see how you guessed it, as
The proper distance was paced off, and the two all the sides are closed down," was the reply.
men took their pla.ces. Poor Ella bad sunk upon
"I knew it all the same, howev~," Oma.be. Oll
t.he ground, a little ways oft'., and was weeping assured. " Be kinrl enou.o:h to t.ake a peep into that
vL1lently.
wagon. anrl you wiU no rloubt find the 1nan we want
n To. her it see:ned nothing less than murder, this -thP double-dyed villain and ruffi:in you are harbor•
.ueltng.
tnr;."
But the duel was destined not t~ take place, for at
'All right, •ir. Tf there is such a party in our
1hls jnneture, Cass Camerou, the ex-Spy, dashed company, u nknown. and he is such a vlllain a.a
forward between the two adyersaries, with a sharp you rPpresent. you arn welcome to him, des(lite the
c•y.
fact that your authority in demanding him 1s quell'
" Hold I" he commanded.. flercely. " No fighting, tionable."
here. I'll settle this busin~ss, if you please. Hawk
"Not at all questionable, sir. We are a band of •
Harrington, take your faithless sister and return to Aven<rers anrl Regula.ton, warring against the ruf·
your b"cienda. !'JI 'tend to this notorious sharp."
fiani~m of this bord r!" Omaha 011 answered, ttn·
Harrington put up bis revolver and turned to obey. hesitatinE:ly "The Prairie Le ~gne is composed of
Strange it was, but the man held a dread of the ex· 1 a gang of 111ffianlv herders. who prey mercilessly
Government Spy-was awed into submission in his upon you emigrants, and commit acts more frightpresence.
fully criminal than even the red-skins, themselves.
Yet Cunning Cass Cameron, as he was known I have been one of the sufferers, and my men with
among the frontier border-ruffians, had few as bitter me!"
enemies as this Hawk Harrington: who, arousing his
Without a word the settlers left their wagons,
sister, SUJ(>ported her upon his strong arm, and they and advanced to the rear •·schooner," driven by a
made their way toward the hacienda.
Texan, and containing mainly the baggage of the
When they reached it, and disappeared from caravan, the other wagons carrying the emigrants
view, the Spy turned upon-not El Gamin, but noth· and their families.
ingl
Jabez Hendm:ks, the supervisor ot the little
0
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earan.n. was a. gruff but bonest old fRrmer, and it )lPOn the prairie, enveloped In tire ,;loom, eng&&9d
W8JI not bis purpose to shelter a fugitive scoundrel
be It even from death. So he headed his companions, and they advanced upon the 'bind wagon,
which was drivet\ by the fat Texan, named Sam.
Omaha Oil and bis men were drawn up on their
horses on the left side or the train, awaitin~ the clt>liverance of a subject whom it was their mtentm'n
to punish with death, as a retribut'.on for his numberlei;s crimes.
But, ere tbe covers at thP rear or front end of the
"schooner,, could be raised, there was a succession
of sharp pistol reports, and Hendricks and two of
his compunions fell backward badly wounrled.
The ti&"er in his cage h ad clawed at his enemies.
But this did not deter the other men from doing
their duty; they leaped forward , tore aside the c~n
vas coverings, and hauled the stowaway out upon
the ground.
Omaha OH rode forward. a triumpbant laugh

br!;~:i\~·~%J'~~t'¥~ted ~~~· There is the outlaw
of half a score of brutal border outrages, gentle·
men I" he said. "Dresden La Mort is his name,_~nd
a worse character is hard to find . Knights of vengeance, you see the vib \>Tetch who has struck each
of you a blow or more through tbe agency of the
Prairie League. Take him and do your duty."
The Avengers rode forward, and dismounted, a
number of them seizing the unlucky J,a l\Iort, and
S@Curely binding him. Then he was borne off to a
lone prairie tree, but a few ;rards distant, and preparations were made for bis final launching mto
eternity.
A rope of good1 stout material was shirred about
his neck, and tne remaining end thrown over a
branch overhead. Then he was raised to a standing
~:i:~:l ~~t!rdozen liands seized the pulling end of

m unguarded conversation.
One a man, tall and brawny and ev:lli of face and
feature, roughly dressed, and armed to the teeth
with be1t weapons and rifle.
'
The other was a woman, attired in a trailing white
wrapper, while over her head was a filmy mass of
silken lace-work. She was very beautiful, both in
face and form, and stood close to the man, one arm
resting lovingly over the bowed bead of a superb
"'.bite stallion and the remaining hand grasping a
rifle.

. It was a strange tableau, In thz gloom of the coDl'
.
mgm1<ht.
1'he woman wM speaking.
"You have the message8 now, so take your departure and bear them to your chief. Tell him that
Lestie the Prairie Patrol, fell into possession of
them by chance, and sends tbem to the League that
there may be a haul made."
"Very well, my lady; I wjll obey your orders at
onc't. Is t,bere any other w011'1 to bear our chief!"
"None, Pedrillo; give .him the dispatch, and tell
him that Prairie Patrol sent you ."
w~.!1ne i!'s~fe ~~e"J hf~'b~~- and was turning away
"Hol Pedrillo; I bave something to ask you ere
you go. Tbe chief bas a new woman in his stronghold, I hear?"
The man was silent-nei\her answered In the af·
flrmative or in the negative. Probably he had been
drilled heretofore.
" Speak I" Lestie cried sharply-" tell me the
truth of the matter, or I'll show you what are the
consequences of defying a Queen of the Plains !
Who is this woman?"
Still Pedrillo hesitated to answer tbe question.
Hesitated until he felt the muzzle of Prairie Pa·
trol's revolver against bis heart; then he answered.
"There is a woman, ml lady, but I was told to
keep_tbe news from you!' he raid, grimly.
"Hal yon were to have secrets from me, too eh ?
And the chief, also I Curses on you, both I "\Tho Is
this woman in the stronghold?"
"I know not, ma 'am. The chief brought her, but
i~o.~ot know where from. He crub her Drooping

But they did not "boost" him. tbese Prairie
Avengers, but w&ited until Omaha Oil addressed the
doomed outlaw, as appeared to be his ~es!re.
After l!azine- at La l\Iort a moment m silence, the
:roung Masked TPrror spoke:
"Dresden La Mort, you are nbont to pay the pena lty of your crimes I" lie said, sternly. "You have
thrown away !}le life that God gave you-wasted
your worth and manliness until you tire a low, deofhe strange Prahie Patrol gave utterance to a
graded wretch, of the vilest' order. Your career bas wild strange 1augh.
been one of unblushing crirue, and crime, too, of the
"Drooping Lily I Hal hal bat whatasillyname l
moRt repulsive character. In this day or discussion The chief is evidently in Jove. Tell him that Lestie
<>n the possibilities of there being such a place as wants to see him."
"Very well, my lady I" and the messenger turned
h ell, It is not for me to say as to your fate after
death: but I should not cart· to stand in your tracks. upon his heel unu stalked away into the gloom.
Therefore it behooveR you to repent-to ask forgive- Prairie Patrol then sprung into the saddle, and dash·
ness of your God erti it is too late. Also, I want you ed off upon her horse in a different direction.
"T110 chief bas forgotten me in the presence of
to tell me of the location of the stronghold of the
Lelll\'ue, and if .vou know aught of the wife of my- another I" she muttered fiercely. "That is the way
with men:-to my utter ruin I have four,d them
of Deadwood Dick!"
"I'll tell you nothingl" growled La Mort, fiercely. false and deceitful. Oh I bow f hate them, and yet I
" You cannot turn me into a traitor; I'll betray no yearn for a different life tban this. Wl10 will take
secret of the League; so go on and lynch me as soon me, sin-stained as I am?"
as l,OU can. I am not afraid to die."
Pedrillo the courier of the Prairie League startea
' Then it will be so much the easier for you I" Oil oll' U,l>OD his return to tbe stronghold, without sussaid grimly. waving his hand to tT1e executioners . . pectrng that he was observed.
" Up with him, boys I"
But such, however, was the case. Not a dozen
There was a long pull and a strong pull at the yards from the spot where occurred the interview
rope, and Dresden La Mort was swing;ng in mid-air. ·between the Prairie Patrol and tile messenger, was
crouching in the deep grass that grew in a aamp
Night upon the prairies of San Luis valley, through bufi'alo-bed. a horrn and a man. Both Jay perfectly
quiet
during the conversation of the twain, the man
D~l~o~~P the wandering waters of Rio Grande
eagerly listening to catch every word. Then wheR
Night, in December, with tbe warmth of late Pedrillo and Le$tie separated and started off in clif·
11pring-with the soft balmy breezes and sounds of ferent directions, the man rose cautiously to his feet,
nature peculiar to the time-to the bour. Rolling and bade his sagacious animal do likewise.
"Now, Clipper, we are npou the scentl" the spy
down from the herding-plains comes the bawl of
cattle and the blare of trumpets; on the plains, over muttered, patting the black upon his arching neck,
which an impenetrable gloom has falfen, faintly and then vaulting into the saddle. "We have but to
follow the messenger to find what's up."
~learn the "line" lamps perched upon their signal·
Tbe speaker was the Masked Te1Torl Like a.
posts Uke diminutive hgbt-houses scattered upon an
ocean's wavy e:qw.nse. Birds of night are in tbe a.i.r, phantom of the night he had st.al en up and overheard
!lotltl send up their weird nol!!es; two pe150ns af out the conversation of t,befepui,le l'atrol and the me8'
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wWeh was of a nature to lead him to suppose
that something of importance was on the tapis,
which conoerned the Prairie League.
Accordingly, with no thought of fear, the young
Regulator set off in pursuit of the messenger-not in
hot pursuit, but in a creeping, stealthy pursuit, Ws
steed moving along with tbe carefulness of a cat.
"On, Clipper, old boy I Hug Wm close. but do>i't
give him warnin~ of your coming. If I can get close
eno 1gh to cast a lasso over him, l mean to learn the
contents of those dispatches he is bearing.
But it was a delicate joh to approach sufficiently
near to achie-re a success without being discovered
by 1h3 messenger, who could easily escape by plung·
ing into the tall prairie grass, and crawling a.way.
On tha M1sked Terror urged his faithful steed, and
the animal seemed to understand that lipeea and
caution were required of it.
But Pcd rillo wa.; wi le a.wake, and the fiash of a
~istol and the singin~ of a bullet warned Omaha
Vil that he had been dis1•overed. Bnt in that fiash
ue had caught a glimpse of the m essen!\'er's form
only a few yards ahead, and quickly drawlilg his re·
volver, he jiscba.rged three barrels in rapid succession.
The result was more t'.1an expected.
There was a great yell of pain, and the sound of a
heavy body fallin,f to the ground; then, on riding
on, the Regulator lJttnd his victim outstretched in
the grass.
He dismounted and bent over the man, and found
that he was dead. One of the bullets had eot.:red
his ear, another through his left side, plowing into
his heart, and producing in taut death.
A shore search discover<)([ the papers Pedrillo had
received from Prairie Patrol There were two dilferent dvcaments, tbe first reading as follows:
,, CHIEF OF PRAIRIE LEAGUE:-La~e miners' train
from the Rockies will come down the valley tomorrow night. Bi~ amount of gohl in their posses•
!lion; so you'd best lay for it.
"LEsTIB."
The other paper read as follows:
"Pass forty-fifth linP-pole; twentv horse-lengths
dne south-west; h ell below; heaven above!"
Which enrted that strange communica.Uon.
•·It's a clew to the stron~hold of the Prairie
League I" muttered Omaha Oll, grlmlr· "I am on
the scent at last, and must pursue it. '
Leaving the messengedying where he had fa.lien,
he sprung upon Clipper's back, and dashed away.
1f911gW-,

black track left by the fire, he found the imJ?lementa
required, aud hastened baok upon the praine to per~
form his last ghastly labor for the dead.
But great was Ws astonishment on arrivlng at the
spot where he bad left. th., bodies, to find that they
had both strangely disappeared I Gone, but where?
They were nowhere rn the immediate neighbor·
hood. as a close search proved; yet they were gone,
~~i\ ~!a'a~;~~g'Dj~~c;,"~l~r~0~~~s~~;_i-a question
Had the sneaking coyotes come and dragged them
away, or had the Pra ;rie League dragged them oft
to perpetrate more indignities upon their persons?
The thought was maddening to Deadwood Dick
yet he was po" erless to help himself. He could
only curse the fate tbat had ever pursued him .
.At la.st when morning was near at hand, he turn·
eel his back upon tlie ruined hacienda, and strode
away. .
Fur twentv-eig-ht hours, he prowled about in the
vicinity of Del Norte. without food or rest.
Then he fell in with a band of valley settlers, who,
under the title of " Avengers,, and '· Re,,.ulators,"
w~re organizing for a campaign ai::ainst the "Prairie League," and they bad chosen him their leader,
well knowing of hi~ dauntlessness from report.
Thus, under the name of Omah~ Oil, and in deep
disguise. the former road-agent of Bl..ick Hill notorit!ty had become a Regulator.
In LlS new comrades he found a set of men who
had 11early all received injury at the hands of the
valley outlaws, and wer;, ea<;er to revenge themselves; men whv were inured to border warfare
and would face death a hundred fold to accomplish
their aims.
And they found in Omaha Oil, as we shall still con·
tinue to call him, a leader who was brave and daring to a fault; who n ever shirked duty at the ap·
>roach of dano;er; who held as little fear of hi& fel·
ow-men as a.giant would of a pigmy.
An1 thus l'aving shown how Deadwood Dick became a Regulator chief, we will resume the thread
of onr narrative, and pursue it to the end, with as
little digression as possible.

!

We left Omaha Oll dashing "'""" across the
prairie, after obtainln!J the dispatches from the outlaw messenger, Pedriho.
"The den of this League of Evil must be twenty
horss's lengths from the forty-fifth line-pole!" he
muttered, as he sped along, sitting In his saddle as
thou~h bound there; "or els3 what is the meaning
or this m essage? I would give a half-year of my
to be able to pounce in upon those outJaws, and
CITA?TETI X
show them what is the ven\'(eance of a wronged
FIGHTING RUFFIANS.
man. But, the idea. of following up this clew must
OMARA OLL, as the reader may already have now be dispelled. Here is another duty-to get toguessed, was no less a person than the ex-road· gether my men, and prepare to aid this train of
agent. Dead woo I Dick, whom we left by the side of miners. A year ago I should have been a.swilling
the dying Annihilator.
to have relieved them of their spoils as I am now to
We ended his acquaintance there rather abruptly. assist them."
L et us go back for a moment, and review his past
He rode swiftly on through the moonlit night, for'
since then.
that luminary bad just raised its face above the hoLeaving O!d Avalanche lying-. as he su·>poseil., rizon. looking guilty at its own tardiness in rising.
stark and stiff in d"atb, the Prince of the Road
His horse he had recently purchased· of an old
tqrned toward the ruins of his cosey home, to pro- Spaniard, who was finishing training him for the
cure some sharp instmment with which to chg a circus, and a handsome beast he was, with black
grave, for he would not leave the spot without glossy coat and limbs like polished steel, together
glvina the old scout a decent burial.
with an arching neck and fiowin~ mane.
On 'tis way he ca.me upon the lifeless body of his
Broad of chest and thin of flank he was a fieet
Infant son, and sca n:Iing tbere aud gazing upon the traveler as Omaha Oil had proven on more than one
beautiful child be ha.d so idolized, next to his darling occasion. And yet he was to be given another
Leone, he raised his clinched right Land toward the chance, for a wild piercing cry welled up piteously
fireHt_sky, and registered an oath of vengeance be, upon thP night-a woman's scream, fraught with
fore God-an oath to avenge his triple loss. thou;zh keeeest terror and indignation.
the consummation of, that vengeance absorbed the
It reached the ears of Ot:Q <iha 011, an I in an inremainder of his natural life.
stant he was a1J attention His hen•\ was bent f01-.
He went back tben and la.id the babe beside the ward, and his piercing gaze swept the moonlit prai·
scout, after wbich be retraced his steps toward the ries.
ruined hacienda, In search of a. shovel or spade,
Then about a mile away, he canght an indistinct
with which to dig a grave.
view or a tlying horse and rider. but was not able to
After wandering about for halt an hour, lu the identify the same.
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"It's a woman in trouble at least I" be muttered,
gathering the reins tl11:hter, and throwing his feet
out of the stirrups. "Now, Clipper, away, and let
It not be said that you or your master hesitated to
strike in thtl def~nse of a woman. Away I"
And ofl',at the Masked Terror's command bounded
tbe black charger, at a wild rate of speed, with head
stretched out on an even with its back, and mane
and tail st reaming back ieracefully.
And Omaba Oil rode hterally with the horse, bis
motion anti graceful movemeut corresponding ex·
actly with that of the steed.
On-on; it took bnt a few moments to prove that
they were gaining, although the fugitive's horse
was one of no ordinary speed and endurance. And
a dark scowl was upon the face of the fugitive, as
he not-ed bow rapidl1 his pursuer was gaining.
"Curse the luck! ' he growle<).. gazing alternately
toward the on-coming Masked Terror, and into the
fair white face of the captive he carried in his arms,
"that fellow is hound to overhau1 me, and give me
trouble. I wish I had left the girl in her home: women have ever been a curse t.o me, yet I cannot let
them alone. And that chap is Omaha Oil the Masked
Terror, too. "hat can he want of me?"
What, indeed, but to rescue a female captive,
whose cry had appeal<>d to his heart and hearing.
0

On, Clipper? We are g-aining as one wave gains

upQn another in the surf I" Omaha 011 sa.id, urging
on his noble charger. His bat and mask were now
off and in the saddl!'·bags; his handsome f ace was
illuminated with a glow of pleasurable excitement;
his dark magnetic eyes gleamed sharpt.v, and bis
long, hair blew back in a cloud upon the night brePze.
Iti his hand he held coiled a lasso r eady for instant
use, one end of it being secured to his saddle-bow.
Nearer and nearer be drew to the fugiti ve, Clipper
seeming to realize just what was required of him.
On-on; the tnud, thud of horse's feet beat a
strange tattoo upon the prairie sod· the late moon
looked down serenely; the stars twinkled In heaven's
mighty dome ; the prairie-clogs barked; 1 irds uttered shrill cries at being disturbed from their peace·
ful slumbers; on dashed the pursued and the pur·
suer; animal spirits were at rivalry, while those of
the two men were hopeful and defiant.
But closer-closer they grew-both men could see
each otber distinctly, now; both were somewha t
amazed, for the resemblance between them was
startling. Deadwood Dick's cast of countenance
was given each, and in form they werd not unlike.
Omalia OU instantly made up his mind as to tpe
identity of the fugitive. It was the El Gamin, at
whom the Prairie League bad struck, when they
killed Avalanche, Leone, and the babe, and destroyed his pretty home upon the banks of the Rie> Grande
Del Norte.
El Gamin, the great Gambler Prince.
On-on-nearer, until Clipner's nose was brushed
by the tail of the fugitive's horse-then Omaha OU
spoke.
"Hold! Why continue t11is race, Sir Gambler?
.Alre'.l.dy I have run you down; it will require but
the work of a moment to unseat you from you.
saddle, by using my lasso. So you may as well :,ull
In."
" What do you <"ant?" El Gamin de manded turn·
Ing in his saddle. fiercely. "Why have .fOU dogged
tne in this way?"
"Because ;i woman's scream arypeale<l to my manly nature. arid called me to tha rescue I" Omaha Oil
replied, proudly. ·•You s~em to be a kidnapper as
well as a gambler, according to this bundle "' and
.the young Chief of the Regulators laid bis hand upon
the bundle El Gamin carried, for he was now close
enough to enable him to do so. "I demand au explanation I"
"By what right, pray?"
"In the name of the 'Regulators and .A.vengers,'
Slr Gambler. I am Omaha 011, the Masked Terror;
or, Deadwood Dick, the refermed ex-road-agent, as
$'OU

like['°

El Ga111ln uttered ·an exclamation of 1ttrprise, and

drew rein abruvtly.

"You Deadwood Dick I" he repeated, In astcnishment; "you the Black Hills road·agentf"
a1 was,· yes!"
"Then you are my enemy."
"I presume so I" with that old peculiar laugh. "l
am 'most every one's enemy, that finds it convenient
to make me so. Don't know that I have a true
friend livin11:, down in this country, unless perchance
there may be some of the aforesaid among my band.
Jn what way have I encroached upon your good
grace?"
•·You killed my brother, Fred Audley; J shall undertake to avenge him I" El Gamin said, bitterly.
"Ah !" Omaha 011 started. "You were his
brother, eh?" Then bis memory went back to those
days in the wild, strange life in the Black Hills, and
a lonely, homesick feeling assailed him . "Fred

A?,dle~1~t~:,tr~i,S:';'~e was not mere of a traitor
than you. Ycu arb a tiaitor to y our country a nd to
your ft>llow-mEn, and de•erve nothi ng m ore than &
good stout limb with a rope and your neck attached
to it 1"
"Ah I do you really think so? We won't dispute.
about tbat, for no matter what my past has teen,
my present J am faithfully trying to improve. You
say you are my enemy. ''bat do you p1opose to do
that you may work off the strength of your towering f,assion ?,,

u;~ t~~ 'f:~f f:fpt if you dare. Do you know how to
"Well, I rovicling you set a plate of uncut venison
before me, I mi~ht be al>Je to handle one end of such
an instrument I ' the Regulntor replied, with a cool
composure that annoyed the gamhTer. " But if you
say razor, razor it is!" And out of the saddle the
young man vaulted.
·• Shall I assist your charge to the ground, Sir
Gambler?"
"You may fay her upon the grass until we settle
this mattert" El Gamm assented, yielding up bis
captive, who was bound band and foot. "We will
fight in the saddle!"
·•As well that way as any other I" Omaha 011 replied, la:ving the girl upon the grass, and with li~bt
ning Cflerity severing her bonds. "Now, n1iss, 'in
au uudert-0ne, "when we get to fighting briskly,
vou creep awa.y, at a safe distance, an<i then put for
home, w berever that is."
"I have no home. I am alone in ttjs si range
country-all aknel" was the whisper ed t •ply
A sharp exclamation 'rom El Gamin &t •,bis juncture called tl· e Regulacor's attention.
"Look I look!" ~he gambler exclaimed, t xcitedly,
pointing up the valley, which was flood~d " It 'i moonlight.
"We are between enemies all around. Yonder
com" the Prairie League outla.ws; we bNe the
choice of racing fifteen straight miles for sb ir":er, or
nghting. Which shall it be? We cannot aft. ;rd to
be enemies now; we must join our forces!'"
"As you like. I bear y_ou no ill-will, excf1Jt for
abducting this maiden. Nol we'll not run. Dismount, and make your animal lie down. "fv_ can
easily defend ourselves, I think, for I Pee you ".aITY
a Remington repeating rifie, and my Evans, L ·~e, is
good for thirty-four shots.
El Gamin accordingly difmounted, and at£ »ord
his horse as well dS that of Omaha OU, la) outstretched upon tbe ;;-round: then the two men
crouched behind their resi-ective barricades and
awaited the attack of t-t.e n1ffian herders am outlaws who composed the Prairie League.
·
Oil had taken care to draw the young maid" n to
his shelter, and now that he had time to gru 1 at
h er, he perceived that. she was rather comely d. lace
e.nd form-evidently a. .:hild of western culture -for
she waa not yet slxt~en.
A glance at her; then the young Regulator ti ""d

Omalui;-:- ou,·· the

Masked Terror.
,.,___

hls attention to
front.
Of the horsemen there were at least thirty, all
ar111ed with rifies, who carried arms,'' as they
rode.
Ahead of them, barking and quarreling among
themselves, were a pack of Texan cattle-dogs*and Omaha Oil uttered an exclamation fraught
with doubt, as he beheld them.
He knew them to be savage and stubborn in battle-knew they were more to be feared than the
human wolves behind them,
'~What is it?" El Gamin asked, laying his revolvers before him, and grasping his repeating rille,
firmly. ''You tnink we-"
" Will have business to attend to, if we want to
get out of this alive I" Omaha OU replied, grimly.
"The:·e are twelve dogs that must di~ first, and
then nearly three times that number of outlaws to
follow. Get ready! One, two, three!"
Then the two defenders' ritles rung out spitefully, and though the distance was against them,
two of the dogs went, down.
But, still, with wild exultant yells the outlaws
came ·rushing on. Now, they were but five hundred
yards away I
11

CHAPTER XI.
FIGHTING BRuTES-'rHE MINERS' CAMP.

ON-on they came like a charging army, their exulting yells making strauge echoes resound over the
rolling expanse of prairie, upon which the old moon
threw a pale, sickly radiance. Yetl"ghtenough wae
there- to enable things to he seen distinctly at some
distance, and Omaha 011 and El Gamin, the Gambler
Prince, could see the savage jubilance expressed in
the hard, grim faces of the oncoming outlaws.
"Ready! Fire agl\inl We must not lose a moment, or we are dead men, and subjec~ to a horrible
fate, ten times worse than ordinary death I" the
young Regulator cried, again bringing his rifle to
bear. "Seel tbev are clrawin<: rein and setting on
the dogs to do the work of des)ruction, while they
look on aml laugh. Ready, comrade. One! two!
make your bullets count, and send them iu quick
_succession I three and fire!"
It was indeed as Oil had said.
The outlaws bad drawn rein just out of close ritleshot and while they sat in their saddles, were setting
on the savage calvorti•s,t or cattle-dogs.
And the brutes knew just what was expected of
them apparently, for the.v came on, howling and
barkb:ig, and quarreling over which was to be in at
the death, first.
At Omaha's word "fire," beth his gun and that of
El Gamin rung forth, sharply, and unerring were the
bullets, for two of the remaining ten dogs went to
the ground lifeless; yet on came: the rest nearer and
ne,.rer at every leap-in two minutes they .. ould be
at hand, savage and ferocious, thirsting for human
blood.
One monster brute in the lead seemed to be the
commander of the gang, and he was anp1trently impregnable; for six times did Omaha 011 fire at. him,
in quick succession, but without effect. On the
fierce brute came, bis eyes gleaming, and froth
dripping from his distended jaws.
" By heaven, comrade, bullets are wasted on that
beastl" the young Chief of Regulators cried, desper>itely. "We must pick oft' the remaining ones."
Crack I crack 1 rung both ritles and pistols, and
ec.no after echo rung over the prairie with weird result. And when the last bullets of the two men were
spent, there were yet three of the angered brutes to
contend with-three, and they were not thirty yards

~ss between bull-dog and bleodho1,md. Ex~ellent

times.

herders, but ferocious and unmanageable, at

'l Apaehe Indian name for large eanlnea.
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away. With brutes' persevemtl«), they we
not to give up till the last.
~
" Quick I your knife I It is our lust resort I" Omaha
on cried, drawing his owu trusty blade, and brae·
ing back preparatory against the onslaught. "Stand
an yonr guard, and strike as you value life?"
El Gamin nodded. He, too, was on the guard,
with his hunting-Im.He clinched between his teeth,
and his hands free to clutch the enemy on approach.
On they came, side by side-the big leader. and
two well matching him in size and strength. Three
or four more leaps, and they would be upen the defenders.
A great yell of triumph arose from the throats of
the outlaws, and they lashed their horses nearer,
that they might watch the deatb-strug{'.'les.
For, though the loss of a herd of dogs was a heavy
one the ruffianlr-tastes of th" outlaws were appeased by watching the sufferings of a'! enemy-a
sort of compensation for their loss.
"Ready.'"El Gamin?" Omaha asked, without tum•
ing bis head. His black, magnetic eyes were riveted upon the big dog; he was trying to exert his
powers of mesmerism over the brute. But to no
avail. He eould not CtJ.tch the howling animal's
el7:-Ready I" El Gamin had just time to say; then
came the onslaught.
With roars not unlike those of an infant lion, th e
three dogs leaped upon the horses as they lay pros•
trate, and then upon El Gamin and the young Regn·
lator.
The largest one singled out Omaha, while his two
companions attacked the gambler. But one soon
withdrew, and putting his nose to the prairie, sprung
away witn a series of howls fearful to hear. He had
struck upon the trail of Emilyhthe gambler's captive, who, becoming terrified, ad crept away un·
noticed by the two 11\en.
.. God help her !" on muttered, as, at a glance, h e
comJ?reheuded how matters stoi>d. "Her life is fa
immrnent jeopardy, and how can we aid her nowY"
He turned .. nd hurled off the savage brute•from
him with all his force, but on it came again, with
eyes blazing and jaws distended.
Braced back and watchful, the Masked Terror re·
ceived him, and deep bis knife sunk into the back of
the monster's neck. With almost a human sbriek,
the dog fell back, and bled out bis life upon the
moonlit plain. Omaha Oil then darted a glance a t
the gambl~r, and perceived that the dog was gett!Dg
the worst or it.
"El Gamin is all right; bal the othP.r do~ has
found the girl. I must oft' to It.er rescue!"
And the next moment Omaha Oil had sprung upon
bis horse. the animal was upon its feet. and they
were dashing away like the wind over the prairies.
So quick had been his action that he was some
distanc~ away ere the outlaws bm suf!lc!ently comprehended to start in pursuit.
"On, Clipper-o,, like the lightning flash!" cried
Omaha, as he '*ain beard piteous cries ahead of
him. in wbich direction the girl had g"one. "The
brute will tear her to pieces ere I can reach her!"
The captive had run nearly a mile from the battleground, and hy the time the voung Regulator had
reachecl h er side, the ferocious c~ z,.ortlt had torn her
so nParly up that life had hecome ext:no1i.
lt was a frightful, t?hastly sight, as viewed under
the light of the pale moon. anil n sensation of unutterable horror swept over Omah~. M hP beheld the
terrible destmction. It wa3 beyond even his nerves
of st•el.
An<! the dog not content with the havoc 1vronght,
left t'1e mangled corps"!, a.nd sprung fiercely at the
throat of the Regulator'• horsP. But that sagacions animal bad han its earl.v training, and received
it thoroughly, too, and craninll' forward its handsome
neck, caught the yPlping bloodhound by t'bl- baekof
the neck with Its stronj?, wh1te tf->o·h.
Wtth a chuekie, Omaha 011 came to Clipperil &..<>-

Omaha Oll, the Maske d Terror.
ststance. aml dispatched the ferocious brute nndUllrled it to the ground.
ThP.!l be glanced around him for the first time
since his fiight. The outlaws had divided into two
l!&J1ir<Jj one of these was coming hotly on in pursuit of nimselr, and the other was after El Gamin,
who had gotten rid of his canine foe, 111ounted his
horse, and was scouring away southward.
Those in pursuit of Omaba Oil were now within
i::>WShot, and he saw that they meant to bring him
dead or alive. This resolved him as to his
course.
With a last shuddering glance at the corpse of the
girl, he beaded Clipper northwest, toward Del Norte,

oown,
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"Yes. Went over to Dl l Norte, but found all
quiet there. Not much atLTaction at the l'alace toni?;htl"
'Probably not. The Del Nortcans are tying low,
in waiting for the fat miners' 1rain tbat comes into
the valley to-morrow. And. my heart-ies, it must be
our duty to see -that train safely through to Del
Norte, for between here and there lies danger for
them, that has death in it."
0

Ha.ltl''

Clear and stern the challenge of the sentry rung
out. and ominous ritle-clcks were there to back the
command.
It looked as if the little band of masked horsemen
a11d " tucked " on the sp_urs.
Then he threw himself alongside, like an Indian, who had stopped at the edge of a little glade in the
a nd rode thus, which prevented bis being shot by heart of a prairie motte, were not too welcom6
the outlaws. But soon a new calamity came.
comers, at the darkest hour of the night before day·
There were loud rifle-reports in his rear, and a dawn.
bullet struck noble Clipper in the flank, plowing a
Thirty or forty there were of these statue· like,
deep wound. Instantly the poor animal began to black-clothed, black-masked riders, mounted upon
go lame, and Omaha 011 sa"' with regret, that he thoroughbred animhls, and armed with weapous of
must depend upon something else than horseflesh to superior worth.
extricate him from the pursuing danger.
Beyond whence came the sentry's challenge, In
Patting the limping horse kindly, he spurred him the lovely little hemlock fringed glade, a dozen
faster; then dropped off in tbe "g rass, and crept wagons were corraled, and here and there wer.,
rapidly out of the track of the approaching horse- camp-fires bun:ing low, and casting a faint flicker·
ingo hgbt upon the scene.
men.
But his action bad been observed by the sharp·
Up m the blue western hravens the pale, listless
eyed members of the League, as was evidenced by a moon bung- as though feebly suspended in mid-air.
chorus of triumphant yells, and peering carefwJy
Around the camp·flr<>s in the glade were stretched ahove and over the tops of tt.e tall wiry grass, he the forms of perhaps a dozen men; the women of
perceived that they were spreading out and sur- the party were quartered within the canvas-covered
"schoon ers," no doubt, for tht: nights w.ere growing
rounding bim.
"Hal curse them: they are bound to haul me in
chill and frosty.
if possible. Poor Clipp~.rl had they n ot wounded
"Halt I" Clear and decisive the warning rung out
him. I could have shook my heel at them. As it is, and the 11orsemen who were following the lead of
matters look rather dubious. Confound it, why the 111asked Terror drew instant rein. Judging from
didn't I think of this befor e ? I believe the sound the speaker's tone of voice, be was no amateur at
giYing the orcl<>r for the new-comer to bait.
will carry!"
Lying upon his back in the grass be hastily de·
"Halt it is!" Omaha 011 returned grimly. "What·
tach >u from his belt a small silver bugle, artistically '11 you have?"
chased "ith gold mountings, and set with several
"We'll have you And your rottcl-agents keep a
proper distance. Mr. Dead wood Dick!" was the reflashing jewels.
It was a magnificent affair, which he, as Dead- tort. "You can·t play Black Hills games down
wood Dick, had once upon a time won from an old here!"
The ex-road-agent lead er of the Del Norte Regula·
JelV pawnbroker, in Deadwood City.
Placing the tube to his lips, be blew a sharp, long- tors utterNl an exclamation of astonishment.
Wh at dirl this mean 1 Who was in the miners'
echoing blast, that rung far and wide over the
caravan that had known him in the Black Hills? The
}llain.
111 consternation the outlaws stopped, and listened voice "as unfamiliar, and for the life of him, Deadto the qua,·ering ;-everberations, while their lead er wood Dick , or Omaha, could not tell who was the
sm:pt the surrounding country with his powel"ful
se!!~ii;o are you that knows aught of Deadwood
field-glass.
Soon he uttered a "-hoop of defiance, for away to Dick?" h e <lemrnded, after a moment's reflection.
''My name is Dore. Guess you do not know me;
tho east be beheld a large band of Regulator• loom
up over the crest of a prairie billow, which was nev<>rtlieless I t·:as in Deadwood during your notori·
bright.ly bathed in yellow moonlight, ond coming ous reign, and recognized you by your voice the mom ent you spoke. So, Sir Road -agent,} ou may as
swooping do\' n to the as~iRtance of their lead"°r.
Then like whinped curs the outlaws wheeled their well go elsewhere for plunder, for you cannot have
ours."
hors~s nnrl tlerl. fm- thP Re1mlators greatly 0·1tnum''Nor do we want it, Sir Sentry. You mistake our
bere'l them an<l 1he$e brethern of the League bad
IJ.P deRire to lest the prowess of the followers of calling. I am Omaha 011, and these are my mentwo-score in count. We ar<> not road-aye11ts, but
Otnllha 011.
If be was a sample, they did not care to encounter Regulators, and having warning of your coming, we
have come to offer you our services as p1:otectors
the r est.
Seeing hiR <>nemies reti·llatingo, Omaha arose to against the Prairie League, a band of merc1l<>ss ruf·
bis feet, and sent a mocking yell after them; then flan h errlers, who will at.tack you before you make
turnecl and waited for his own mf'n to come up. Del Norte. Accept of us. fearlessly, and we promise
which they soon did, bringing wounded Clipper :vou our assistance, for at the. ti1;Jrn we help )'.OU we
are aJso furthering our own m1ss10n, by breakrng up
with them.
('arefnl <>xamination wns mltile, to which the this infamous league of ruffian herders."
For several moments there was no reply, during
noble animal patienrlv submitted. and Omaha was
overjoyerl to learn that his favorite Rteed was not which time the Avengers waited impatiently, for
they
had ridden hard, and needed rest, preparatory
seriously in.i11r<>rl. 1nd~ecl, the animal se<>nwd greatly relieved "·hen the hullet was extracted, and once to what was iu prospect for them .
Then
the sentry again spoke.
titore renrlv f or busiDPSS,
"We accept of your story, sir; but are you not In
u \Ve heard vou cqJl. ca.ptnin," RDid Fnwclon, the
lieutenant in Command, ''and made 11aste this way; truth Deadwood Dick?"
"r was in the Black Hllls; hE>re, I am Omaha on,
:for we felt you were not the one to summon usslst·
the Masked Terror and Re~tor."
ance unless It was absolutely necessary ....
Then ride forward. Bir. and we will trtlSt yO'll-, fO!
"You were abroad, then, lieutenant?'

Oma.ha. 011, the Mas ked Terror,.
I never beard of Deadwo:>d Dick going back upon

"Pooh I h ear the banty crow 1 Why, old ouran't
outang, l ked decapitat.c ye so quic!r, ye wouldn t
bear about it ontil sometime next year. Oh I but Pd
like ter chaw off yer nose. or gouge yer eyes out !"
"Wbich.-Oelig-htfut performance I'd love ter opeCHAPTER XII.
rate onter ye, ye Jong-legged, big-headed elephant.
TWO ECOENTR'IQ3 IN A FIX.
Got-dang my pins, but I'd liKll ter step inter tbet
"GoL darn ye I"
rnsy-lipped suggar r efinery o' yern, an' smash in
"Consarn yer sugar-coated mug!"
"I'll bn.ste ye over tber mouth ef I eve!' git loose!" thr rn ivories, so they'd grow 'way out o' yer toes!
Moses of bull-rush fame 1 I'd give my 01d j'i11.t,
tn~1~\~~oA·r~n~~ga~u\!!eiJ: i~i~h~;i:r!:r~ ~~ Flor'nce Night-in-a-gale, I do b elieve, jes' fer a
<>Id Joner, I'll transmo?yfy ye inter a petrified clam. chance ter sock you a dah on ther proboscis!"
Once know'd a feller w'at got petri ed. up in Colorau An' Pd give all my future interests in Kingdom
do. H e attemvteJ ter steal up behind an' kiss a gal Come, ef I ked get my claw> inter yer ugly face l"
' arter dark, an kum ter found out et war his ugly roared tbe Tootllpick, making strong exer t ions to
11tepmother. Great needle that threaderl Cleopatra 1 break bis bonds Bur. giant though he was, hetber spontaneous shock generated thnihissystemat- could not burst them, which was vexatious in the
ical constitoochin by thet consternatural discovery greatest degree.
.var so strained an' electric, thet he war subjected
'•Whoa! J anuary; don't get a m onth ahead o' yerInter ther spasmodics, uv which he finally died, an' self!" chuckled Avalanche, watcllin_g the seven·
bis petrified karkass war stud up over bis g rave fer footer's efforts. "Don't rend them huffier cords ina tombstun', memorial uv all !us noble virtues and ter infinity, beloved hive of honey."
vices!''
"Ohl go soak yer head, you baboon. Ef I can't
The above conversation occurred between two bu'st 'em, you can't, an' we'll both rot here, termen, who, out in. mid-prail"ie, several miles f~om Del getller.
Norte, were rolling about upon the grass, m close
"Great arithmetical barn-bone, nol I ain't goin'
proximity to each other, and both of them securely ter make land-fertilizer plaster, yet, old long-legs
bound, hand and foot.
not muchly. I died, or putty nigh it, t'other day, an1
No other signs of human presence were to be seen expect ter malre a positive flop afore manr years.
in the vicinity.
But I'll be dasted ef thes old eppydemic mre goin'
Which made their situation seem strange, and lu- ter scatter bis ash es wi' any sich an ornery long·
legged, JanLern·ja\9ed hippopotamus as you."
dicrous..
The more so because of the appearance of the two
''Might be glad o' tber honer uv sicb a thing, old
unlucky individuals concerned.
baboon!"
One was that long, lanky. seven-foot. mysterious
Aud thus the eccentric twain ha.d it backward and
individual whom we noticed in the first part of this\ forw a rd, until both ha.d exhausted epithets and acst.ory, as the Arkansas Toothpick.
cusations to hurl at eaeb other, and could only Jay
Like a great squirming human serpent looked he, and war with eyes instead of tongues.
as he lay outstretched, witll his tremendous length
Night was comin~ on, and when darkness set in,
of limb, and µ-reat hairy visage.
· they were in i mllllllent danger fron1 the prowling
A strange being, wi th much about him that was wolves.
:>dd and mysteri~u s .
The way they had come in this unrelishahle p osiTue other unfo1·tunate was literally the dead r e· tion is easily explained.
turned to !if", f.Jr no less a personage was he than
Both were out upon th" prairie, in companinn•hip,
the old Annillilator, whom many of the readers have when they had encountered astmlling band of Nava·
doubtless supposed to ba dead. Ye•! Old Avalanche jo Indians, wbo were abroad in search of sport and
alive, but though exceedingly live y and himself game.
again, be was not well of his wounds, received on
They approached the two scouts, and in an unexthat tarrlble night when the H.i·ris home bad fallen P"Cted moment took them prisoners, and aftPr bindprey to the prairie tin.mes.
lll!l" them left them on the grass and went tbeir way
How the old man escaped, shall be known anon.
reJoicing over their "much big" joke.
'
And these two odd shoep of the flock ba1 no appaTile Toot':!pick avowed that it was the fact of
rent love for each other, judg-ing from the above Avalanche's having no ears that harl caused tba
eonversation, given as they lay facinµ- each other.
joke; and the Annillilator was positive that the Nava"Ye're ther go l-durn ~est sucker thet ary man ever joes h ad taken offense at them, because of the Arsee'd !" growled the Arkansas Toothpick, making a kansas man's ill proportions; from which word
contemptuous face at his puny opposite-·• actooal- passed to wor'i, until the twain were in reality mad
ly tber humbliest no- eared baboon I ever see'd !"
and belliger ent.
·
'"An' ye're a beauty. !I "l are!" Avalanche retortAvalanche knew little about Mr. J em Murr~y. exed, returning the ing lorious grin:iace. ". Ye're j est C!"Pt that he was no slouch iu a fight. They bad acther sweetest suggar-coated pill outside uv an cidentally met, and as their uncouthness, J?enerally,
apothecary's shop. Lord 1 it's a wonder ye don't at- was somewhat alike, they bad roamP,rl togethPr.
tract morewimmenan'lesstlies. Beauchifull guess
Avalanche bad an objP.ct and a mission to fulfill,
so. Ye're supeeryer ter a bunch o· su 1-fiowers an' and so, evidently, had the ·• orig-inal" Toothp "c k.
p eonies. Fn.ct, by gracious. Wonder some eddica- But what it was no one would ever learn, by waiting
t ed an· intPrlectuat an' skient"fic tlorist don't plant for enlighten m ent from him, p er,; ' nall.v.
ye, an' let ye go to seed; tho' how he 'd ever climb
He was unco1n municat ive in matters reJat!ng to
up to g e t at ther seed, aire a wuss mystery than his business in the San Luis valley; Avalanche more
pei-petnal mo hun."
.
than once suspected him of being more than he ap·
"tla a·ah !" mockei the other in contempt. "Ye peared, but what r This was the q•1estion which even
puny little runt o' humanity; ef T ever war t ' r git he could not answer .
my arm< at..Juncl ye, I'd tlatten ye like a pancake
Deadwood Dic•r he h ad neither seen or heard
griddle!"
from since the night of the mass1cre; not even a
"Oh I yP would, h ey? Great notorious ham-bone suspicion that Omaha Oil, the drearlPd Masked Terthet did olrl Jouer tantalize-ef I war ter clap my r or, and Deadwood Dick were identical, ever enter•
paw onJe, ve'd ima~ne anuth e r H ell-Gat · b ed bu'st- ed the old Annihilator's head.
ed 1 ye' s1v'or ye'd been struck w1' ther b tt·end uv
The question of bow they were ever to get free,
a great, roarln 1 N rwegian avalanche o' a11nlhila- now, was not one of pla.ln solution. Certain it was
tion. Ye'd think ye war encompassed wi'in ther that neither of the prisoners bad strength sufficient
toils nv a great tumultno(lf whtr:pool o' demolition to burst their bonds. which left it impossible to es-a rlevasr.attn' pppydemre o.' ther 'bwe&l lattytude11 ca~ until thP.y had some assistance.
end Jongytoi.ds."
'\Ven, my sugar-coated pill o' tlzzle, w'at alre yet
his pledge or promise. Come into camp, and you
will be welcome I'' the sentry replied.
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.tews on remalnln' hayr an night?"' AvalanchP at
last questioned, rolling over toward Mr. J em Murray, the Toothpick . "'Sp<>ct you nePdn't be nohow
afeard o' wolves, fer they 'd scorn ter whet their
cl, ·:;;..s on sich an ornery galoot as you."
"See bayr, ye runt, aire ye not thru wi' yer blarney?" was the reply. "Fer my part I feel mvre like
cha win' ye up fer fodder, than ta lkin' so long about
et. J est roll over hayr, an' let m e utilize yet.er sum
good purpussl"
"Willt till I get free, an' I'll come fer y<JU like a
rip roarin' tornader o' te1Tifi"ossity-like a th reeveared meteor o' flzzican' demoralation nn' destructiveness, frum ther AunLy's Podes," Avalauche re·
plied .
,
"Ye're a durned old hog I" from Toothpick.
"And. ye're a l on~-legR"ed camel-giraffe, from out
o' civilization,,, assured Alva.
Then silence again reigned- But only for a few
minutes.
Shrilly ever the prairies, wafted on the wings pf
the evening breeze, came a strang-e sow1d-not the
lowing- of a cow, th" bleat of a sheep. nor the crv of
a human, but the peculiar" ba-a-a' of a g-oat. Yes,
there could be no mistake about this, and it caused
. ~v&lanch e to struggle quickly up to a sitting posLUre.
"Hooray I Grent carntverous ham-bone that as-.,iiaulted lher Adam's apple oV" olrl J onerl" he cried,
l'riumphantly. ·•Et <tire my right bower, Florence
~l<~ht-in-a-ga l•', a-comin' ter my resky. Ohl ye ont~amly, boney-lippPd etatue, howd'y" llke ther eyrlea
t.)' partin' wi' this great devastatin' ep~ydemic, now~
:llayr, Florence! Hayr FlorencPI Cum quick, ye
t'lasted ornery beaRt an' extricate yer master frum
1~ consarned diffiki!Ly."
"Ye needn't crow. old rooster I" growled Tooth1pick, !?rimly. •· P ' r aps I kin hire yer pard t er sot
1me free, alsol1'

"Ho! ho! guess not. Walt till ye Ree my ps rd's

~en!<Q]ogy, or whatever ye call it, an' ye'll obsarve a
r~haµ

w'at ain't easUy led aslde frum tber path o'
vartue an' religyun, inter that o' sin an' contamina·

lion"

And Florence was soon l orthcomlng, but not
.a.lrme, for the eccentric and wonderfully educated
wlmal was dogi?ing at the heels of a man, who, sta
tln;t glance, Avalanche cvuld have sworn was Dead·
wood Dick.
But instead of Dick, it was El Gamin, the Gambler
\Prince
·•Hello! what'• the matter here? You fellows appear in somewhat of a dilemma!" he exclaimeil,
coming forward, while Florence sprune: joyfully to
her old maRter's sirle, and whisked her stubby tail
in manifestation of her unprecedented pleasure.
0
Hal by heaven! 11011, J em Murray?"
"At ye r se,r vicel" the Toothpick said. "Jem
Mun·ay. ShPriff of Golden City, au' ther original Ar·
kansas Toothpick."
A dark scowl covered El Gamin's facP.
"Sn yon havP followed mP, ehf" he muttered.
"Well, I experted nothing- el~e, under the circumstancPs. Whnt do you want?"'
"My daul?'htRr, find vou.r lifPI" Murray answerPd.
fiercely. "else I shedn't hev sought ye. Wbar's the
Vial first?"
El Gamin threw himself upon the grass, and for
,,everal mom"nts Rtared harrl at the ground.
•
"The pror rhilrl is dead!" b e replied, at last,
l1rusbini:- a tear from bis eye, at the approach of
rnme µainful memory. "She died a month after
we left Golden City 1 of her old complaint. heart<lisease, and I saw that
she had a proper inter1oent."
'fhe lanky sheriff groanec. aloud.
"I expected tbet w'cn I couldn't heer o' her beln'
eJong wi' yerl" he said, bitterly. "Durn ye. ef I
'ver git my claws o uter yer weasand, ye'll think et's
time ye squar'd accounts on yearth."
"You shouldn't blame me, so much. as I was not
all to blame!'' the gambler replied- "You refus~

to eanction our marriage and happiness and ·se we
liad to elope and take our chances. Had Blossom
lived, we should ever have been happy together."
Murray softened a little at this.
"Mebbe you wasn 't all cross-ways" he allowed
thoughtfully, " but, bein's I've chased ye eo fur, I
ken't let you alone wi'out flghtin' on thet score.
'Twon't take long ter tell which~s the best feller, an'
that'll end it."
' · We wou't fig ht nowt" El Gamin l'eplied, hastily.
"I have other work to do; and by the way, it was
only by this eccentric goat tltat 'r was attracted here.
So I'll bid you good-evenin.'"
And the gambler was about to turn away, But
Avalanche made haste to call him back, for game
yet waa the veteran scout.
"J say 3 on che P, c;on 't !'et int er such a persperation. ter depart. Et bas a bad r eflection on yer pbyz.
zical constitoochin, generally; asides, et's da ngerous.
Actoolll know'd a man, onc't who woi hd in a
cluss b ilding. an' he got ter persueratin', and ther
sweat generattd ste•m, an' th"r harder l•e "orked
tiler rrore steam war made, ontel ther buildin' got
so full th ·t she bu'sterl up entirely. Fact, accordin'
ter tiler new kinrl of a Testament. Tharfo1 e. nevyer
git in a hurry wben ye kin co a feller a gocd turn.
Jest relea•e rr.e, an· as lorg as ther gna• devastatin' e1 pytlfmic "afts like boreal fizzle tbr"u ' these
lattytuiles, he'll vote lor ye. Needn't mind about
tber baby eletphant, h)·a r, wi ' hon•,r·lip1,ed sugar
r efinery. He ain' t no goc don rnrth. '
"'lhe u ye ain't nerds, eh?"
"Na1y a time!'' quickly objected .e " Ol'iginel •
Arkansas Trnthpick, with a s11iff of cli.r ain "Ye
don't s'pose J"d ,~ocia t e wi' sid1 a humLle,y, or'nery
pig-my, co ye? I'd die rnonerl"
El Gamiu turntd without a worcl and •ev• r ed Av·
alanche's bonds; th en -.ti o<'e rn1 idly away into the

~ii.~~ ..~h~ ~~~ i~ ~~~Y"~~~cak;~~i,t"~~h:~',e)'f.ailie.

Avalanche arc•e to his feet with a 1riun rhant
chuckle, and spproacbiJ1g-, bP.nt over tre iedining
T<X'thpick, a llrued grin ur on his feat ur£s.
"Gcod-by, my l;oney lip-my· gorgerns tkomine:
r eony-my fizzic an' sugar-coatfd pill, ~ocd-by . I
bate ter leave yer, very much, as ther leaf £ed ter
tber t ree, in autumn; but ther best o' friend s must
part. Hope yer wr n't co:ch tber di•temper, layin'
here, or tliat therwolves won't git ye!"
"l"a-a -al ba-a-al" Murray mocked.
•· Ve1y 11ood, Jem•y, hut old Flor'nce beer can
beat it, you bet. Once she ll'atted so dasted hard
thet P1 esidrnt Grant heerd it 'way in Washh1gton.
Adieu! 'u 1'1'rrir, until we meet some other time."
And whistling to bis goat, the eccent1ic Annihilator turned on bis h eel. and st,rod e away over the
prairie in the direction where Jay Del Norte's twink·
ling li~hts.
Re !imped considerably yet from his wounds, and
therefore bis progress was necessarily somewhat
slow.
Not ten minutes after the Annihilator had gone,
J em Murray coolly bur.t apal't his bonds, an4
springing to his feet, hurried swiftly oo in pw-suit.

CH APTER XIIY .
THE TRAIL PESTS-TRl"CE AND tJttlANCE.

THE sentry led the wiy forward into the ~lad!',
shoutin!? for thr>se in camr to awa ke, as h e did so,
and behind him Omaha 01 and bis men followtd on
h c>rseback.
And a wild-looking set of fellows they were too,
witb their picturesque herder habits, slouch hats,
and tilack masks, anti the slePpy-headed miners regarded them with suspicion, until the man Dore
assured them that all was right, and safe.
The men rekindled the camp-fires and began to
show a hospitable dispo•ition by set ting forth food 1
and drink while the females of the CJl.ravan peerea
dlstrnstfuhy from the canvas-coverings of the long
rakish schooners. Used as they were to rough llfe
ill ~e mines, they were none too eager to make the
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acquaintance of the al moet world-notorious DeadwoOd Dick, who a.s road-agent, dare-devil and gallant had no equal in the wide West.
Wbile the mmers wne preparing food for them,
Omaha a nd jlis men betook themselves to one side,
and stretched tbemselves out for an hour's sleep of
which all were in sore need. At the end ot that
time, they were awakened, and summoned to the
repast, which, though humble, was most refreshingjy tempting.
.
After the meal had been dispatched, Boss Breck,
the commander-in charge of the caravan. made his
appeo.rance, and was introduced to the Regulators
and Omaha, their youthful coromauder.
With the "captain," as Breck was called, Omaha

h~eaf~~J'J ri~a~~ ~gb~ well-educated and intelli·
gent, for all his rough miner's exterior, and dialect.
As a miner, he was of course in favor with the favor·
ite law of Ju lge Lynch; believed that no punishment
was too g:ood for outlawry and rufl'lanism, and hoped
that the Government would take nctive measurt>s to
extermin~te every tramp c~mmunist, and ruffian
on the f'1ce of tile earth.
He was married and had a remnrkablv p1-et•y
daughter-a young maiden of seventeen summers,
thP. very impersonation of h ealth, ruvl a gay vivacious little creatW'e, whom no one could see without
admiring.
Qmaha received an introduction to her but tried
to avoid her as much as possible for, when in the
presen~e o~
males, bis mind would go back to his
life with Le &-to his happy prospects, and how
bitterly they had been blighted-frostbiLten in the
very springtime of th eir youthCnl existence, am\
then he would b ecome sullen and gloomy.
Ab I bow that b oy-roan often wished for the old
life they had lived, ere the first blow had been st111ck
ll.t their happiness, by the corning of Edith Stone.
He was a road-ageat then, Lo be sure, and not only
slnnin~ against the laws of God and man, but running his neck into constant peril; still, those clays at
his "Castle" in the Black Hills were the h!tppiest of
• his whole life- such an eventful life, too, since then.
Thoughts like these were running in his mind, as
he sat in the edge of the glade, with his eyes upturned to the blue slry, where morning's light was just
hre<Lldng-th e heaven, where h e felt sure L one and
llis baby boy had long ere this found a glorious salvation. and &n everlasting home.
He round solace in thinking that both were at
peace up there. Sometimes he wondered if he were
worthy of a place there, too. And in such moments
bitter memories would chase away tender ones, and
instead of grace bis wild spirit yearned for vengeance.
' Venq,ance ! ay, the craving came back this memory-bringing morning, with tenfold greater strength
than ever before, and. it seemed to biln hA wa.s given
a giant's strength and courage to grapp)e witc foes
-to strike as ha had never struck befor '·
The sun was rising beauti~u\\v in the cold, c»:3P
west, and the air was graduall.Y growi!.lg keener,
wban one of his men came to inform him thnt the
cara.van was ready to move.
So rising he accompanied the messenger back to
Ch.mp.
Captaiil Breck had 11rranged everything prepara-·
tory for a start. Instead of riding in the wa~ons as
they h ad done heretofore, t.be women were mounted
upon the Rngulators' horses. while Omaha and his
men were to conceal themse Ives inside the s~ hooners,
where they were to remain until the attack of the
Prairie League, when tbey could open up theil' concealed battery, with disast.rous effect upon the foe.
Accordingly, with assignments to positions, the
caravan left the motte and toiled along slowly over
the prairie, toward its next destination. Del Norte
lay some twenty-five miles in the distance, yet Breck
had strong hopes of being able to push into the town
by ten o'clock that evening.
As he expeo;:ted no encounter with the ru.ffians un0

ti1 noon, or thereabouts, Omaha Oil did not confine
himself or men wholly to the wagons, but they all
took exercise in the open air.
Omaha rode ahead with Captain Breck and his
daughter, and chatted with them.
In this way be learned that there was reallv a
Jar;:er amount of golden treasure in the train than
even the League had knowledge of; for since the
death or Prairie Patrol's messenger. be was not cer··
tain if the League had been advised of the coming
of the miners' train.
Breck had a large per cent. of the aggregate
amount, and he was naturally anxious.
"Ye see, I shedn't keer t er lose ir.. seein's I've
bin ten yeer in ther mines, and diggin' f er't, 0 he
said, seriously. "II. feller don't know w'at tber value
o' stuff is till be goes ter s•archin' an' diggin' fer't;
then he finds out, I tell ye. Never st111ck any big
nuggets w'at made me rich in a day, like some fellers . Panned it all out, graiu f er grain.,,
"And su~b as you I would hesitatelthe most to plunder, if I was iu the road-agent line again." Omaha
Oil r eplied. "During the period of my r eign in the
Black Hills, I always made it a practice to lay th!'
most for them who mined their gold only to drink
and gamble it away. I ca'culated I might as well
have it as they, and also that I was in one sense doing good by keeping hell-fire from their Ii;:>s. If ws
had less gold and less whisky, we would have more
hcnest, sober men .
"Very truly spoken, sir. Whisky and mone:r in
the overplus, are the cu!-ses of our country to-day.
Do away \vith the whisky, and make no more money,
and you will see a satisfactory change in affairs.
Hal are not those our eaemi s, now?"
The miner pointed to where the head of horse and
horseman were just clisappParin<.{ from view bebind
a prairie swell, som" two miles ahead. N ·tone man
out of ten would have noticed tho important fact, at
such a distance.
"It is either the whole band there bebinrl the hill,
or else a spy posted to give we.ruing- of t he con1ing
of tbe train," Omaha r eplied, brin gin:i; his gbsR to
bear, but without effect. "I will soon ascertain,
however, for there to onr r ight is o. swell mnch
higher than any other within the scope of two m!les
and from there I can see, and signal you to proceeu1
in the event of danger. For if the rnffinns are there,
we may as well keep right on. until they make the
attack. This will disarm any suspicion they may
h ave that you are prepar~cl I"
So S9ying, the h andsome young Regulator wheeled
his borse and galloped back to the r ear oC the tmin;
standing r eady for instant duty were the minc1-s, at
the word of warning.
u Keep your weapons out of view, but have them
where you can grab then1 in an ii1stant, boys!" wa.s
the encouraging cry of the l\Iasked Terror, Cor
masked was th'2' young avenger, and a grim-looking
rider, wbom no one conld rclis!1 to m~et as a foe.
Then, with a word of warning to his own men, he
galbp~cl swiftly away over the prairie toward tho
billow he ha<l indicated to Ca pr ain Breck. which was
the highest point in that vicin'ty for observation.
Eai:::erly those from the train watc:1ccl the dashing, graceful e2-,u"'strian, nntil lie rca.cb~d the summit; then a ll he,d tbPir hreath in snsponse while ho
swept the eastward bnclsc1pc with his clear eagl0eye.
They saw him look long and earnestly; then, as if
by magic, both h orse and rider became prostrated
upon the ground, and were seen to bo cra\vling off
the surnmit.
"It means df'lnger, fellers!" cr'ed I!oss Breck,
wheeling and riding back along the train. "Stand
r0acl.Y ter execute my orders at er minnit's noticr I,,
Omaha and his sagacious and well-trained animal
soon crawled entirely o1l' of the summit, and Omab:i
tben rose to his feet and ran around in a circle; tbca
rointed toward the halted caravan, which lool:<><l
odd and picturesque, away down in the valley. ThD
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next minute be b!l.d ordered Clipper up, was upo1>.
his back, and dashing down t.be slope.
"Thet move tells ~s ter ..:orral our wagons, an'
prepare fer battle I" cried Breck. as he watched the
voung Regulator, anxiously. " See I here he comes
now, like a thunder-gust. To work, men I lively,
now, and swing the wagons inter a circle. Unhitch
ther mules, quicker'n ye ever did afore!"
The commands were obeyed, with alacrity. The
miners knew that they we1 e working to save their
gold, and also their lives, and they sprung to work
with a will.
It was but the work of a few moments to swing
the long white-covered schooners into a circle, and
unhitch the draught-horses and mules and put. them
inside the circle. Within the space the miners and
their families were also taking refuge, when Omaha
dashf!d up, his horse panting and fleckoo with foam,
while be himself was pretty well blown.
"Good I It is lucky you comprehended my mean·
ing, for the band of the Prairie League are so largely our superior in numbers tbat it would be rash to
attempt to ride through their midst. Hal get ready,
for there the?j come, now!"
He pointed to the eastward , where a large band of
armed horsemen were just coming into view ove.r a
prairie crest. ·. here were at least three-score a nd a
half of them, well mounted, and nt a glance, would
have been pronounced reckless fighters, for their
rough, devil-may-care grace in the saddle was admirable, and among the cattle herdsmen of the far
West you will inevitably find a pretty card set of
customers to h.andle.
"We've got work before us, I tell ycu !"Omaha
declared, jumping Clipp·-r over into the corral, and
then proceeding from une wagon to another to give
his men courage. "You've got. to fight like sons-ofgun ~ , or you'll get licked like blazes; so make every
shot empty a saddle, an I if the rascals get too close
use your revolvers, as you well know how. Don't
give up while there'san ounce of blood in your bodies
to shed in the defense of the train!"
Then Omaha leaped over into the corral, where
the miners ,;ad their families and the horses were a ll
crowded in. Breck stood with rifle in hand watchin,r the approaching ruffian band anxiously.
"You are too crowded in here !" on cried, taking
iu the •ituation at a glance. " Here!" an cl he raised
up a wagon-tongue-" drive out my horses. and let
them shift for themselves; I'll · risk their going
far!'~

The Regulators' animals were accordingly all
driven out, and the gap reclosed. This left more
fighting room within the inclosure, and marte it bet·
ter altogether.
In the mean time the outlaws were seen to be
coming madly ou at 1 he best speed of their wiry
mustangs, and in their lead rode the tloiro man of
Del Norte, Bill Monte, and the myst erious Prairi0
Patrol, whose connection with the outlaws made her
a repulsive object, even though she was beautiful in
face and form.
That \\"ild Hill Monte was commander-in-chief of
the League, Omaha bad not a doubt now and resolved was the young leader of the Regulators to
destroy both the League and its chief.
Just ant of gunshot tue outhw·herde~ came to a
halt, while Wile! Bill and Prairie Patrol rocle for·
ward, with white rags held aloft on the muzzles of
their rifles for a truce.
"Shall we let them approach?" asked Bo· s Breck,
turning to the Masked Terror.
"Not close euough to learn anvthingl" on replied,
leaping U\JOn Clipper's back.,_ "°1'11 go out and hear
their say.'
'"
And laying his trusty Evans's rifle across his sad·
dle-bow, the daring ex-road-agent rode fearlessly
forth upon the prairie unaccompanied, and evident·
ly careless as to the consequencer:.
l!e hastened bis horse, however, for he ""red not
to have the tiwo t;roe&bearers apJ>roach near enough
to discover the slitted canvas Sides of ~he " .schoon-

-~ers," lest they suspect the presence of a concealed
battery.
Wild Bill nodded, and drew rein ao Omaha approached, then spoke:
"Are you in charge of yonder train, young feller?"
he demanded 11:ruffiy.
"At present I am. Why do you ask, Sir Gambler
and Robber?" the Masked Terror answered .
"Because I wanted ter see the gineral in com
mand," the outlaw said, with a chucklP, as he
thought, no doubt, of the easy victory in store for
him.
'
"We're the Prairie Leagueo'therSan Luisvailf'y,
as ye've doubtless heerd of, an' we demand an un~~~~~~~n!~~fi~j~~dr'::'u~~.:r.er train as toll fer passage
"Humph I ls tkis all you come out here to say?"
sneered Omaha, in contempt. "If it is, you may as
:;1!n~~~~e;~rJ'~t~f~,~~- ~~~~sfg;:/~.e'll not surrender
"But hold! You hain't no idear o' how we'll
slaughter ye, an' git the l!Old b eaide•, if ye don't
cave!" Monte protested. ")Ve're five dozen ten, ter
one dozen o' you, an' et'!' take about t en minnits fer
us ter wipe eve.y mother's son o' ye out o' exist·
encel"
"All right. Go ahead •nd wipe as much as you
please. We're ready to receive you with open arms I"
1 etorl ed the Regulator, wheeling his animal and galloring back toward camp.
Monte cursed furiously, and he and Prairie Patrol
r ode back to the outlaw's lines, where a short con·
sultation wns held. Evidently they were a little sus·
picious; but soon it was apparent that their greed
for gold had overmastered their fears, for with loud
cries they spurred their horse; on to do the opening
charge.
A battle was now a certainty I

CHAPI'ER XIV.
GREEK MEETS GREEK-LURKING DANGER.

0¥ came the enemy at full tilt, presenting rather
an imposing aspect.
Ornaba 011 bad resumed bis position within the
corral, and stood among the miners, cheering them
with words and example. Nearer and nearer came
tbe ruffian herders. until they were within easy gunshot; then, at a blare from Omaha's silver trumpet,
the miners, twelve in number, opened up with a
deadly volley that emptied as many saddles as shots
were fired.
But, evidently such a dE>fense the outlaws bad ap·
prchended, for they renewed their cries of triumph
and urged their mustangs bard er. while they poured
in a rattling volley upon the train. This die! more
harm to the Regulators in the wagons, than to the
miners behind them, for several of the former were
wounded more or less severely.
But enough out of their two-~co re was left to retaliate with a deadly fusilade. which, to the utter
conslernntion of the herders. swept full half of
their front men nway, aurl utter confusion reigned.
Among those who fell was Wile! Hill l\fonte. Dml
seeing him go down. Prairie Patrol quickly galloped
to the front. and in Spanish r ulliecl the men auout
her, and they came on with drawn rPYolvers. See·
ing which Omaha gave the ringing order:
"Revolvers all I Courage, comrades; there are
only thirty more I"
Revolvers were drawn, and the moment range was
gained, a volley from either side tore like electric
hail through the air, doin ~ rnme rlamage to the mi·
ners, and emptying several more of the outlaws' sarl.
dies.
Seeing which they whirle1l shout and beat a precipitate retreat, for the distance of half a mile,
when they halted and dismounted, evidently for a
rest.
"Vctry well dtme!" commuit.edOm~ba, as Captain
Breck advanced witli beam!iig f:i.ce and extended
hand.
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"I appreh.ended more loss on our side. How many
. are wounded of our party, lieutenant?" udJressiui;the Regulator, who had just completed an exam1nnti

\ ll

of the wagons.

"Only two seriously, and six slightly, captain,"
was the reply. ••None of the lot are unable to
ride!"
"Good I then we'll take leave of the train, fil"esentih'el~ i~~it1~n:~ughs clear out, which I be ·eve is
"I find that our loss has not been as severe as
yours," said Breck. •·Altogether, it has been what
i call a lucky termination of a battle against odJs.
You doa't think they'll attack us again, then, young
man?1'

"I can better answer that question after awhile!"
Omahu replied, grimly. "Never put any fixed construction upon what are the intentions of a villain1
and you'll avoid disappointment. Two-thirds or
those unhorsed men are but Alightl.v wounded, and
will be ready for work inside of a week."
"Then why not make u charge and wipe 'em out,
fer good?"
·'No I I will not strike a man when he Is down.
Otlly ruffians and savages do tbat. Let them go; we
will finish this job soon. Iliich up your horses and
get the train in motiou . Lieutenant you may catch
our horses, and we will rile ou to D~i Norte with tbe
train. I thmk we have little to fear from yon human
coyo~es, 'twixt here and there!"
Accordingly the miners set to work and geared the
draught horses to the wagons, Om:!ha 011's horses
were ca11;:ht, and In half an hour the caravan was
again toiling away over tbe dun prairie.
At a safe (listance the League, in ils depletion of
numbers, follo\ved. Perh•ps a score of the disabled
outlaws had beenremo mted, and sent off southward
by east to their stronghold.
Wild Bi\1111onte was with the party who were followin~ the train, he and Prairie Patrol riding in advance.
The ruffian had been only slightly s'unned by the
bullet, and was now among the fiercest of those•vho
pursued the miners' caravan, their object being to
obtain bootv and revenge.
Omaha Oil and a division of his Regulators rode in
advance of the tr,1in, while another division brought
up the rear. And thus, makinf? a peculiarly picturesque spectacle, they rut movea along through the
cold December's afternoon sunlight.
As he wished to make Del Norte before camping
for the night, Captuin Breck had the train push
steadily on and as ra pidly as the nature of the route
would admit.
The following outlaws kept on about the same distance, makin!l" no attempt at further molest.ationindeed, it would have been foolhardiness to havt>
made an attack where thern were now more of those
with the train, ttlan of the League, who were infighting trim.
"Wish I hed a gud howitzer!" Breck saU, riding
ahead and joining Omaha, " an I'd soon scatter them
loggin' devils in promisc'ous shape. Once served
vi' light m·tillery in the war, an' hev au' idea I ken
ip'ile a few c.' tbem Junkies. 'a ndsnm · Wbatdo you
sup1 o~e they're foll owin' us for?"'
·· D011'r, know. untesS thev'vc anothP.r recrui~ or
pards in D ·I Norte, a nd intei:id to attack you a~a in.

Del Norre you know, Ins very fmv respected law' or
law-makers, and tho11gh there is probably a fAw h An est souls in the p'ace, the evil elem ent greatlv nv rbalances the good. Consequently a lawless •tat" oE
affairs exists, as would be natural in any place w hem
the poouiatiou is controlled bv ruffians."
"Then you consider it unsrife to enter the town?,'
Breck demanded. in alarm and anxiety.
"No, not ex'lctlv. Not that the inhabitants as a
genenl are too good to hesitate at the eommission
of any crime. but I do not think molestation would
be given your train, except hy the outlaws. for the
simple reason that the Del Norteans stand in awe of
t hreatened invasion from the. governme11t militia to

suppress tbe high-handed ~ambling and whisky distilJinti which is going on ther . "
"T en Del Norte bas illicit distilleries, eh?"
"So I understand. But that is nothing. Com17"r·
ativ.,Jy few of the Western towns of note that do not
have tllese in secret operation - some of them
boldly."
Thus they convE1r•.ed, while the afternoon wore
away. At sunset Del Norte Jay in sight, In the dfa
tance, but it was yet nine or ten miles away, and
there were no roads on which tbe wagons could be
drawn r apidlv. wbich made it promise to be well towarcl midnight ere they reached the town.
Lea ving affairs at the train in charge of his llenten·
ant, Omaha Oil started on ahead at a sharp gallop.
It w s his purpose to visit Del Norte, and see how the
land !av, then rjde back and report. He was not im·
pressed wi:h thesa Dd Nortea s in a favora ble Ii ht,
and h e had more apprehensions of dan:{er at th"l
town than he bad betrayed to Captain Breck. At
full speed h e dashed along over the prairie, through
the dying sunligh_t, his t 11ougbts ~car cly r ovectinj! to
the nature of lus errand, tor in sach momPnt3 as
these only one pr r son occupied his thoughts, a.u<l
that p ~rsou- "Leone.
Leone I Ah! what wou!J he not have given to bav1i
her back a gain, ns in the old clays when tbey weri
so happy? But she was in heaven. now, with he:r
li '. tlo baby boy; both were certainly b?tter off thall
thou~li living hero below on the sinf\•I earth.
0 :1- 1;11 , I c c nl1opcd and Jl.t l.::tst entered Del Norte,
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for tht:s he was nor.:reoognized as Omahu.

Oil, Co · rJ:a l:cc1 Tcr:·or.
Fir tor ' ll b 0 "·ent to tl:le gambling den known a~
the O:"ien '. al Pallce. Ilcre he fonn l a strange de ·
sertiou , only a £cw c·f the habitncs bein~ present,
an:l these \Yerestrollingid'yaho:1t. Noplayinq wa.a
i;-01ng on, and tbe place haJ a deserted a od tlllinvit
I D{; appearance.
To avoid suspicion, the young Rezulator sauntered
througil the J:Tcat apartment; and finally he inviteol
the gam,,keeper to 'tart up tno kPno g 'me, whicb
was clone withulacri ty, for business had never bee1>
more s lack.
Accordingly, several bouts were plaved, Omaha,
wi th his b ~ bituul luck, "·inning every time. Th ?n,
when tired of t~1e sport, h e arose an ·! s1untered out
of the bull .ing, a perplexed expression upon bis
face.
"I am puzzled," be muttered, when he was alone.
"The Palace 1s strnngely deserted, ancl I can put no
other construction on the fact than 1hat these absent
gamblers are layini;t for the approaching miners'
train. ()onfound it, I wish I knew what to do."
Springing into the saddle, he fTa!Jopecl to the wPstern side of the town, looking off toward the caravan.
It was now out of sigbt, probably hidden in the depth
of a prairie wave.
'"I see no other way than to let them come up.
Better to fight it out here in town tl.Jan to tnke the
chances of an open !lrairie attack, in Styg"ian darkness; " for t'·e sky wa · now overcast with somber
1
g\~~e~e~~-a t. ~.~~ l~~'di~~~ ~~~ns~l~r°bld't1~~~ I
lanche, just about now. His old head had an overstock or inl!enuity in it, and I think he could see the
w:ly through.,.
' ' Gre~.t ba.m-bone th et exorcised th er hog-gobhlin'
11v nld J one1· : Moses who became famuss fer his
bull-rushin' proclivities!" exclaimed a familiar voice,
clos~ at hand; "ef a 11 ye want aire Avalanc'1c-ther
gre:it clPvastci..tin' dise11!=Je o' ther perarie~-wbv
hePr is thet awesum ruffi.e uv a hun·icane. an' j ' int~
and all."
And from the bushes. close at hand, em~rgec' tbo
vNer an Annihilator, sure enough I followecl by l'iS
eccentric companion, the i:ont. Omaba 011 s•arted,
violently, and his f::i.ce ns~umed an incredulous ex·
pression as he behel' l the old scout
·
.. You.' Avalanchf'!" be excla.imed-"you, alive!
I th<>ught you dead."
"Y~. I Cnlh.-ylate so; but all ther same-ther old
0
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eontagious t.ppydemlc ain't gone over the dam, yet.
Barn-bon{l that sanctified Joner. 110 !"
. "But how, in the name of all that is wonderful,
does It come that you a>• alive?" Omaha demanded,
with increasine; amazement. "Wh en I left you, co
i,l'O in search of tools with which to dig your grave, 1
believed you gone-quite dead. When I r eturned,
oome one or something had removed your body and
~hat of my child."
u Yas; et war the Perarer Patrol, or whatever-yel!lttll-her. She tuk us ter ther ruin ed haciender in
ther Black Woods, an' berry'd ther babe, w'ile she
nursed me back.. ter life. Dunno why; she · never
even spoke ter me, ter 'splain which uer t'otber.
Arter I war well enuff ter sliiftfer myself, she sbow'd
me the door, and sed 'git; ' an' I got, in ginnywine
style, b et yer good life on that.''
" Then my child was really dead, too, eh?"

tb~;i!ifeeghif~t0r~:~ti~r~~id'u~mM~~t L:~~:.tei;;,~

souls!"
Omaha Oil made no reply. His eyes were riveted
upon the ground; a dark, revengeful lie;ht shone
from them, and ttickeringly illuminated his dusky
countenance.
For SPveral mom ents he remained in silence; then
be r elated his experience since the night of the massacre, including his late defense of the miners' caravan, agaillst the attack of the ruffian herders, and
bis present mission to Del Norte.
"Yas, I argue ye'll hev troubulous times ter git
I.bet kerryvan thru, ef they've got much gold a\Joard.
'ffam-bone ttiet pet rifled old J oner! Why t hes., felters 'd run sixteen miles er minnit, now, ter git a.
0cmell 0 tber giunrwine ariferous."
"Well, if there 1s to b e more battle, her e's what is
ioing to take a hand in it !" Om aha said, grimly.
"My mood is all right for battle, and so I shall go
Ln."
"An' thes great destructive comet o' contagion,
too. Moses o' buU-rusb notoriety! Wait till tber
great Annihilation g-its ter runnin'. nicely, an' ye'll
see fuu-buydoodles uv et, I t ell ye. Tnar's old
Prudence abs ent. ter be sure, but wi' two sich consolidated eppydem ics as Florence Night-in-a-gale an'
myself. I'll te durned ef things ain't a-goin' ter
smoke!"
"('an I depend upnn you to assist me in getting
this train safely through beyond DP! Nortt>P After
that th ey will not need onr protection."
1

.
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old Florence Night-in-a-gale sed ter a Yankton judge,
when she give him a whack wi' her he'd-gear."
"Very well . You remain her e and keep a watch
upon the town, while I ride back to the train and
report. Look out for us toward midnight, and let us
know if there ArP- any host.i1 e demonstrations."
Saying which Omaha galloped back to the train,
which by this ttme'had gainerl a couple of miles in
their slow travel, rendered doubly slow by the dark·
11ess, and by caution necessary.
"Well, wha t a r e tbe prospects ?" demanded Breck,
as the Regulator rode up, after a swift Mde from r.be
valley town.
"Doubtfuli" Oma ha replied bliefiy. "Be prepared to fight, anyhow. .Are the outlaws still dog-

ging?,,

" Yes. Th~y are not far behind; only the darkness bines them from view."
"Well, then we m ay expect more unpleasant
work. before th., night is through! ' was the r eply,
11s the young Regulator rode on to join bis men at
t be r ear of the train.
And the caravan toilerl on, until Del Norte lay just
In front-gloomy and silent.

--=

CHAPTER XV.
THE GAMBLER'S TRAIL OF BLOOD.

._

AT this same nour of tbe caravan's approach to

Del Norte, something was occurring at the home-

st.ead or the Harrlngtons, worthy of-mention, antl
though the characters are merelr, incidental to the.
story, whose basis ie tbe strang-ehfe-historyof Deadwood Dick, we will here narrate them.
In t he gr and old Spanish parlm· of the t.acienda.
three persons were gathered. Two were men; the
third µretty Ella Harrington. Sbe was neat11 attired, and clutched in one band a Spanish guitar, on
which she had evidently just been playing. All
three were in a standing attitude; tbe tw4 E'
Gamin and Ella, bad evidently just arisen upon the
entrance of the third party, who was no other than
tbe ex-Government Spy, Cunning Cass Cameron,
who stood with bat in band, near the door.
Ther e wns an evil expr ession upon the Spy's face.
as he stood and gazed at the two lovers-for sucn
the two were-and a glitter iu his bold, bla<·k eyes
which m<>ant a m enace.
El Gamin flush ed a trifle and the lady of bis choice
trembled violen1ly.
"Well!" Cameron said at last, dwelling slightly
interrogatively upon t be opening word, "this looks
mutually interesting. doesn't it? How long had your
billing and cooing been going on? Pray, Miss Harrington, Le seated, and do not let me inte1TUpt your
singing."
And laying bis bat upon a stand, Cameron betook
himself to a sea•, upon an ottoman. Ella sunk back
upon a sofa; El Gamin still remained standing, bis
gaze turned fiercely upon the Government Spy.
"Sit down; do not tire yo urself, in addition t<>
making yourself ridiculous!" Cameron said, with a.
mochingsmile. "You . remind me of Booth's Hamlet, wberP he beholds the ghost."
El Gamin took a • tep nearer.
·•Leave the r oom!" be commanded, hoarsely, pointin!\ toward the door. "Leave! Go!''
•Oh I no not yet, my beloved fliend. I have not
Interviewed my sweet lady fri end, here, yet. If your
presenc • is obnoxiqus you may step out I"
" Curse you!" El Gamin cried; u why do you com&
h ere? Go. I say I Yon lady is my betrotl1ed wife.
You !Jave no claim upon her. Go, or l will cur; your
tlack beart out. and give it to the clogs!"
•Oh! is tbat so? You are getting beUigerent, ebP
Don' t sling m.r l,'oor heart at the dogs, for I want the
cats to h a ve it. ' Evidently t he Spy was using bis
best efforts to madden the Prince uf Gamblers.
El Gamin dirt not reply but drew from bis belt a.
· pair of )Jistols. one o which be banded to Cameron.
"Ohl don't fight! don't fight! you will be killed!"
screamed Ella, rushing in between them, frantically.
"Get out of the way!" El Gamin cried, fiercely.
"We 'll s t tle this affair in blood."
0
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draw."
Involuntarily tba eyes of the two men turned upon
Ella Harrington.
·•Choose!" El Gamin said. hoarsely.
"I choose Mr. Redwooo !"was rhe girl's rAply, as
she advanced toward the Spy. "1 tliougbt I oared
for you, but I like him better!"
"But you shall not have him, you d ceitful cat?"
the Spaniard hissed, his face flaming redly. •·You
have trifled witb my affection ; you might better
have played with a tiger! Stand ready, Sir Rival.
You can only have the senora if you win ber by my
death!"
Cameron saw that the Gambler Prince ·was deeply
in earnest; a nt1 a maddened Spaniard iii perhaps the
fiercest of furious m en.
So the Sry nrdded, and examined bis revolver.
.Be found it a ll right. and then faced the gambler.
"One ! two! th'ree!,, El Gamin counted, and then
fired, as di 1 Cameron, instantly. Both bullets pierced
fiesby parts of the contestants' bodies, causing pain
ful but not danger us wounds.
Ae-ain the pistols came to a Jev~I. and a flash and
sharp double report echoed through the room. This
time Cameron dropped upon one knee, but did n~·
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and consequently, It was but n~tural that the cont est should be an equal one.
But, it could not Tast forever. Both mea fou~ht,
imbued with potent fury. Steel clashed agamst
steel, and the breath of the two combatants came in
gasps.
"Quarter!" at last articulated Philip Harrington,
reeling back agai12st the wall, and bleeding from
half a dozen wounds-" enough I"
"Ohl no; you need a little more l" the victorious gambler cried, rushing on . "Only your life
will pay the forfeit for the good blood I have lost."
H e made a thrust, fiercely, when Harrington was
too weak to parry it, a nd ran the young farm er
straight through the h eart.
Then the Prince of Del Norte's gamblers turned
and fled from the hacienda, ou t upon tlie prairie.
He cared not to participate in anothe~ contest
rig ht away, unt.il he had time to oollect strength .
for he had not escaped without severe wounds, from
which he had lost enough blood to weaken him.
" Curses I" he muttered as he moved alonjl" to wa rd Del Norte, o ver tho intensely dark prairie" I am a murderer , now, and yet I could not help
it. I could not have let tha t Spy live to possess
t he senora ; she and h er brother placed their lives
a t my disposal. U~h I bad work , but t here is y et
some satis faction, for now I a m heo.r t free againall are enemies ; I have not a fr iend on ear th, that
I know of."
These were the mutterings of th e criminal, as he
sped a long, a s fast a s bis weakened limbs would
ca rry him.
Del Nor te lay only a short d ist1nce away ; here he
had found a ret.reat wherein he could hide, and r ecuperate . But he was destined not to escape so
easily .
Upon th A prairie the darkness was perfectly in::lg~ ~t~~;~~~~~,~~ ~~sr:gt;tert.
t ense-in such a deg-ree th at the lin ~- pol e lights off
Then he made a nother dead ly thrust, which with on the h ~rdin g plains were i .. visible, and thoSe
the skill of an experienced swordsman she p a rried, from Del Norte were faintly percep tible, but not
plain .
and la id his left a r m bare to the bone.
Wi th a howl of mi n.~l ecl pain an! rage, b ecam e on
A h orseman was ricling over the pra irie, sin~ing in
once more, li!;:e an infu ri a;~cl bull of the a rena leaps a rude, boisterous voice, a rollicking- mou ntaineer's
a t the tornwnti ng 1nntarlor e.
song. A s he came closely a fter the gambler , El
H e made a th rust, a nd she attempted to parry
Gamin mutter ed a curse, a nd dropped flat in t he
b11t he ca'lE;ht her blade at a fau lt witl1 bis own, a nd grass.
.
hm·led it from her grnsp. T he next instant his own
The horseman drew r ein, a nd th e gambler heard
blade was burier! to the hilt through h er h ear t, and him dismount.
s h P fell back to th~ fl oor, dea,11
"Wboa ·r-r. Judith , ye onmannerly beast, till I inWithd ra wing his sword , the wretch stagger ed vestigate t het noise T heerd. Dura my old sow's
b ack aghast at his sickening crime; but with au iron last litter o, pigs, bu t I'1n sure I see surrithin' 1nove,
will be the next moment n11sterecl himself, and a just a head. An' who sez th ergreat notorious Tooth·
lo w chuckling- laugh escaped him.
p ick ain "t a-goin ' t er look ter the3e ni<;:ht-prowlers,
"She thought to take me at a disadvant age with w'at f"ndanger t.ber safety ov a man's constytuchi n.
t his bhde. and kill me to avenge yon Govern ment w'en he 's t rav'lin'? Hello, t bar : wha r aire ye, ye
S p y!" he m uttered , w ipi ng- away th '3 p erspiration orner.v cuss? Better scratch u p out!'n the grass,
from his brow; " but I was too m uch for her, t hou.Eth I' m tellin' ye, feref t he1· g1\•at 01·igin1l J ern Murray,
it is ten years s i nee last I fought with a sword . from t.rkansas, should put one o' liis number twen ty·
Then my father was at t he encl of m y bl:i.de, a nd seven hoofs oater ye, ye'd think an elephant tr od on
yf'. "
feH. Ha.! el diahlo ."'
H e leap:•d lnck in surprise. as a young m an , stalThen t he eccen'Tic and mysterious long-geared in·
war t o.nrl ath l eti~. leape<I in to the r oom. a nd snatch - di vidu al from Arkansas began th rashi n ~ about
er] u p the blade that the E l Gamin h ad hurled from in t he gra ss, while be whistled a lively border-dance
poor EILt 's grasp
t une.
" Yes, ye'cl better r oll out, .ve sueak !" 113 continI t was Ph ilip Harrington, the younger of the two
b rothers, who had witnessed tlle last of t he conflict, uerl. after a few moments of dilig-eut ~arch , "or I'll
t h rough an open casement. and b ad h astened to his set ther prerary afire, and thet'll raise ye, onless yo
kin crawl intera grou ml -mice's hole Lord, I'll b m·
s ister·s relief, onl v to arrive too late.
"Vilfa in ! helJ-h,-,und !"' he cried, ru shing "t the b'lste ye, if ever I git my carniverous talons on ye.
blood-blinded gambler, a nrt m aki n(( a fier ce t bru~t. Know ye're in the grass. tha.r'rsum'a rs, an' by ther
B ut, bnt-h eaded, and unmind ful, he r eckoned with- J?reat j umpir.' J oh n Rodgers, 'il fincl-ye if et takes
out his host, for El Gamin thr ew himself instantly ti! t her bu'st o' doom. KAnt foolis h wi' a smallsized volcaner, like me, I tell ,\·e.,,
upu n 1; uard.
Nearer a nd nearer came the Toothpick to where
Then began a h ot. furiou s contest, of thrusting,
E l GamiH was stanclinE; : the gambler ha d r isen to
p arrying, and feinting. .
El Gamin was an exper t, and it t ook bu t a moment his f Pet with draw n revolver .
to prove t hat Philip Har rington had ha d t horough
· ·Halt ~ " he cried . at last. when th e Arka nsas man
was only a few feet away. which fact he guessed by
education in sword ex ercii;:e.
Both men were of procligious muscular strength, the sound s of his footstl'p s, for A.S yet t he gloom
waa too deep ~r pAnetration. "Don ' t come a step
fw·ther, or l '11 blow the top of your h eiµl off. ..
* Devi\
give utterance to a sounci, as for the third time the
pistols came to bear.
Bang I a gain the weapons of dea th rung out their
spiteful warning, and while the infuriated gambler
darted back at tne sting of ab unerrin(( bullet, poor
Cameron sunk back npon the floor, lifeless.
A shriek of terror burst from the lips of Ella Harrington, as she saw the Spy fall, and sa w El Gamin
turn upon h er, with a gfare of demoniac joy in his
eyes.
"Keep back. monster I" she gasped. r etreating toward the door.
"Ha I ha I I have you now, and you shall be m ine,
willingly or unwillingly, you ca'·1·tJJ<e.• What! do
you mean to battle for your rights ?" for Ella Harrington had seized two r a piers from a rack, and
fiinging one to the gambler, stood with the othPr in
her grasp, her face white but r esolute, a nd h er bearin!l admlrable.
Yes, if. you are not a coward you will give me a
chance for my liberty, you ruffian!" she cried,
sternly.
El Gamin seized the blade with a vile curse.
" I'll cut your loi eacl fro m your body I" h " growled,
&"1.vagely. "Instead of a fawn, y ou seem to be a
young t ig ress! ''
H e m ade a lunge and a thrust, which were clextrously panied; then thP young woma n gave hi m a
terrible rap on th e side of the h ead, which caused
him to reel back dizzily . But he recovered his eo.uilibrium in a n ins ta nt, a nd again rushed forwa rd.
Thi• time his th r ust, was not rightly parried, and a s
a conseque nce Ella received a c ut in the left t h igh
which laid op en t be flesh an .inch deep.
With a cry she re trea ted a few s te.(>S but the
Spania rd followed ]}er, pe rseveringly , a wild, terri ble
light in hio eyes.
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~Obl_ye wtll. wtll ye?" came back the answer,
and e.illently Toothpick had come to a halt. "Ye'll
blow ther 'hole top o' my head ot'f, will ye! I wish I
ked cum an' hug ye oncet fer ter show my ai:>preshiation UY yer philanthropic offer, ye black plum.
If ye want ter l;iss therpaw uv an .A.merykan Vessuvious. just cum up an' let me gaze onter ye. l 'm
J em Murray, ther i>:reat Toothpick o' Arkansas-an
absolute terror ter ther hoss-tlueves an' m oonshiners
uv thet gelorious State. Shute, ye Babalonian I

shute! 11

And tbe next moment a great bulky body came
shooting meteor-like through thP. air, and E l Ga min
could not leap aside quick enough to avofd being
struck, and knocked to the ground. Tbe next mom en t the two men had clinched in a desperate battle-bug, for the Toothpick bad now recog-nized his
bitterest foe in the gambler,and be bent all bis energies in the attempt to crush the life out of his adve1~
sary.
But it was ~ vain attempt. Ill Gamin seemed litA·
rally boneles -he squirmed about: over and over
rolled the tw men, without a word, but their gleaming eyes expressing the rancor in their bosoms, toward each othf'r.
·
El Gamin was nearly equal in strength to the
Toothpick. despite the latter's giant proportions, and
he worked like a beaver for the victory. Over and
over1 strain, twist, jerk they wenr, and at last the
gamoler broke loose. Then with tne quickness of a
llghtning·f!Mh-with that swift dexterity peculiar to
a Spaniard, the villain whipped a knife from his belt,
and plunged it once I twice I thrice into the giant's
breast. llnrray runic back, without a 11:roan, and
the twice-cTouble murderer sprung to his feet with a
wild cry.
"Victory again I Furies, I believe I am growing
mad for blood I" and he laughed demoniacally.
On toward Del Norte be ejled, bis hat otr, b s long
hair waving in the breeze, his appearance truly more
tliat of a madman than a sane person. On-on be
msbed, straight into the town, yelling and brandlsh-
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And that victim was lacking.

CHAPTER XVI.
l!IOMl<T.IWIG NOT EXPilCTED-CONCLUSION.

A. Dll:ATllLIJ[E stillness reigned over the town, as
»ie caravan entered the prairie main street, on which
tvere the few saloons and stores. Not a soul was
Jll0en abroad in the streets, a.ud all was dark and apparently lifeles~.
"Look sharp I watch on everv side. for you are
perhaps between two fires of death I" Omaha Oil
cried along the line. "Guns ready! hearts brave I
fire not until you are flred upon I"
"Li•ten! By Heaven!
are lost!" cried Boss
Breck, excitedly. "See! militia! Theyiu-ein front,
in the rear, and a ll around us!''
It was even so r A co111pany of soldiery. with rattling bayonets, were charging down the street toward them; a cempany of mounted cavalry was
brinF:ing up the rear; while out of houses along the
street i•sued more armed blue-coats, with triumphant cries.
The train came to a bait, at Omaha OJJ's peremptory order, and both minffs and Regul >tors grasped
th eir guns; but this was useless, or course, for the
militia outnumbered them three or four to one.
"In God's name, " ·hat does this mean?" demanded Breck. in great excitement. ''Why are we thus
;;topped by the soldiers, and in this place?"
"We h ave yet that to learn!" Omaha Oil replied.
"Ther' is a screw Joos""', somewbe~, and if we re·
main silent, I baTe no doubt we shall soon learn the
reaSOR .''
Silence was accordingly enjoined throughout the
train-all, as it were, were waiting to hear their senteqee pronounced.
Tbe sol!1i,.~..U ~1!.*"_JL ~a4!!tlll.1'itl:\ "Ql'dep-
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cavalry also drew rein. Then tbe Sllllle OOl!llntUle.·
Inf: voice was beard, again:
' Hello! there; train ahoy!"
"Well, what's wanted!" demanded Bredr:, from
his position on one of the wagons. "Why in thunder
do you thus stop an honest miners' caravan?"
" By that power vested in us by the Government
to apprehend and arrest all t hi:>se engaf;\'ed in th6
production and transportation of illicit whi.ky !"was
the ringing response. " You have forty barrels of
untaxed whis1.-y in your so-called ' honest miners'
train, and we oommand you to surrender, or take
the consequences of a charge. Alsq, we want the
yonnl!' desperado you are harborin.g with the deiusion that he is a Regulator, he havi\Jg allied himself
with a band of roughs of that orc'.er. Bis name is
1

Omaha Oil, alias IJeaduood IJ ick ! "

As may well be ima(;\'ined, these words caused a
sensation among those m the train . An exclamation
of hearty indignation escaped the miners, at the suspicion of their beinf; smug?lers or illicit. whisky.
And the Regulators uttered a growl, as the words
against their leader issued from the offi cer's lips.
"Your charge is insultin ',yon durned blue-coated
loafer I" shouted Breck, from the wagon-top, "and
if I bad you here, I'd durned soon break your bead.
Thar's not half the whisky in thii; train thar is in
:r,er bill; gullet, an' I '11 ~ive a thonsan' in pure dust
if you ll find a !l'allon o' juice about our traps."
.• "\\"hat! ls it possible that rou deny having illicit liquors In your wagons, sir?' shouted theomcer.
° Can we have made so great a n1istake !,,
"Reckon yer he~ fer sure," returned l!reck.
"Leastwise, ye won't find no j . ice in this kerryvan.
We're goin' ter camp fer a couple o' days, hyar in
town, an' ef re'll wait till daylight, ye can examine
our waJ?ons.'
"From where do you h ail, Sir Miner?"
"From Dnnbury 81 lit, in ther Rockies, ef it's any
o' your bizness. B'en tbar now nigh six year."
"Well, there ls wmethin!;\' strange here indeed I"
said the officer, leaving his command, and riding
close to tbe train. "My name is Fullerton, and it
is my business to look to this whisky business. I
received warning to meet a smuggllllg train here,
to-night, and thus, if we have made a mis•ake, you
see how it is. But we know thlit Deadwood Dick is
with you, and we demand his surrender. His Regulators we do not want. They have, In realit,r. done
the San Luis valley a service by warring agamst the
Prairie League, and also praise is due to Deadwood
Dick for his evident reformation. But his work up
at Deadwood was too criminal to allow of bis going
about a free man, and it is our duty as soldiers to
arrest him, according to lRw I"
"I've nothin' ter say about that!" Boss Breck replied, "only that be saved our lives an' money, an'
ef be wants muscle an' backbone ter defend hisself
with. we'd be brutes not ter stick by him. Ye'd better cl'ar out an' let tber young feller alone. ossifer,
fer he·n make ye trnbble afore you git him I"
"No I he'll make- no trouble l" was Omaha Oll'B
response, in a clear, rin~ing voice. "'I'll nob imperil
the rest of you by resistance, but 11 ill SU1"7en der !
Come forward, Sir Officer, if you want me!"
"Don't surrender! We'll stand by you with our
lives!" cried both miners and Regulators. in a voioe.
"You'll only be strung up if you s urrender!"
"Let 'em string!" was the reckless reply. "I've
nothing to Jive for. My wife and child have both
been im1ocently murdered. and there is nothing to

f's'tk.:i.l~: ~~~bt!'~ as~~s{ i~ef1~:~~~lr~~~·t~n ~i~:!
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ruffians of the Prairie League I"
Colonel Fullerton now rode up, accompanied by
half a dozen dismounted privates, and, true to his
promise, Omaha delivered hlmselr, and was handcuffed. Then, after bidding adieu to the Regulators
and miners, he was marched away to the camp of
the military, which was pitched on the prairie, soutla
oft.he t<l'YP· f}le solc11ers followed. a.nd so did tbe
aaravaB, tire Ii11Ders going Into camp not far :.'o.lll
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ested in the welfare of Deadwood Dick.
To them he had endeared himself by his gentlemanly b'lari~, courage and skill; that he must die
seemed a shame-an outrage.
And they meant to be with him at the last.
Omaha was th ro1vn into a tent by himself, and left
alone; but a cordon of guards were set around his
prison, without, for Colonel Fullerton was bound
that the cl are-devil of the Black Hills sho Id not escape him, as he had many times escaped his captors
in tile past.
Dick was not clown-hearted, but tookthingscoollyl
He sat in bis prison, now, whistling a song that haa
been a favorite with Leone, and reflecting upon
what was to come.
In the morning, he ca.iculated, a court-martial
trial would be given him, and he would be convicted,
and shot.
He thought of Avalanche aud wondered where
the old scout was keeping himself. Surely if be
wera in Del Norte, he must have been attracted by
the confusion, and learned of his capture.
For a couple of hours Dick lay thus, his. mind
busied with the past and present; then he dropped
off Into a sound sleep, for he was much fatigued.
When he.awoke it was with a start.
A cold hand bad touched his face,and aroused him.
Who could it be? Wi bin the tent all was Stygian
darkness. 'Outside was heard the monGtonous tramp
of the sentinels.
u 'Sh.'" cn.utioned a voice, in a shrill whisp3r;
" make no noise. I am a friend come to save you.
I am El Gamin."
" Why have you come here?" Dick demanded
r aising himself to a sitting posture. "I do not
want to escape. Your effort ls useless I"'
"What! do you mean to say you do not care
or life and liberty? that you \viii refuse to escape
rom certain d0ath when I have periled my life in
our behalf?"' the Spaniard demanded, in astonisb1ent.
"Ay, I mean just that I" was the firm reply of the
r isoner. "I want to die. I am weary of this
unted life. For the last two years I have been an
utcast upon the face of the earth. I have no home
ow, nor friends here upon earth, and I do not care
o stay. Un in the keeping of God I have a d:trling
· e and child, and I hope for a place \vith them, if
can die now 1°
El Gamin was strangely affected. He sat beside
e prisoner, buried in deep thought.
"I wish that l might hope for a place up there
th you," he replied, " but I am too irretrievably
. Then you won't accept of liberty?"
"No, thanking you all the same."
"Well, then, good-by. I admired you, and ibat is
by I ventured here. If die you will, be brave, and
m ember that, base wretch and murderer though
is, you have a friend in El Gamin."
T hen the gambler glided away, and that was the
t DeadwooJ Dick ever saw of him.
Without difficulty El Gamin managed to escape
m the prison-tent, an<l wended his way along over
e prairie. His head was bowed, aud he was re·
ing upon the odd determination of.Deadwood
k. It certainly was a most eccen ric freak.
or half an hour he wandered alom:; then sudJyj ere he had any warning of danger~ he was
e y attacked by a half-dozen burly nerders,
ose only weapons were knives.
be first faint ting~s of dawn streaking the__ east,
e the gambler an idea who they \vere, for a short
tance away Prairie Patrol sat upon her white
e, urging en her " tools."
ping back with the agility of a panther. El
in clrew his revolvers, and fired . Down went
1 of bis assailants at first fire. Again be fl.red; one
; thQ other unerring bullet sped along and
~e breast of the mysterious Prairie Patrol.
h a dying scream she sunk from the saddle to the

ground, and becoming frightened, her hOrle da.9hed
wildly away over the prairie.
Two more foes had the Spaniard, pressing r1!Ll .;c,
hard that he could not use his revolver. Becoming
desperate, as be saw that certain death was inevitable unless he could make a break, he clnbbed the
revolver1 and hurled it fiercely at the head of one of
the heroers, while at the same instant he took a
backward step and leaped upon the other.
The flying missile felled the one ruffian like a log
to the ~round.
Tearmg the knife from the hand of the other, with
strength procligious. th~ gambhr buried it into
the outlaw's heart, and thus ended the unequal contest.
An hour later, just when the cold December sun
arose gloriously from out its eastern bed, El Gr min
approached a solitary cottonwood which stood miles
Inland from the Rio Grande, and whose wide-spreading branches looked cheerful.
Under the shelter of these he sat himself upon th&
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Haggard and desperate the gambler was looking-,
from his wild, bloody night's work i blood was
smeared up'>n bis face and upon h!S garments,
and he was suffering from many wounds and from
fatigue.
"God fol"l?ive me I" he murmured, staring thought·
fully heavenward. "I \vish I might hop.• for a phce
up there, where Dead wood Die'< is so confident of
~~~;?· on his execution. But it is not for such as
From among th<i branches of the tree overhead,
there descended a noosecl rope and feli about the
neck of the doomed gambler. He st.arted violently1
and atteml?ted to throw off the thing, but it shirroo
quickly tir,nter, a choking sensation attacked him,
and he wi.s drawn bodily np into mid-air.
As he .vent up the man at the other end of the
rope, w'..ich was over a stout limb, came gradually
downVtard, umil he touched the ground. Above him
dangle.<! the body ot the gambler, with life by this
time uearly choked out of him.
Nor did the strange hangman relent. He wound
the Rlack rope about the foot of the cottonwood,
and th.,n, after giving a contemptuous glance at tile
unfortunate victim of lynch-law he turned his footsteps in the direction of Del Norte.
And this individual who had suspended the Garn·
\rter Prince six feet above terrafirma, with a rope
about his neck, was no Jes~ a personage than the eccentric Arkansas Toothpick.
ln the early morning f >llo\ving El Gamin's visit,
Deadwood Dick was Jed forth from his tent, by a
guard of soldiers, to the village plaz ', whicb was in
the center of the town. Here the military and
tQwnspeople were all assembled, to witness the
mereir formal trial of the daring ex-outlaw.
Curious eye3 were bent upon the young man, for
some signs of agitation were apprebenclecl, but In
this all were disappointed. Not a tremor passed
over Harris's face, as be was placed upon the witness stand, confronted by the multitude; but he
smiled ancl put out one released hand, as there was
a parting in the crowd, and Old Avalanche came up,
followed by his goat.
"Great ham-bone thet Joner gnawed on I" was the
old scout's greatly surprised excla'llatlon. "Old
Moses who at tber rushes and bulls dicl sw'ar. How?
which-how dicl ye git inter this tarnal predickament, boyee?''
Dea"l wood Dick laughed one of his peenliar ex•
pressive little laughs.
"WPll. I Jl"Ot caught by these law-abiding emissaries of Uncle 8am, Alva, and they made bold to assert that they wanted me, which assertion I could
not gainsay: so, accordingly, I gave up, and let 'em
take me into custody I"
"Wbicb showed what a du rn blasted fule ye aire.
Gre'.tt J erusalumm I I wouldn't 'a' thort it u~ vou p•
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"But, ;row know, old frleud, that I have nothing to
I've far. The faster pass the days, the more I want
to tie with Leone and my boy."
"Oh I !.e'll git thar, no doubt I" Avalanche replied
grimly, 'ef ye Jet these durued scullions hev their
way erbout it. Let me jest put A, lively flea inter yer

oigans o, bearing."
Saying which, the Annihilator whispered a few
words in the prisoner's ear, tbat caused him to start
violently and grow white.
"Not dead- Le-1m.o 1u1t t1 ead, you say?" he gasped,
a wild, joyful, hopeful light shining from his eyes.
"I sect et. l reckon r' tbe veteran scout re.Plied ;
"leastwise, thes 'ere paper luks ruther suspiciously
like It. Read," and he held a small strip of ~per up
11<> that Dick could sec.
These were tbe words inscribed:
••Am a prisoner-for God's sake, r escue me from
a horrible captivity. My captor's name is Hawk
Harrington. Search for fne in the Black Hills,
whither he is taking me.
L EONE HARRIS."
"Oh I Heaven, I am to die, leaving h er a prisoner I"
Deadwood Dick groaned.
"Don't be ttr su re o' thet, Dickey, boy. Thar's
many a slip 'twixt the tarantler juice an' ther lip uv
an absorber o' moisture, as hes often heen proven,
an' 'tatn•t sworn to tbet ye're bound ter swing, yet.
An' ef ye do, I 'll find yer wife, an ' take g ude l<eer o'
her. Great ham-bone, yes llnt good-by, now, f er
them soldiers aire iukin' at me as ef I war a hossthief, instead uv a devastatin' eppydemic o' ther
peraties. Good-by, an' keep yer eves open."
And giving Dick a warm banJ-shake, the scout
turned away and vanished in the crowd.
The trial was as quick as it was decisive. The
Prairie court found Omaha Oil to :>:!Deadwood Dick,
and as Deadwood Dick had r:chly merited death a
hundred times, be was now summarily order d to
be shot. The sentence, as prooounced by Fullerton
was:
"I sentence you to death one hour hence. You
sball be shot by six long-range rifles, in the hands
of my sharp-shooters, at a d 1etance of two hundred
yards. 11
With these words the trial was ended, and the
crowd gradual! v dispersed, evidently greatly pleased
at the idea of this long range practice on a human
bod,v.

Dick was taken back to his prison-tent, and left
.
There chanced to be an ex-chaplain with tbe command, and be visited the prisoner and ..iffered consolation, which Dick gratefully accepted. It seemed
strange to him to be preparln~ for eternity. An
hour .ago he had rejoiced at the prospect of meetingLeone; now that she was living, he yearned to Hve,
but it was too late. His sentence had been passed,
and he would have no chance to es ape.
Death stared him in the face, and he could but
meet it.
But, naturally, be wondered where Old Avalanche
was all this time. What mischief was the old King
of Rangers planning?
'l'bat he was staying in the background without
some purpose Dick was unwilling- to think, and a
f trong hope arose in his breast that perhaps the old
i;cout was planning for his escape.
But this hope was dissipate,1, when the soldiers
eame to lead him out to his Pxecution. Nothing,
now, thought h e, could save him from death.
He was led through camp, and two hundred yards
out upou the lreen wintry prairie, wberea stal<e had
been driven, upon the ed1iie of a rushing little tribu·
~;fn~~e~~j N~~r~. a mile elqw flowed into the Rio
TQ this stake be was firmly lashed with strong
cords.
·•I am sorry for you, young man I" Colonel Fullert'>n said, gravely. "It is a pity to see a young
'ltt1.ll llke you shot when life is so precious."
"Oh! you nee.dn't be. I don't han~-er after your
al~

sorrow, nor your words of condolence I" Dick 1'€•
plied coolly. "Probably, if I were to come to life
after you end my days, I should be just mean
enough to drop you off of the list of the living."
"I guess yon won't do a ny one any harm in the
future I" was the grim attempt at satire of the colonel. "Will you have your eyes blindfolded?"
" No. I 1rant to see the maehi11ti work!''

Accordingly Dick was left alone, tied to the sta,,,o,
while the soldiers and tbs colonel retired to the
shooting-line, full two bundre<t-yards awa;r.
While th ey were striding thither, a d11pplng human form crawled from the stream at Dick"s back,
and a familiar voice exclaimed:
"Courage, Dickey, boyeel I'll bev ye out o' this,
d'rectly."
Creeping into the tall grass at the back of the
prisoner the old Annihilator gave tl::e cord a slash
or two, and Dick was freel
Sinking to the ground he rolled into the stream,
Avalanche in the lead , and an insl·ant la ter Ibey
crept into the bushes on the OJ?POSite side of the
stream and almost the first warmng the soldiers; bad
was, when on looking around at a shrill yell of defiance, they saw two liorsemen spurring away, madly, over the prairie. Soon they passed wholly from
view.
Omaha OJI, and the ex-road-agent, Deadwood
Dick, and the Annihilator, Old Avalanche, disappeared, and nevermore were they seen in the country of the Rio Grande de! Norte.
THE END.
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54 Denver Doll RR n ~tect i ve
55 DPnvPr Doll's Part ~er; or , Big 11uckskln the Sport
56 l>t>nver Doll 's Mint or, Little Bill's Big Loss
57 Dt>adwood Dick Trai.ped
58 Buck Hawk, Detectl"Oe; or, The Messenger Boy a
Fortune
Ml DPadwond Dick's Disguise; or, Wild Walt, the Sport
60 Dumb Dick's Pard; or. Eliza J ane, the Gold Miner
61 Deadwood Dick's Mission
62 8pottPr Fritz: or, The l:ltore-Detective's Decoy
63 The DPtective Road-Agent; or, The Miners of Sasse,
fras City
64 Colurndo Charlie's Detective D"sh; or, The Catt.le
K ings

